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Abstract

Since the beginning of agriculture, seeds have been cultivated, saved, and exchanged by
farmers each year to ensure the success of future crops adapted to local environments. Yet, over
ninety percent of our diverse vegetable and fruit crop varieties have been lost due to the
industrialization and commercialization of seeds. Industrial agriculture has caused a great
homogenization of crop varieties, but locally adapted seeds and their seed savers do still exist on
the fringe, and across the world. There is a small but growing body of research on agri-food
networks in Western and developing countries where advocates are working to continue and/or
redevelop a stock of locally adapted seed in order to better serve humanity’s needs in light of the
effects of climate change and corporate interests. Using Actor-Network Theory (ANT), this
dissertation explores the seed as it exists within different agri-food networks. First, I explain
ANT through a review of agri-food studies literature that utilizes this unique “theoromethodology.” Next, I investigate how the seed exists within traditional, modern alternative, and
industrial agricultural networks in order to discover the effects that emerge from actor
interactions with the seed in these networks. I then put this knowledge to use in an on-site
research project where I conduct an ANT investigation of the Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance
network, located in southeastern Ohio. Important network effects that I discover include saved
seed, profit, survival, and what I call “resilience knowledge” – knowledge that is gained at the
margins of our food system, outside of the hegemonic industrial agriculture complex. Socialecological resilience knowledge is being created through local food networks (and especially
those that include seed saving and exchange). People, plants, and things – actors in these
networks – are creating important resilience memories that might assist the local food movement
in establishing itself as a viable alternative to industrial agriculture.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the beginning of agriculture, there was the seed – a singular, yet powerful source of
nearly all our sustenance. This seemingly inanimate creation had, and still has, the ability to
incite happiness, worry, or dread due to its abundance, scarcity, or complete absence within
communities. The seed in and of itself has always affected humans in significant ways. It is
fought over in legal battles, used in rituals to represent renewal, rebirth, and hope for a plentiful
harvest, exchanged to secure friendship and loyalty, used in creation stories, and eaten whole for
its nutrients. Sometimes it is even burned in protest, like Monsanto’s seed donation to Haiti postearthquake (Bell, 2010).
Traditionally, seeds are cultivated, saved, and exchanged by farmers each year to ensure
the success of future crops adapted to local environments. Seeds also hold meaning beyond that
of food security - an assurance of sustenance. Communities that save seed either through home
or community seed storage, or use locally adapted ones bought from local producers, pass
knowledge through the seed including plant growing tendencies in local environments, crop
characteristics, and stories of those who have cultivated and saved seeds in years past. Since the
dawn of agriculture, traditional communities have saved seed to ensure productive and healthy
harvests in the coming years. For thousands of years, seeds have been kept in tiny and large
earthen pots, some with holes only big enough for a single seed to get through at a time. They are
stored on tables in natural fiber bags and woven baskets to allow air flow and resist molding.
They are also stored in monstrous silos made of metal, and they have been kept safe in glass and
plastic jars, plastic bags, old seed packets, and pieces of paper folded and taped into pockets.
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Seed saving represents humanity’s penchant for forethought and planning. It reflects our will to
survive and take care of ourselves and others in ways that will not only sustain our communities,
but also help them thrive.
An estimated seventy-five to ninety percent of our diverse vegetable and fruit crop
varieties, some originating in the Americas and others traveling from abroad with colonists,
explorers, and immigrants, have been lost (Shiva, 2007, p. 80; Veteto, 2008, p. 121). A growing
body of literature addresses how the industrialization and commercialization of seeds has largely
eliminated practices like seed saving and exchange in Western culture and beyond, and on-farm
plant breeding practices aimed at developing new cultivars adapted to local environments. It has
also led to a great homogenization of crop varieties. The loss of on-farm breeding and seed
saving practices, as well as the onset of monoculture methods of cultivation and use of synthetic,
non-organic pesticides and fertilizers in the 20th century, caused agriculture to move further from
the socially just, and economically and ecologically sustainable enterprise it once was for
countless communities across the world (Aistara, 2011; Dillon & Hubbard, 2011; Fowler &
Mooney, 1990; Kinchy, 2012; Kloppenburg, 2004; Mascarenhas & Busch, 2006; Nazarea et al.,
2013; Phillips, 2008; Phillips, 2013; Shiva, 1991; Shiva, 2000; Shiva, 2007; Shiva 2016; Yapa,
1993). As knowledge of the corporatization of the seed and its threat to food plant diversity grew
in the 21st Century, seed libraries and community seed exchange events emerged as prevailing
spaces for the re-growth of seed saving in the United States. These spaces and events, often
organized and hosted by local libraries, universities, or community organizations, have
revitalized, and in some ways modernized, the ancient seed saving tradition.
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Some areas of the United States are now addressing a more regional need for locally
adapted seed not only for gardeners, but also for farmers producing local foods for profit. Most
farmers and gardeners taking part in local food networks still rely on seed that is produced
beyond the region, often many states away.1 Dillon and Hubbard (2011) call for regional seed
networks where farmers and seed producers grow and save seed adapted to local soils and
climates. However, unpredictable climate conditions, also resulting in a quickly changing pest
landscape, may continue to challenge this and other aspects of sustainable agriculture in the
future. Locally grown seeds also help save and reinvigorate agricultural biodiversity, and support
and revitalize community and family seed saving traditions (Hicks, 2013). All of the
aforementioned activities have the potential to make our local food networks even more socially
and environmentally resilient than they are today.
In the United States, as well as abroad, strong arguments have been made for the redevelopment of locally adapted seeds and networks to support them in order to enhance local
economies, increase biodiversity, and bolster social and ecological resilience within our
agricultural networks (Campbell, 2014; Da Vià, 2012; Dillon & Hubbard, 2011; Fowler and
Mooney, 1990; Helicke, 2015; Hicks, 2013; Nazarea, 2005; Shiva 2007). As Shiva (2000) notes:
The seed, for the farmer, is not merely the source of future plants and food; it is the
storage place of culture and history. Seed is the first link in the food chain. Seed is the
ultimate symbol of food security. Free exchange of seed among farmers has been the
basis of maintaining biodiversity as well as food security. (p. 8)
“Local,”	
  unless	
  otherwise	
  noted,	
  will	
  be	
  used	
  to	
  describe	
  two	
  scales	
  that	
  are	
  often	
  used	
  within	
  the	
  local	
  food	
  
movement:	
  local	
  (often	
  defined	
  as	
  consuming	
  products	
  made	
  within	
  less	
  than	
  50-‐100	
  miles	
  from	
  home)	
  and	
  
regional	
  (often	
  defined	
  as	
  consuming	
  products	
  made	
  more	
  than	
  100	
  miles	
  from	
  home,	
  but	
  within	
  a	
  certain	
  
geographical	
  or	
  multi-‐state	
  boundary.
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Re-localizing seed sources to support food being grown in the local food movement will bolster
genetic diversity in agriculture, support biological complexity within local farming systems,
increase social and economic ties within local communities, and hence increase overall resilience
within these local food networks.
Purpose and Problem Statement
Much of the scholarship on seed networks is based in the global South. Yet, there is a
small but growing body of research on networks in Western and developing countries where
advocates are working to create locally adapted seed in order to better serve farmer needs. This
work is helping our social-ecological communities to be better prepared for climate change,
increase biodiversity and resilience within local food networks, and resist corporate interests
(Aistara, 2011; Bocci & Chable, 2009; Bonicatto et al., 2015; Calvet-Mir et al., 2012; Da Vià,
2012; Phillips, 2008; Purdue, 2000). However, there is little research on the potential for regional
seed networks in different areas of the United States. For over two decades now, the local food
movement in the United States has worked diligently to create food networks that are more
socially, politically, and environmentally just. One can see this work on any given spring,
summer, or fall day in towns and cities across the United States where citizens gather to
commune with each other and purchase fresh produce at local farmers markets or food cooperatives. In the wintertime, flourishing state and regional organic farming associations hold
dynamic local food conferences in preparation for the coming growing season. Much work has
been done to make fresh, affordable food more localized and accessible to citizens in urban,
suburban, and rural populations. Yet, the seed that grows this local food we are able to purchase
from farmers markets, roadside stands, local groceries, and food co-operatives is almost always
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purchased from outside growing regions, unless one is lucky enough to have a local seed
producer from which farmers can purchase seed. Local food proponents are missing a
fundamental aspect of sustainability within a food network – seed saved in place that is used to
produce food in place.
Some of the most important components of the local food movement include
heterogeneity within its farming systems, which increases ecological resilience. As Nabhan
(1989) notes, “The push for uniformity will not only destroy the diversity of genetic resources
but will also disrupt the biological complexity that underlies the sustainability of traditional
farming systems…” (p. xi). Local food networks are seeking a way to revive traditional
agriculture through a modern lens by renewing the socially and environmentally resilient parts of
many ancient agricultural methods. Reviving the traditional practice of seed saving provides
further environmental resilience by growing plants that are genetically diverse and adapted to
local environments over many growing seasons. Through this dissertation research, I will study a
local seed network that is developing within a local food network. I will focus on how the
localization of the seed might create further food security, genetic diversity, and social resilience
within the local food movement in the United States.
Research Questions and Chapter Organization
In the form of three publishable papers, I develop a deeper understanding of three
interconnected topics: the function of the seed as an actor in three types of agricultural networks,
how its different roles in these networks affect social and ecological resilience, and how saved
seed and the creation of a seed network impacts the local food network of which it is a part. I use
Actor-Network Theory (ANT) to guide this research. Therefore, all research questions are
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phrased with this in mind. The following central question helps organize and drive my research:
how does seed exist within and impact other actors within agri-food networks?
The format of this dissertation is an introduction chapter, a second chapter providing an
overview of the state of seeds and seed saving in agriculture, three publishable papers in chapter
form, and a conclusion chapter. Paper one (Chapter 3) is my methodology and literature review
chapter. I ask: how is Actor-Network Theory used in sustainable agriculture and local food
literature? This chapter provides a detailed overview of ANT and a detailed literature review of
how ANT has been used in sustainable agriculture and local food research, which includes any
relevant seed and seed saving scholarship I encounter. The aim and design of this piece is to
make it more publishable than a traditional literature review by framing it as an instructional
piece on how to use, and how not to use, ANT in research. Therefore, the review also includes an
assessment of how scholars have used it both properly and improperly.
The second paper focuses on an ANT analysis of the seed within three different
agricultural models: traditional agriculture, modern alternative agriculture, and industrial
agriculture. My research question is: how does the seed exist within and impact traditional,
industrial, and modern alternative agricultural networks? The strengths in this paper first come
from an historical overview of seed saving and the commodification of seeds in the United
States, which is informed by my published chapter, “Seeds and Sustainability: Why Keeping
Seeds Local is an Act of Resistance and Resilience,” in Local Food Networks and Activism in the
Heartland (Sadler et al., 2013). In addition, I provide a review of the state of seeds in modern
society and use ANT to explain how seeds, as fundamental actors, exist within and affect the
three different agricultural networks. Lastly, these effects are assessed for their contribution, or
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lack of contribution, to resilience within agri-food networks. The concept of “countermemory”
(Nazarea, 2005) will be explored in the conclusion with regard to how it might inform the study
of seed saving and resilience thinking within the local food movement.
The third and final paper is based upon a case study conducted in southern Ohio within
the burgeoning seed network, Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance. My research question asks, how
does seed exist within and impact the Ridge & Hollow network? The phrasing of this question is
similar to my second paper where I conducted a theoretical analysis. In this study, I put theory
into action in place as I conduct an on-site ANT study of the Ridge & Hollow seed network
through participant observation, a network mapping activity, semi-structured interviews, and
document analysis. The outcomes from this chapter include a visually mapped seed network that
identifies all actors involved, and a thorough analysis of the effects that emerge from
participants’ associations, or interactions, with the seed and other actors within the network. In
ANT, an effect is the resultant “thing” that occurs after actors interact. For example, one of the
effects of a seed interacting with a soil community and water is a seedling. One of the effects of a
farmer interacting with a new type of squash plant she is growing that year is new knowledge of
this plant and its success, or lack thereof, in that place. Through my interviews, I record
knowledge that has emerged from participants’ experiences with seed in this burgeoning
network.
In the conclusion of my dissertation, I first review my chapters to explain how and why I
conducted this research in a certain way. Each chapter clearly builds upon the one before – the
crescendo being my on-site research. I then thoroughly examine ideas for future research. As of
yet, there has been little research on regional seed networks in the United States. Thus, I clearly
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leave the doors open for future exploration of regional seed saving networks within Southeastern
Ohio and beyond.
Research Site
For over two decades, Community Food Initiatives (CFI), now based in Nelsonville,
Ohio has been addressing food justice issues in the western piedmont region of the
Appalachians. The organization’s mission is “to foster communities where everyone has equal
access to healthy, local food” (Community Food Initiatives, 2018a). In the past few years, the
organization has started to develop a local seed network, an idea that grew out of an established
community seed swap that occurred once or twice a year.

Figure 1. The city of Athens located in Athens County, Ohio. Courtesy of the Ohio History Connection. (Ohio
History Central, 2017; Appendix G)

The year 2015 was the beginning of a pilot seed network, which currently is known as
Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance, to test the possibility of a social enterprise within the
organization that would support both gardeners and farmers. Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance
employees pay for seed collected by a group of local seed savers in the Athens region and then
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Figure 2. Subregions of Appalachia. Athens County is located within the North Central Subregion, which is a part of
the Allegheny plateau. Courtesy of the Appalachian Regional Commission (Appalachian Regional Commission,
2016; Appendix H)

process, package, and sell the seed through local stores and farmers markets within the city of
Athens, as well as at conferences, workshops, and festivals that CFI takes part in throughout the
year. The Alliance is “dedicated to increasing food security for future generations by supporting
the preservation of regionally adapted, open-pollinated seeds through partnerships with skilled
seed savers living in our region.” (Community Food Initiatives, 2018b). The success in the first
year led this “micro-regional enterprise” to expand its reach in 2016 to include varieties found in
the larger Appalachian region (Flint, 2016). All proceeds from seed sales are funneled back into
CFI (J. Chadwell, personal communication, June 29, 2016). So far, the organization has only
worked with growers living within or near Athens (Fig. 1) through the Southeastern Ohio Seed
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Savers Group, but they plan to expand their reach with every passing year to eventually include
the entire Central Appalachian region (Fig. 2) (Community Food Initiatives, 2018b).
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Chapter 2
The State of Seed Saving in the United States
The following chapter will provide a broad, but concise, overview of the history of
agricultural seeds and seed saving practices in the United States, which will be enhanced by a
review of seed saving scholarship conducted in this country. The purpose of this chapter is to
review how seeds have been produced and treated historically, and also to assess what is
occurring within different parts of the country with regard to the saving and storage of this
essential genetic resource. Currently, sustainable seed saving activities are largely occurring
outside the commercial, industrial hegemony within non-profit organizations, loosely organized
community groups, Native American groups and organizations, and a few for-profit ventures
dedicated not only to making money but also preserving our seed heritage.
Seed Saving Scholarship
Up to now, much of the seed saving and seed sovereignty literature has been focused on
largely impoverished nations in the global South, often through the lens of anthropologists.
Anthropologist, James Veteto (2014), acknowledges that, as is consistent in other areas of
anthropology, agrobiodiversity studies [which include studies on seed saving] have largely
occurred in the global South. A large assumption has been made by scholars in this field, “that
‘developed’ countries in the North have largely replaced landrace varieties with high-yielding
varieties characteristic of industrial agriculture” (p. 17). He notes it is virtually impossible to
decipher how much agrobiodiversity has been lost in the United States, for no baseline data
exists. However, scholars have discovered that higher rates of agrobiodiversity are found to exist
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within marginalized areas and marginalized cultures, which is true for countries in the global
South as well (Rhoades & Nazarea, 1999; Veteto, 2014).
Literature about seed saving in the United States includes discussions of informal seed
saving and seed exchange between individual home gardeners in rural communities. This body
of scholarship largely exists because of the Southern Seed Legacy Project, initiated in 1996 by
Virginia Nazarea and Robert Rhodes in the University of Georgia’s Department of
Anthropology. It is now housed at the University of North Texas under the direction of James
Veteto, who is a former student of Nazarea and Rhoades (Nazarea, 2005; Nazarea, 2013;
Nazarea, 2014; Rhoades, 2013; Rhoades & Nazarea, 1999; Veteto, 2008, 2014; Veteto et al.,
2011; Veteto & Welch, 2013).
There is now a small, but significant, body of scholarship focusing on seed saving in the
United States. Scholars and activists have begun to more systematically document seed saving
occurring in American communities, indigenous and hegemonic, through informal saving and
exchange, or more formal settings like seed libraries, seed saving organizations, and community
seed swaps (Ausubel, 1994; Best, 2013; Campbell, 2010; Campbell, 2012; Campbell & Veteto,
2015; Dove, 2016; Foote, 2016; Helicke, 2015; Nabhan, 1989; Nazarea, 2005; Nazarea et al.
2013; Ray, 2012; Veteto, 2008, 2014). As discussed in the introduction, I will be focusing on
southeastern Ohio’s developing regional seed network during my on-site research in this
dissertation. This new research will bolster existing seed sovereignty/justice and seed saving
literature, especially the nascent body of scholarship focused on the United States. More
specifically, it will also add to scholarship on southern, and Appalachian, seed saving and
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exchange (Best, 2013; Dockery, 2014; Nabhan, Fitzsimmons, Rouston, & Walker, 2011; Veteto,
2008, 2014).
A Brief History of Public and Private Seeds
Seed saving still occurs across the world on many small and some large farms,
homesteads, and gardens in both developing and developed nations (Pautasso et al., 2013). Yet,
in the United States the once robust networks of people who saved countless numbers of
landraces have been dismantled. This is largely due to government interventions, namely the rise
of agricultural seed certification programs (patenting) and the growth of a U.S. government seed
distribution program in the late 19th and early 20th century. In 1836, Henry Leavitt Ellsworth was
given the role of “commissioner of patents” in the United States. He used this role to collect
seeds as well as plants from naval officers, diplomats, and others visiting abroad, and he then had
them distributed to farmers in America through agricultural societies and congressmen returning
to their districts. The U.S. Patent Office established an agricultural division in 1839, which
allowed this seed to be more methodically distributed to farmers across the United States
(Barker, 2016). Yet, it wasn’t until 1886 that the government began to consistently test
germination on these seeds prior to distribution, which began due to previous quality issues
(Cooke, 2002). The introduction of new seed varieties from overseas quickly increased interest
in these new ornamental and food crop varieties. Two hundred new seed stores opened across the
United States during this time, and seed demand doubled between 1850-1854. The first
“governmental agricultural explorer,” D.J. Browne, was also sent abroad during this time to seek
new varieties of seeds and plants (Ryerson, 1933).
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In addition to this seed distribution program, the United States developed the land-grant
university system through the Morrill Act in 1862 (Kloppenburg, 2004). The reason for the
establishment of these public universities was agricultural research, including plant breeding.
Scientists within academia and the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) aimed to
create better performing, regionally adapted hybrids for use in agriculture. During the late 19th
and early 20th centuries, farmers and scientists jointly worked to create a more robust and reliable
collection of agricultural seeds. As Cooke (2002) notes:
During this period scientists became increasingly powerful, gaining the reputation as
experts with regard to good agricultural practices, resources, and products. Farmers, on
the other hand, lost some of the confidence that the increasingly urban and industrialized
nation had once placed in them. In addition, the national marketplace often increased the
distance between the origin of farm resources and products and the farmers themselves,
in many cases truly limiting farmer knowledge about the seeds and the fertilizers they
used. (pp. 524-525)
This, in turn, led to a decrease in farmer seed saving and an increase in reliance upon universitybred, and government-funded, hybrid varieties.
The private seed industry grew in earnest in the 1930s, especially after the passing of the
Bankhead-Jones Act of 1935. This authorized $20 million to agricultural research over five years
in addition to research already occurring across the nation. Kloppenburg (2004) notes this
“legislation was principally the product of an articulate scientific elite allied with private
interests and represented by agricultural journals and corporations” (p. 86). Corporate
agriculture, including the private seed industry, then grew exponentially and internationally
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during the Green Revolution in the mid-20th Century. This growth propelled the purchase and
use of hybrid seeds across the country and the world (Barker, 2016, pp. 187-188; Hicks, 2013,
pp. 79-80).
Ex situ public storage: seed banks. In the early 20th century, university and government
departments worldwide began to develop ex situ seed banks. These seed storage facilities were
developed outside of the seed production and harvesting areas. The original impetus was to
ensure long-term food security. Peres (2016) explains that “seed banks can be seen as archives of
genetic diversity that made the past accessible as future sources for scientists and breeders by
creating ‘records’ of the evolutionary history of crops through the freezing of seeds” (p. 96).
Today, over 1700 seed, or gene, banks exist across the world (Crop Trust, 2016). However, as
world-renowned agriculturalist and seed saver, Cary Fowler, notes, only 300-400 of these banks
are equipped with proper temperature, humidity, and other controls for secure, long-term storage
(McLeod, 2014).
In the United States, the first government seed bank for food crops was established in
Ames, Iowa in 1947 (Rajasekharan, 2015). There are currently 20 seed banks in the United
States (Begemann, 2018), which are often run by universities via government funding. Today,
the most well-known storage facility in the U.S. lies in Fort Collins, Colorado, home of the
National Laboratory for Genetic Resource Preservation (NLGRP). This facility houses both plant
and animal genetics in order to strengthen and preserve our food resources for the future.
In situ storage. Recently, critiques have emerged of ex situ seed storage. Campbell
(2012) explains that, “in situ conservation refers to the perpetuation of genetic resources in their
original cultural and biophysical habitats and to the diverse strategies employed to sustain crop
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genetic diversity and the cultural milieus that support and maintain it” (p. 500). Peres (2016)
discusses the “contradiction between our development of ever-greater memory stores” within ex
situ seed banks, and the “concurrent large-scale loss of biodiversity” (p. 97). Seed banks are
organized to provide a “comprehensive representation of life in databases” in unprecedented
ways, “yet do not, and cannot, accommodate a complete set nor represent the complexity of
biological diversity” (Peres, 2016, p. 97). Biological diversity not only includes the seeds
themselves, but also how these seeds interact with their local environments where they are used
and grown into plants, which also interact in unique ways to the surroundings within which they
live and adapt. Growing out and saving a seed in one place over time creates a false sense of
saving biodiversity, for these plants are only adapted to the one place they are being saved
instead of having the chance to adapt to various different climates, soil conditions, water
resources, etc. that exist in the world where these seeds might be used to provide sustenance for
humanity.
Since the mid-1990s, and especially due to the growth of the local food movement, there
have been various initiatives across the country to reinstate seed saving in situ - within
communities where the seeds are utilized - to better capture and reflect the process of adaptation
and genetic diversity in place. Instead of large, centralized storage facilities, small companies or
community groups can collect and save seed from plants grown locally in order to move control
of seeds back to where they are germinated, and where their plants will be cultivated, and
consumed or sold. The intent is to increase both environmental and social resilience within local
agricultural networks during a time when industrial agriculture has largely dismantled practices
that support sustainability and community control of food resources.
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Old-time seed saving. However, one must not discount the various “old-timey” seed
savers and seed swaps that have continued in situ in more rural areas of the country with every
passing season, without fail. Much of the research available on this subject has been conducted
in the southern United States, and a significant body of literature now exists on this topic (Best,
2013; Campbell 2010; Campbell, 2012; Campbell & Veteto, 2015; Chapman & Brown, 2013;
Dockery, 2014; Nazarea 2005; Rhoades, 2013; Veteto 2008, 2014; Veteto & Welch, 2013).
Those involved in saving old-time seeds consistently for generations are helping to maintain the
adaptation and resilience that has been bred into these seeds in place – in situ.
Seed saving organizations. Larger and more developed seed saving organizations like
Seed Savers Exchange (SSE) in Iowa grow out heirloom seed varieties for local, national, and
international sale. The organization also provides long-term, frozen storage on site (and sends
some accessions to the Svalbard Global Seed Bank in Norway) in order to preserve the diverse
food genetic resources being saved at the farm. Seed Savers Exchange is a hybrid seed saving
organization, unique in the United States in its structure and reach. Its uniqueness lies in it being
both a 501(c)(3), providing seed saving education through various seminars, classes, community
outreach programs, and it is also a business. It sells its seed through a catalog and online,
nationally and internationally. In addition, SSE is a working farm and seed bank. As Carolan
(2007) finds in his sociological study of the organization, around 10 percent of the SSE’s seed
stock is grown out each summer, which places the collection on a 10-year rotation (p. 745). The
organization has saved over 20,000 varieties of fruit, vegetable, and ornamental heirloom and
other open-pollinated (not considered heirloom) plants on their 890-acre farm. In addition, they
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have preserved over 700 in vitro potato varieties and over 900 apple tree varieties (Seed Savers
Exchange, 2019a).
Other seed saving organizations include Seed Matters in California, funded by the Clif
[SIC] Bar Family Foundation, which is dedicated to conserving crop genetic diversity,
supporting farmers’ roles as well as rights in preserving seed diversity through saving and
sharing seed, and “reinvigorating public seed research and education” (Seed Matters, 2019).
Organic Seed Alliance (OSA) in Port Townsend, Washington works diligently to create new and
improved organic seed varieties for use by organic farmers in the United States. Desclaux et al.
(2012) find in their research on organic participatory plant breeding programs that many organic
farmers in the global North are not producing their crop on prime farmland (p. 113), since
industrial farmers use the vast majority of this choice land. Organic Seed Alliance conducts
participatory plant breeding programs with farmers in order to create plant varieties that will be
resilient in farmers’ local climactic, soil, and water conditions. Desclaux et al. (2012) further
explain:
OSA interacts with many experienced organic farmers frustrated by the lack of
commercial varieties suited to their climate, organic cropping systems, or unique markets.
Consolidation in the seed industry and a focus on breeding for areas of large-scale
agricultural production has resulted in fewer varietal choices and “less than appropriate”
varieties for these decentralized organic producers. (p. 114)
Organic Seed Alliance works across the United States to develop regional participatory farmer
plant breeding programs in California, the Pacific Northwest, Intermountain West, Midwest, and
Southeast. They also monitor organic seed issues in the United States, and they have produced an
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important report on the subject, “The State of Organic Seed,” in 2011 and 2016 to keep the
public, organizations, seed and agricultural businesses, farmers and other interested parties
abreast of changes in organic seed matters in the United States (Dillon & Hubbard, 2011;
Hubbard & Zystro, 2016).
One of the arguments for shifting focus to local seed saving is based upon two
observations about ex situ storage: deterioration of germplasm because of human error and
improper storage conditions, and the inability of germplasm in long-term storage to respond to
the effects of climate change when they are again germinated in a landscape (Nazarea et al.,
2013, p. 4). This last argument is of utmost importance in light of the various impacts of climate
change on agricultural ecosystems including increasing droughts, flooding, extreme wind events,
and insect and disease outbreaks. A seed that is grown in situ will produce a plant that is affected
by local interactions during these events. As Fowler and Mooney (1990) note:
Many crops have developed genetically distinct varieties that are adapted…and at each
step along the way…crops were forced to adapt to the conditions at hand – adapt or
perish. Whether by mutation or introgression (the introduction of a gene from one gene
complex to another, through cross-breeding, for example), the crops did just this...They
are well adapted and well endowed with genetic variability. With these characteristics,
the result of thousands of years of encounters with pests and diseases and changing
environments, they are able to continue to evolve and adapt to new conditions. (p. 25)
Over many generations, when seeds are selected from plants that show the best resistance to
pests and diseases the resulting generations of plants that are produced will be better equipped to
resist these local pests and diseases. In fact, this is what traditional cultures did to try to ensure
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robust crops each year (Fowler & Mooney, 1990; Nabhan, 1989; Robinson, 1996). (A traditional
culture, or traditional agriculture society, can be defined as one that adheres to farming methods
that were used prior to the onset of the modern, industrial agricultural practices, like those that
began with the onset of the Green Revolution post-World War II.)
In addition to careful seed selection processes, traditional cultures crossed different
varieties with wild, robust plant relatives through “natural” hybridization done in place. The
most classic example of this practice is found in the Southwest and Mexico where traditional
farmers would plant their domesticated corn in areas where the wild corn relative, teosinte, was
also growing in order to pollinate their domesticated corn and increase resistance in their future
yields (Nabhan, 1989, pp. 36-37). All of these practices sustained ecological resilience within the
agricultural system, and many modern seed savers are once again using them to combat
homogeneity within the larger food system.
Like any other complex adaptive system, sustainable agricultural networks are
heterogeneous collections of “individual agents that interact locally, and evolve in their genetics,
behaviors, or spatial distributions based on the outcome of those interactions” (Folke, 2006, p.
257). As opposed to monocropping, an ecologically sustainable agricultural system relies upon
biodiversity within its plant, insect, and soil communities. In addition, as Folke explains, this
type of heterogeneous system is able to adapt to change because of the local, and incredibly
diverse, interactions of all of its agents, or actors. This includes seeds from plants that have lived
and adapted to their environment in situ over many generations.
Community seed collections. More and more informal community seed swaps are
occurring throughout the United States, often within local food movement groups. These events
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are an opportunity for local seed savers to gather and exchange seeds as well as knowledge,
while also building social resilience through new friendships. In addition, community seed
collections are quickly becoming the modern version of seed saving and exchange within urban,
suburban, and rural communities. These modern seed saving ventures build upon the ancient
seed saving tradition, and they are often just as modest with regard to collection, storage, and
exchange processes. Some are associated with local, sustainable farming initiatives, but many
more are being organized and used by gardeners and hobbyists who are interested in becoming
more sustainable in their home and community garden practices.
Seed libraries. Some seed libraries are housed within public libraries, but many are
organized through community groups, independent of library systems, with storage in other
places in the community. A seed library allows a gardener (usually not farmers, who are often
looking for larger quantities of seeds) to “check out” seeds for the summer to use in their
gardens, with the hope that they will “return” seeds after saving a new generation from the
ornamental plants and food crops they grow that season. There are now hundreds of community
seed libraries of all shapes and sizes in the United States, and housed in various places from
closets in community buildings to local libraries. The Richmond Grows Seed Lending Library
notes over 660 libraries in 46 states and 15 countries (Richmond Grows Seed Lending Library,
2018). The organization has created a database for seed library listings (Seed Libraries, 2018),
though this list does not include seed collections that have existed often for hundreds of years in
indigenous communities across the world. Richmond Grows listings focus mostly upon seed
libraries that have started recently within Western cultures, often through activities within the
local food movement and/or within university settings. These listings do include a few of the
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many collections that Native American tribes have been nurturing for years in their own
communities, or have started recently to save and renew traditional foodways – the social,
economic, and cultural practices surrounding food production.
Current challenges in seed library work include having enough seed stock to give out
each year, for there is often not enough return of seeds at the end of the growing season.
Gardeners will borrow seed, but will fail to return seed from the growing season once their crop
has been harvested. Other challenges, according to Dove (2016), include the viability and purity
of seed that is returned. Many growers are not expert seed savers. Even though seed libraries and
their community partners hold seed saving classes, this activity can be challenging to those just
starting out. There are often lower germination rates on returned seed, most likely due to
improper storage or length of storage (Dove, 2016, pp. 41-42). In addition, cross-pollination can
occur in certain plants, which affects seed purity.
Native seed collections. The focus of this research is on seed saving within dominant
culture, but it is important to understand that seed saving practices in the United States and every
other part of the world exist because of knowledge that has been passed throughout our
agricultural history between countless indigenous families and communities on every continent
(Fowler & Mooney, 1990; Nabhan, 1989). As Frank Haney, an Ojibwa and former farm manager
of Dream of Wild Health farm in Minnesota acknowledges (Keen, 2013), “Preserving indigenous
foods is very close to Native American culture. Whenever they moved from one place to the
next, the seed saver was responsible for moving the seeds.” In this way, the seed saver had a
principal part in the survival of the tribe. Much work has been done in the past few decades to
revitalize Native American seed saving traditions (Adamson, 2011; Foote, 2016; Nabhan, 1989).
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Seed collections include Bad River Seed Keepers of the Chippewa tribe in Wisconsin, and one
organized through the Big Pine Paiute tribe in California through a grant awarded to the tribe
(Hernandez, 2018). Other collections are being maintained by groups seeking to re-establish
indigenous agricultural practices, including seed saving, to enhance socio-economic stability and
nutritional health within native populations. One of the most well-known indigenous seed
collections in the U.S. was initiated by Winona LaDuke’s organization, White Earth Land
Recovery Project, in Minnesota. Traditional Native American Farmers’ Association in Santa Fe,
New Mexico, is an educational organization and collection of indigenous farmers from New
Mexico and Arizona working to “revitalize traditional agriculture for spiritual and human need,
by creating awareness and support for Native environmental issues” (Traditional Native
American Farmers’ Association, 2019). They work to preserve traditional plant varieties through
seed saving activities and traditional, sustainable agriculture education.
Regional seed networks. Open-pollinated and heirloom seed companies provide a
national source for seed that can be saved and shared, and also a regional source of locally
adapted seed if gardeners and farmers within the company’s region choose to purchase from the
company. Regional seed networks enhance the local food movement’s vision of sustainability by
including locally adapted seed both farmers and gardeners can use to produce food that can be
sold and consumed locally.
Documentation of initiatives to create these networks just began in the United States in
the past few decades. After extensive research, Dillon and Hubbard (2011) discovered little
historical record of local seed development and seed networks before the 1990s. They note,
“Certainly organic farmers from the 1940s through 1970s were engaged in seed saving and basic
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breeding, but we have no record of commercial organic seed development in this period” (p. 13).
There are few developed regional seed networks in the United States, though local informal ones
exist in various places. Organic Seed Alliance in Port Townsend, Washington, Native
Seeds/SEARCH in Tucson, Arizona, Southern Exposure Seed Exchange in Mineral, Virginia,
and Hudson Valley Seed Library in Accord, New York (now a business) are four of the most
successful organizations dedicated to regional seed network growth in the early 21st Century.
Hudson Valley Seed Library began in 2004, and is the first known seed library to have
been housed in a public library in the United States. Over ten years later, it has become a
flourishing seed company dedicated to growing and selling heirloom varieties of seed, as well as
fostering a regional seed saving network in the Hudson Valley of New York, east of the Catskills
(Hudson Valley Seed Library, 2018). The company has successfully been collecting and reinvigorating regional heirloom seed stocks for the northeastern United States. For example,
Helicke (2015) discusses Hudson Valley’s choice to make ‘Otto File’ flint corn a breeding
cultivar. It is nearly extinct in the United States (only found on a few farms), and can also be
found in Italy via boutique millers. Northeastern Native American tribes as well as European
settlers on the East Coast used this variety, which is also called ‘Eight Row’ flint corn. The corn
was well known to reach maturity faster and withstand the shorter growing seasons at higher
altitudes in New England (Helicke, 2015, pp. 636-637).
Organic Seed Alliance is seeking to bolster the sustainable food production and
consumption initiatives that many small farmers are becoming a part of in their growing regions.
As mentioned previously, the organization has identified “regional seed systems” that they are
working within on various projects to create a network of growers dedicated to producing locally
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adapted seed varieties in different parts of the United States (Organic Seed Alliance, 2019).
Southern Exposure Seed Exchange works with growers mostly located in the Southeast, along
with a few other areas of the United States, to produce locally adapted varieties to sell through
the organization (Southern Exposure Seed Exchange, 2018), while Native Seeds/SEARCH
works to preserve indigenous varieties of food plants located in the southwestern United States
and northwestern Mexico regions (Native Seeds/SEARCH, 2018).
The development of seed saving networks at the regional level has the potential to be a
successful, adaptive solution to one of the various challenges affecting our modern agri-food
system in the face of global climate change. Nabhan (2011a; 2013) seeks to re-design this system
into regional “food hubs” that would better support local biodiversity and economies by using
locally improved seeds and livestock. He believes that “diverse and adapted seeds are literally
the foundation of our food security infrastructure. Without them, the rest is a house of cards”
(Nabhan, 2013). The fate of our ability to provide sustenance lies with the seed, and it is through
local actions that we will best keep our families and communities food secure for the foreseeable
future, and hopefully beyond.
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Chapter 3
A Primer on the Use of Actor-Network Theory in Food and Agriculture Studies: A
Review of this “Theoro-methodology” and its Use in Relevant Literature
Actor-Network Theory (ANT) is at the core of my dissertation research. This theory,
which also supplies a methodological process for observational research, was created to better
understand the world. Yet it is surely not for the scholarly faint of heart or mind. It is
challenging, multi-dimensional, uncompromisingly heterogeneous, squirrely, sometimes
boggling, and often so all encompassing that one might forget where one began, which is
actually the point.
Though its roots are in the study of the sociology of science, ANT has become widely
used by scholars in various disciplines including anthropology, geography, rural sociology,
organizational studies, information systems research, and those studying various aspects of the
environment, including agriculture and food systems. It can be considered a new epistemology
for social science research, for it challenges the ways researchers have traditionally observed,
perceived, recorded, and analyzed people, animals, and things within social contexts. Though its
originators are leery of calling it a “theory,” per se, it does provide researchers with new
theoretical concepts about knowledge and knowledge gathering, as well as a new methodology
for carrying out social science research. Therefore, one might consider it a hybrid – which I
describe as a “theoro-methodology.” Its primary creators, John Law, Michel Callon, and Bruno
Latour, describe it as a study of associations, or sociology of translation (Latour, 1986, p. 277;
Law, 1992, p. 380).
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Actor-Network Theory posits at its core that everyone and everything – ultimately the
entire universe - is part of a never-ending network of actor interactions, and subsequent effects
from these interactions (Latour, 2005). As ANT scholar, Mike Michael (2017), states:
To study society, or some aspect of it, is to focus on relations – how these are produced
and reproduced, ordered and disordered. Such relations are not simply social but
heterogeneous – they necessarily entail the role of nonhumans as well as humans. These
nonhumans include mundane objects, exotic technologies, texts of all sorts, nonhuman
environments and animals. (p. 5)
It is the job of the investigator to take a slice of the social, the universe, artificially bound it for
the sake of research, and follow all of the human and non-human actors as they associate with
one another. As mentioned in the introduction, the slice of universe I chose for my on-site
research is a seed saving network in Southeastern Ohio. The larger context within which I work
is seeds in agriculture. As will be explained in this chapter, Actor-Network Theory provides a
way for scholars to focus on non-human actors, like the seed, in social science research. While
human activities are surely a core part of this seed saving network, through the use of ANT I am
able to remove the hierarchical, “front stage,” and protagonist role that social science research
often assigns to human actors. Consequently, I am able to better understand the seed’s activities
and interactions with other actors in agricultural networks (humans being at the forefront of the
“other actor” list), and the effects of actor interactions with the seed. Being able to study
networks through a non-hierarchical, non-binary, and heterogeneous lens provides a scholar with
a heightened awareness of the different human and non-human actors involved in network
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formation. As a result, the researcher can more comprehensively study who, or what, is involved
in defining, altering, distorting, and sometimes eliminating network connections.
Actor-Network Theory challenges what scholars have come to accept as facts with regard
to society and knowledge construction. As will be explained in this chapter, ANT dissolves
dichotomies that have become the foundation of 20th century thought by redefining the concept
of “social” and “natural” and collecting it under one definition. Therefore, all actors – human and
non-human – have a role in the creation of the social. In his new and incredibly accessible primer
on ANT, Mike Michael (2017), a sociologist of science and technology, states:
On the one hand, at the ‘macro’ or ‘epochal’ level, the bifurcation of the human and
nonhuman was seen to take form at a particular historical juncture – the birth of
modernity…On the other hand, at the ‘micro’ level of local practice, the nonhuman, in
the guise of technological artifacts, routinely shapes the comportment of, and interrelations amongst, human actors. Indeed humans and nonhumans are so closely entwined
that it is better to think in terms of hybrids. (p. 17)
How might Michael’s perspective on hybridity within actor-networks be applied to the seed?
One might argue the actor-network hybridity, or entwinement, of human and non-human actors
within agriculture began with the first collection of wild seed to be cultivated. The seed in its
ability to be saved and domesticated, “routinely shapes the comportment of, and inter-relations
amongst, human actors” (Michael, 2017, p. 17). Agricultural seeds and humans are indivisibly
entwined, as they rely upon one another for survival.
This chapter will address principal concepts in ANT and explore its applicability to
researching seeds in agriculture. In addition, a review of ANT’s various uses in agriculture and
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food studies scholarship will enable the reader to garner a deeper understanding of this theory’s
philosophical perspective regarding the study of both human and non-human entities. Upon
review of the literature, it became clear that ANT has not been used to explore seeds in
agriculture and seed saving topics. Therefore, my own research will break new ground by
utilizing ANT to study this topic.
Principal Concepts in Actor-Network Theory
Actors vs. intermediaries. An actor is “any entity (human or non-human) within a
network (Michael, 2017, p. 153) Some ANT scholars, including Latour at times, also use the
term, “actant,” as a way of stressing how entities within networks need not be human. This is
done because “actor” is so often defined in human terms within the English language (Michael,
2017, p. 26). Therefore, “actor” is synonymous with “actant.”
In 1991, one of the founding fathers of ANT, Michel Callon, contributed an important
chapter in A Sociology of Monsters, an edited collection of scholarship on ANT’s application in
science and technology studies. In his chapter, “Techno-economic Networks and Irreversibility,”
Callon (1991) clarifies ANT and its intent by defining and describing various important elements
including actors and intermediaries. He discusses a “new sociology and economics of
technology,” which uses ANT to conduct sociological network research and redefines science
and technology as “a product of interaction between a large number of diverse actors” (Callon,
1991, p. 132). Actors are any entity, human or non-human, Callon views an intermediary as
“anything passing between actors which defines the relationship between them,” and they can
take on various forms like “scientific articles, computer software, disciplined human bodies [the
physical body, not the mental aspect of self], technical artifacts, instruments, contracts and
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money” (Callon, 1991, p. 134). To clarify, intermediaries are specialized actors. They transfer
meaning or information, and their presence in the network allows two other actors to associate
with one another. This leads to further network formation and other actor interactions as the
network grows and transforms with every association between actors and their intermediaries.
Yet, intermediaries they are not capable of transforming other actors, and hence cannot alter the
network like mediators can. Instead, they could be seen as the essential “resources” that other
actors utilize during network formation (Lockie & Kitto, 2000, p. 10). In an agricultural network
where actors like seeds, plants, water, sunlight, pollinators, and people interact continuously
during network formation, garden and farming tools, fertilizers, pesticides, and money are all
examples of intermediary resources that aid in this network formation.
In order to understand the connection between the term actor and intermediary, Callon
(1991) provides the following explanation (keep in mind the original context within which ANT
was formulated - science and technology studies):
Economists teach us that interaction involves the circulation of intermediaries.
Sociologists teach us that actors can only be defined in terms of their relationships. But
these are two parts of the same puzzle, and if we fit them together we find the solution.
This is that actors define one another in interaction - in the intermediaries that they put
into circulation [SIC]. (pp. 134-135)
Callon finds intermediary actors to be central to ANT and a network’s ability to form.
Intermediaries are circulated as “go-betweens” in an actor-network, hence in a way providing the
glue needed to connect actors to each other. They “are defined by their roles, their identities, and
their program - which all depend on the relationships into which they enter” in the network
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(Callon, 1991, p. 139). These relationships entered are dependent upon other actors who are also
intermediaries that can place “other intermediaries into circulation” (Callon, 1991, p. 141).
Therefore, there can be multiple levels of intermediaries helping form and re-form the
connections between other actors. Intermediaries (anything that passes between actors and
defines their relationship) place other intermediaries (other go-betweens) into network
circulation; actor-intermediaries make “go-between” intermediaries act, affix, or react in
different ways within a network. Michael (2017) posits that through observational, experimental
investigation, the researcher can discover who or what is performing as an actor in the network,
and who or what is acting as an intermediary-actor instead. “Such actors can take many forms:
individual humans, nonhumans, groups, institutions – all these can be actors” (p. 47) and the
researcher’s task is to follow these actors and discover how they have placed other intermediaryactors into circulation.
Mediators. Another central actor in ANT is a mediator. These are the actors in a network
that do something and have the ability to transform other actors. They can “make others do
unexpected things” (Latour, 2005, p. 106). Mediators can also translate, modify, or distort
meanings. (Intermediaries are still important, though, as resources that assist mediators in their
associations with each other.) As will be explored in this dissertation, the seed can be a mediator
at times, while it can also become an intermediary. Mediators can just as quickly become
intermediaries within a network depending on the associations occurring between them and other
actors. Latour (2005) explains the difference. Mediators do not just act as “go-betweens,”
helping define a relationship between two actors. He asserts (quoted at length for clarification of
these two important terms):
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Mediators transform, translate, distort, and modify the meaning or the elements they are
supposed to carry. No matter how complicated an intermediary is, it may, for all practical
purposes, count for just one – or even for nothing at all because it can be easily forgotten.
No matter how apparently simple a mediator may look, it may become complex; it may
lead in multiple directions which will modify all the contradictory accounts attributed to
its role. A properly functioning computer could be taken as a good case of a complicated
intermediary while a banal conversation may become a terribly complex chain of
mediators where passions, opinions, and attitudes bifurcate at every turn. But if it breaks
down, a computer may turn into a horrendously complex mediator while a highly
sophisticated panel during an academic conference may become a perfectly predictable
and uneventful intermediary in rubber stamping a decision made elsewhere. As we will
slowly discover, it is the constant uncertainty over the intimate nature of entities – are
they behaving as intermediaries or as mediators? – that is the source of all the other
uncertainties we have decided to follow. (p. 39)
The deceptively simple methodological directive from ANT is for the researcher to follow the
actors (Latour, 2005, p. 29). In addition, actor roles can change as a network forms and then
reforms, possibly ad infinitum. An apparent mediator that is clearly distorting and modifying its
own meaning, or distorting or modifying elements it is carrying with/within it can quickly switch
to an intermediary, depending on its own actions/responses to interactions with other actors.
Latour (2005) explains that, “if the actors already assembled do not have enough energy
to act, then they are not ‘actors’ [mediators] but mere intermediaries, dopes, puppets. They do
nothing, so they should not be in the description anyhow” (p. 147). He critiques traditional
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sociology, or the “sociology of the social” for believing in only one type of actor collection: lots
of intermediaries in the world and only a few mediators, which are always human. In contrast, he
notes that ANT calls for no human preference in the aggregation of the social.
Latour (2005) sees the world as full of human and non-human mediators, which at any
point might transform into intermediaries depending upon the situation (p. 40). Mike Michael
(2017) explains, “For Latour’s ANT, the world is full of mediators and the core task of ANT is to
trace how they become intermediaries,” and in this way research shifts “toward a more dynamic
version of the network in which stability is a relative rarity rather than the common place of a
durable actor-network” (p. 64). One might view a network account as a description of mediator
interactions – those that spur others to action via the help of passive intermediaries. This
description might also include an intermediary’s shift from a passive item (like the running
computer) to a fully activated mediator (the broken computer) that affects other actors in the
network in unexpected, documentable, and scientifically interesting ways that lead to new
discoveries and new human-actor realizations and actions.
Actor-Network Theory’s investigatory process requires the researcher to describe the
network via its actors and what they do. Latour (2005) believes a good ANT account is a
description, proposition, or narrative “where all the actors do something and don’t just sit there.
Instead of just transporting effects without transforming them, each of the points in the [research]
text may become a bifurcation, an event…” (p. 128). Hence, though all entities, or actors, in a
network are a part of that network, not every actor will play an important enough part to make it
into the research write-up. In my own research, I will describe mediator associations with other
actors, and the actions and effects of these relationships. In addition, I seek a way to include
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Callon’s view of the importance of intermediaries in the formation of networks. I believe it is
essential not only to acknowledge the mediators – the “go-getters” in networks - but also the
intermediary “go-betweens” that allow mediators to have something to “transform, translate,
distort, and modify” (Latour, 2005, p. 39).
Mediators and intermediaries in tandem. In 1986, Michel Callon published a
groundbreaking chapter on early ANT (prior to it receiving that title) that focuses on scallop
harvesting off the coast of France titled, “Some Elements of a Sociology of Translation:
Domestication of the Scallops and the Fishermen of St. Brieuc Bay.” He introduces early
concepts of ANT including what he calls “free association,” which eliminates the traditional
nature/society divide. Callon describes in detail the process through which scallops, scallop
researchers, ocean currents, towlines, scallop parasites, collectors, fishermen, a fishermen’s
union, and the larger research community become enrolled in a network of biotic and abiotic
entities that all work in tandem in a network. In the study, scallops are mediators early on in the
research for they make researchers and fishermen “do things” in the processes of growing,
studying, and harvesting them. Later on, the researchers who become spokespeople for the
scallops become one of the study’s mediators, while the other actors involved – human and nonhuman – who are mobilized by these representatives become intermediaries, or “go-betweens.”
As Callon (1986) explains with regard to the scallops, which were once mediators, “they are
transported into the conference room through a series of transformations…it is the same for the
fishermen transformed into voting ballots and then professional delegates whose previously
recorded points of view are reported to Brest [a city in Brittany that served as the site of the
scientific conference]” (p. 218). Both mediators and intermediaries are of importance in Callon’s
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study, for as they associate with one another they have tangible and lasting affects on the future
state of the network.
How does a non-human organism mediate its network, and consequently network
formation, with such success? Diana Stuart (2011) believes one must move “beyond the notion
of external nature” and reveal “the intricate webs of relationships between humans and nonhumans” (p. 159). Her study carefully follows E. Coli’s entry into the already existent industrial
salad network, and how it mediates other actors and alters associations between both human and
non-human entities to wreak much havoc in human-actor lives. She notes, “An increasing
number of scholars agree that modernist ontological distinction between nature and society
undermines our ability to understand co-produced systems of humans and non-humans” (Stuart,
2011, p. 159). Dissolving this nature/society binary in her work allows Stuart to focus upon E.
coli bacteria as a mediator in her study of its presence in the bagged salad industry. By creatively
combining political economy with ANT, Stuart uncovers how and why E. coli succeeds as a
pathogen through the design of the industrial system used by salad producers. Through her
ANT/political economic analysis, she discovers that blaming only the bacteria or its animal hosts
for its proliferation within the industrial system is a shortsighted angle, which discounts human
influences that lead to the introduction of E. coli into this actor-network (Stuart, 2011, pp. 158,
169). Like E. coli, humans are mediators in the network as well. Through the human-mediator
industrial system design, E. coli is able to utilize the intermediary bagged salad as a mechanism
for its proliferation as it distorts the network via human infection. Human hosts for this bacteria
become intermediaries - “go-betweens” that allow for E. coli’s successful colonization.
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Networks and Their Effects
The goal of this dissertation is to explore a network, starting with the locally saved seed,
and trace the network that emerges because of this seed’s very presence. A network, according to
ANT, is not a clearly defined, always predictable string of connections. Henceforth begins the
seemingly contradictory, yet somehow logical view of networks provided by ANT’s originators.
Mol and Law (1994), define a network as “a series of elements with well defined relations
between them” (p. 649). Basically, a network is identified through the elements, or actors, that
associate with one another and form a network through these associations. Yet, at the same time
one cannot actually reach out and touch or see a clearly defined unit of actors and connections
and call it a network. Instead, the idea of a network in ANT becomes “an expression to check
how much energy, movement, and specificity our own reports [researcher data] are able to
capture. Network is a concept, not a thing out there. It is a tool to help describe something, not
what is being described” (Latour, 2005, p. 131). Even though ANT researchers must create
certain boundaries on their research subject and use the idea of a “web” of connections to explain
their subject matter, there really isn’t such thing as a concrete network. Herein lies the most
obvious contradiction in ANT that also seems completely logical for the sake of research.
One of the challenging aspects of ANT is describing and recording accurately one’s
subject matter. As Latour (2005) asserts, “the social is not a type of thing either visible or to be
postulated. It is visible only by the traces it leaves…when a new association is being produced
between elements which themselves are in no way ‘social’” (p. 8). The actor-network researcher
has the challenging job of not describing what she sees as it is happening, but describing what
the result is of an association between actors once the interaction has occurred and an effect from
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the interaction has been created. What is meant when using the word, effect, with regard to actor
associations? Networks are never static and they cannot ever be duplicated, for they are based on
the instantaneous interactions and associations that different actors have with each other at any
given moment, and the results that come about from these associations. These results, or
outcomes, are the network’s effects.
Effects can only be traced between mediators, for the traceable associations that occur
within a network are between these specialized actors (Latour, 2005, p. 108). Effects may be
actions that lead to the construction of new ideas or things, which are also network effects. They
may also come in the form of power, inequality, empowerment, and even brilliance. For
example, Murdoch (1997, p. 747) notes that Louis Pasteur’s genius, or greatness, is seen as a
network effect in Latour’s classic ANT study of the famous scientist (Latour, 1988). The result
of Pasteur’s work with bacteria is a brilliant process used around the world today: pasteurization.
Martinez-Flores, Ruivenkamp and Jongerden (2017) use ANT in part in their research on
Ecuadorian lupin seed and the network of actors involved in its production, marketing,
processing, sale, and consumption. The authors highlight an important economic effect from the
association between the lupin seed and some younger farmers. Seeing economic opportunity
emerge from their initial cultivation of the product, these farmers decided to incorporate a new
variety into their farm that matures earlier in the season. Their association with this new variety
has a positive monetary reward, which is a network effect that leads to new associations with
modern agricultural technologies required for this hybrid seed’s success: pesticides, fertilizers,
and a tractor (Martinez-Flores et al., 2017, p. 8). Many environmental scholars might see these
new associations and effects upon other actors within the air, soils and waterways as contrary to
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a sustainable agri-food network. In my own research, I have described the effects of the
associations between the seed and other actors. These effects will be the litmus tests for social
and ecological sustainability or un-sustainability.
One example of the use of ANT in tracing networks in agri-food research can be found in
Roep and Wiskerke’s (2012) reconstruction and study of 14 supply chains in Europe. By using
ANT’s methodological approach, the authors were able to retrace the development of different
agri-food networks by locating the associations between actors, and the resulting effects of these
associations. For example, in their review of the creation of a pork supply chain, they find that a
farmer’s creation of a novel pig housing technique and relations with an environmental engineer
led to the creation of industry-wide standards for pork with regard to environmental and animal
welfare. The authors do not call the new housing and welfare standards “effects,” but they do
describe in detail the chain of events resulting from the farmer’s invention. This invention and
the resultant change in environmental and animal welfare standards (all effects from actor
associations in this network) came about because of the farmer’s interactions with the materials
used to create the new pig housing, the environmental engineer, and other actors within the
larger pork supply chain (Roep & Wiskerke, 2012, pp. 211-213).
Donaldson, Lowe, and Ward (2002) provide an ANT analysis of the Foot and Mouth
Disease (FMD) network that proliferated in the United Kingdom in 2001. Through their analysis
of all actors involved in this crisis, they are able to more clearly analyze both positive and
negative effects that emerge from this network. Donaldson et al. (2002) conclude:
This ANT account of the FMD actor-network has demonstrated the processes through
which management of an animal disease precipitated crises in the rural economies of
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several regions and highlighted a need for change in rural policy making and delivery.
The strength of an ANT approach is that it allows the associations between actors (and
the effects of those associations) to be followed effectively in real time, and in the order
in which they occur. (p. 211)
Though some researchers will use ANT in studies that retrospectively work to analyze a situation
and its network, the most effective way to implement ANT is to use it as an observer, or
participant observer, of actor associations occurring in the moment. Donaldson et al. (2002) note,
“When using ANT to follow the construction of scientific knowledge, Latour…stresses the need
to follow science in action, not “ready made” science” (p. 203). In this way, the current active
network can be traced and analyzed in place and in real time. Donaldson et al. (2002) are able to
identify where actors are completely left out of the analysis of the crisis, which they find leads to
negative effects on larger rural economies. Even though the effects of FMD upon the farming
and food industries are widely analyzed by government officials and researchers, the authors find
a significant dearth of information on the larger effects upon rural economies.
Like the initial lines drawn on a painting before the painter begins, “the lines might allow
one to project a three-dimensional object onto a flat piece of linen; but they are not what is to be
painted, only what has allowed the painter to give the impression of depth before they are
erased” (Latour, 2005, p. 131). Once “erased,” the researcher is left with rich data about the
interactions between actors. The network is not the important part of ANT; it is the actors and the
traceable effects from their associations that are paramount in understanding the social. The
consequence of this theory is that topics with no shape or form of a traditional network can be
analyzed through ANT including a score of music, a legislative act, or a piece of art.
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Nature is Social/Macro is Micro
“We may now see what the two collectors, nature and society, have in common:
they are both premature attempts to collect in two opposite assemblies the one
common world” (Latour, 2005, p. 254).
As Callon notes in his scallop study (1986), “when the society described by sociologists
confronts nature (no matter which description they give), society always has the last word” (p.
198). Actor-Network Theory aims to eliminate this tendency by placing nature and society on a
level scholarly playing field. As mentioned previously, ANT believes the social includes all
human, non-human, natural, and material things. (Some environmental scholars, including
myself, have the same belief but call everything that exists natural, or a part of nature.)
Eliminating this nature/society binary challenges traditional social science research. Even though
this is not a new concept, it is still a radical claim even in many postmodern circles to include
non-human entities in a definition of the social.
Busch and Juska (1997) and Tanaka and Busch (2003) use ANT to study rapeseed and
the ensuing global agri-food networks that are created from it. Tanaka and Busch (2003)
subscribe to ANT over better-known methods that focus on supply or commodity chain analysis
because in traditional chain analyses, “nonhuman actors are treated as merely catalysts for
interaction between humans or molds for human activities rather than as active participants” (p.
26). More traditional network analysis methods would not allow the authors to follow rapeseed
through the networks created from it, and keep it as the main focal point of a social science
study. Yet, ANT allows for this without question.
In her study of oil mallee tree planting in the Australian wheatbelt to manage dryland
salinity, Bell (2005) uses ANT to explore actor relationships. She identifies industrial
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technologies, especially large machinery, as central actors – or mediators - in shaping wheatbelt
agriculture in the region since its inception. These non-human entities were crucial for clearing
the landscape to introduce industrialized wheat farming systems. Bell’s analysis effectively
provides space for the inclusion of non-human actors as active participants in her qualitative
study of farmers, other stakeholders, technology, and the networks they create through their
relations.
In an analysis of farmer decision-making in Kansas agriculture, Gray and Gibson (2013)
explain that, “an industrial agricultural network is a heterogeneous mix of human and nonhuman
components, demonstrating…why ANT does away with the distinction between culture [society]
and nature” (p. 87). The authors analyze how and why farmers make industrial agricultural
decisions in Kansas not only through an analysis of the associations between human actors in
this network, but also through an analysis of the roles various technologies play in farmers’
agricultural networks. They analyze farmer associations with genetically modified seeds,
herbicides, pesticides, farm equipment, and fertilizers. The authors also study other off-farm
actors including farm credit institutions, crop insurance (both networks of heterogeneous actors),
and off-farm experts like crop consultants (Gray & Gibson, 2013, pp. 87-91).
Challenging the nature/society binary makes ANT highly applicable to a social science
study of the seed - a non-human entity - in agriculture. Latour (2005) explains, “ANT is not
interested only in freeing human actors from the prison of the social but in offering natural
objects an occasion to escape the narrow cell given to matters of fact by the first empiricism
[positivism]” (p. 114). By being released from its traditional place in science studies as a onedimensional object, the seed can become a social science research subject through ANT. It would
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not be possible to do this type of analysis with traditional social science methods. Dismantling
the nature/society binary through ANT opens a floodgate and allows for the acknowledgement of
complexity within the social-ecological world. This provides a better way through which to
question, describe, and understand these worlds not only through humans, but also through nonhuman actors, like the seed.
Eliminating the nature/society binary is complemented by ANT’s elimination of the
macro-micro distinction; this dualism disappears through ANT research description and analysis.
As Murdoch (1997) notes, “the micro level cannot be retained as distinct or discreet because if
the actions therein do not spread further afield then they are of little consequence” (p. 736).
Therefore, because all is of consequence in ANT, the scale at which interactions are occurring
and effects are emerging has no impact upon the larger understanding of a network of actors. To
clarify, because all actors and their effects, whether they are microscopic or macroscopic, are
important in network formation there is no point in placing superficial definitions upon them
based upon a non-existent and human-constructed idea of scale. As Gray and Gibson (2013)
assert, in ANT “there is no emphasis on changing scales or moving from the micro to macro. The
circulating nature of the social means that every local interaction is a network effect…a
‘summing up’ of local activities” (p. 84) no matter how “local” or “global” this network might
seem to the outside observer. Actor-Network Theory has no place for different scales and levels
in its heterogeneous, non-hierarchical understanding of the world.
Latour’s study of Pasteur’s discovery of microbes (1988), an anthrax vaccine, and its
dissemination into public awareness is a classic example of the elimination of the macro/micro
binary. What occurred in the laboratory, the “micro-scale” work occurring through Pasteur’s
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experiments, transferred into the broader network collective at the “macro-scale” through his
ability to transfer this information to farmers and citizens (Latour, 1988). When tracing the
effects of different associations between microbes, Pasteur, laboratory equipment, farmers, etc.,
the need for a distinction between the macro and micro disappears. The world becomes an
interconnected web of human, non-human, animate, and inanimate actors where size and scale
distinction have no bearing upon how these actors connect to each other and create patterns of
associations.
Associations and Translations
Contrary to traditional sociology, where society is defined as some unnamed force that
holds people together, ANT describes the social as being constructed through associations, or
relations, between different actors. As Latour (1986) notes, “Society is not what holds us
together, it is what is held together (p. 276). Actors go through a “process of translation” as they
come to associate with one another. These translations do not transport causality, but instead
induce two mediators - actors that have the ability to make others do things - into coexisting.
Goodman (1999) defines translation as, “a generic term for the various formative steps taken to
align and bind human and non-human entities into alliances” (p. 27), which form networks. The
aim of ANT, then, is to show through descriptions of actor-networks that “there is no society, no
social realm, and no social ties, but there exists translations between mediators that may
generate traceable associations” (Latour, 2005, p. 108). The social is transformed into
“patterned networks of heterogeneous materials,” made up of human and non-human entities,
and connected through their relations with one another (Law, 1992, pp. 380- 381). Through
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ANT, associations between actors that organize at any size and scale, from the smallest particles
to the largest systems, are traced through translation.
How, then, does one identify associations that occur during research? Callon (1986, pp.
206-214)) introduced the following as the four-step framework for translation:
Problematization - actor associations are identified and alliances formed (whether
consciously or subconsciously, biotic or abiotic).
Interessement – actors are “persuaded” (though not necessarily consciously) to accept
their roles in the network.
Enrollment - actor alliances are confirmed, and the questions asked in the beginning
regarding which actors were involved in the network now turn into statements.
Mobilization – certain actors emerge as “spokespersons” for all others in the network (a
spokesperson is not necessarily human).
Callon (1986) explains, “Problematization possesses certain dynamic properties: it indicates the
movements and detours that must be accepted as well as the alliances that must be forged.
[Actors] are fettered: they cannot attain what they want by themselves” (p. 206). This is the
beginning of network formation. Through problematization, an actor, or group of actors acting as
one entity, become the “obligatory passage point,” which makes them indispensible in the
network. All other actors are bound to this actor or group. It is the actor through which all others
must “pass” in the form of associations with it. For example, in Callon’s classic ANT study of
humans and scallops in St. Brieuc Bay, researchers who are one of the actors in this study
become the obligatory passage point in the network of associations that occur between
themselves, scallop larvae, fishermen, and the larger scientific community.
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Interessement, the second phase of translation, indicates a “group of actions by which an
entity attempts to impose and stabilize the identity of the other actors it defines through its
problematization” (Callon, 1986, pp. 207-208). This use of the term, “stabilize,” should not infer
any sort of stable state, for actors in networks are always on the “move, “ in a sense, even if they
are inanimate. They are constantly creating a complex set of ever-changing interactions that
never reach stasis. During interessement, actors are persuaded to accept their roles within the
network. For example, a seed actor is persuaded through associations between human actors and
intermediaries like favorable temperatures, amenable soil conditions, and the presence of water
to germinate and accept its role in an agricultural network. Intermediaries bind actors to the
network by being something that passes between two actors, and thereby creating a relationship
between the two. The temperatures, soils, and waters act as a go-between that binds seeds to
people in an agricultural network.
Various devices can be used during interessement. In Callon’s study, implements used to
safely breed and harvest scallops more sustainably are examples of interessement devices. These
devices, a towline and its collectors in this case that provide control and safety for growing
scallops, change the relationships the scallops have with other actors, including starfish (their
predators), ocean currents that usually can carry them away to places they cannot survive, and
the damaging fisherman’s dredge – the original implement used for harvesting that is being
phased out to better protect scallop stocks. The second group of interessement devices are “the
texts and conversations which lure the concerned actors to follow the three researchers’ project”
(Callon, 1986, pp. 209, 211). These devices are the impetus for group formation that helps move
the project forward. As Latour (2005) astutely notes, there is “no group, just group formation”
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(p. 27). One of the accomplishments of ANT is its ability to follow group formation and group
changes through the process of translation. Interessement helps the researcher identify the
processes by which one or more entities attempt to form group alliances by associating with new
actors. In this way, like in Callon’s classic research, both traditionally defined “social” and
“natural” actors are intimately interrelated and collectively involved in the process of translation.
Depending on the situation, interessement may not be successful. Its devices do not
always help form actual alliances. If no alliances form, the process of translation ceases and the
network cannot be traced, for there is not one to investigate. If alliances do form, they enter the
third phase of translation, which is enrollment. When actor alliances are confirmed, the questions
asked in the beginning of research regarding which actors were involved in the network now turn
into statements. They are considered matters of concern – studied associations that have been
observed, described, and mapped. As opposed to traditional objectivity seeking matters of fact
through “cold, disinterested claims to ‘objectification,’” this new empiricism busies itself with
“the warm, interested, controversial building sites of matters of concern” (Latour, 2005, p. 125).
Describing enrollment means describing the various networks of negotiations that have occurred
up to this point that allow actors to successfully associate, and thus produce emergent effects
from these associations.
In Callon’s study (1986), for the scallops to be enrolled they must first be willing to
anchor to the new devices that will provide safety and lead to more sustainable harvesting (p.
211). The actions of these non-human entities become the most important action in the study, for
all of the hopes of the fishermen and researchers rest on the scallops being willing to anchor and
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grow in a different situation, which is the traceable effect from this network of associations
between people, devices, and scallop larvae.
The fourth phase of translation is mobilization. In this phase, actors emerge who act as
spokespersons for all the others in the network (Callon, 1986. p. 214). This terminology is a bit
misleading, for spokespeople do not have to be human to have this role. In Callon’s study, the
researchers become the spokespersons for the fishermen, scallops, and other individuals in their
scientific community when they use data to write and speak about findings from the study at
conferences. Scallop larvae are spokespersons for the larger scallop population in the bay.
Researchers use data to represent the larvae, harvesting devices, and other actors in this network.
The different actors involved in the study are transformed into data and represented through the
researcher spokespersons (Callon, 1986, p. 216). Callon (1986) explains that, “the initial
problematization defined a series of negotiable hypotheses on identity, relationships and goals of
the different actors. Now at the end of the four moments described [four phases of translation], a
constraining network of relationships has been built” (p. 218).
In summary, through translation the social is transformed into “patterned networks of
heterogeneous materials” made up of human and non-human entities, and connected through
associations (Law, 1992, p. 380-381). Through ANT, associations between actors that organize
at any size and scale, from the smallest particles to the largest systems, are traced through
translation. Networks are forever shifting and evolving with every new actor association.
However, these networks are not actually real and cannot be truly bound. A researcher has to
wrangle a group of things that associate with one another into a false, but manageable, size and
form in order to be able to study the network. Therefore, any network research is the study of a
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slice of the infinitely larger universe within which we live, and within which all actors are
connected in some way – whether through direct associations or through multiple dozens of
“degrees of separation.”
It is hopefully becoming clear in this exploration of translation how the seed, like the
scallops, might also come to be represented by different spokespeople. In addition, it might
become the spokesperson in a network, depending on what associations are occurring. Therefore,
the seed has the potential to be a mediator or intermediary, a “go-between” that exists between
other actors and defines their relationship, or a mediator, an entity that has the capacity to define
and alter meaning and relationships within the network. In my own research process, using the
process of translation to 1) identify actors enrolled in different types of agri-food networks and
2) analyze the effects that emerge from their interactions with the seed are essential in answering
my second and third research questions: how does the seed exist within and impact traditional,
industrial, and modern alternative agricultural networks? and how does seed exist within and
impact the Ridge & Hollow network?
The Principle of “Irreduction”
One of the founding theorists of ANT, John Law (1992), believes that social order is
generated, or driven, by “heterogeneous means,” meaning multiple types of actors, not just
humans ones, contribute to the construction of the social (p. 382). Law credits reductionists for
the belief that either human relations or machines/technology drive construction of the “social.”
He rejects this assertion and argues that, “there is no reason to assume, a priori, that either
objects or people in general determine the character of social change or stability” (Law, 1992,
pp. 382-383). Instead, relations between mediators that construct heterogeneous networks and
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the effects that emerge from these relations are what should be studied to better understand the
complex, anti-reductionist construction of the social.
In opposition to reductionism, Latour (2005) calls for a “second empiricism” (p. 115) via
ANT, providing an alternative worldview to the traditional positivist, reductionist thought
process. He describes the process of a researcher in the early stages of employing ANT, the
second empiricism, in the following way (Latour, 2005):
We don’t know yet how all those actors are connected, but we can state as a new default
position before the study starts that all the actors we are going to deploy [mediators]
might be associated in such a way that they make others do things. This is done not by
transporting a force that would remain the same throughout as some sort of faithful
intermediary [as positivists might believe], but by generating transformations manifested
by the many unexpected events [effects] triggered in the other mediators that follow them
along the line. This is what I dubbed the “principle of irreduction” ... (p. 107)
To simplify, an interconnected collection of actor-mediators and their abilities to make others do
things is at the core of ANT’s epistemology. Contrary to the positivist belief system that the
“social” is some force that is transported throughout society, the “second empiricism” challenges
this belief by viewing the social as being created via the never-ending associations between
actors. These actors form the social through their interactions, and the network effects that
emerge form these interactions.
Traditional social science research imagined certain social forces, like power for
example, to be transported through a society by actors. In contrast, ANT identifies concepts like
power, and even society, as emergent effects of associations between mediators. Network effects
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cannot be reduced to one actor as the originator, for they only emerge from associations between
two or more mediators situated within a larger network that is inherently complex and
irreducible. Through irreduction, Latour (2005) has inverted the assumed linear relationship
between x and y. The aim of this new type of objectivity is “objectfullness” (p. 133), Latour’s
play on words, meaning the opposite of a reductionism.
As a researcher, when studying the seed within agriculture via ANT, I am not able to
reduce causes and effects within the network to one simplifying source. Instead, a researcher is
required to assess the complexity of the network by starting with an actor-mediator, in this case
the seed, and following it through the network as it utilizes intermediaries and associates with
other mediators. The resulting effect will be an irreducible, and hopefully much deeper,
understanding of the place of seeds in agriculture.
The Constructivist Role of the Researcher
The ANT researcher is not taking part in social constructivism, but instead in
constructivism. This term carries many different meanings depending on the discipline or
discourse within which it is being used. Latour explores constructivism and social
constructivism, and he finds them both controversial for different reasons. Early ANT research
like the influential Laboratory Life: The Social Construction of Scientific Facts (Latour &
Woolgar, 1979) and the collection, Mapping the Dynamics of Science and Technology:
Sociology of Science in the Real World (Callon, Law, & Rip, 1986a), explored the idea that facts
in science were being constructed via various scientific tools (actors) like particle accelerators,
computer chips, telescopes, national statistics, specimen collectors, etc. This finding was
extrapolated to conclude that science, itself, was constructed. This idea was challenged within
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the academic community, for many scholars believed, as they do now, that if something is
constructed it is not true. “Either something was real and not constructed, or it was constructed
and artificial, contrived and invented, made up and false” (Latour, 2005, p. 90). Early ANT
researchers tried to give clarity to their ideas about knowledge construction by describing their
work as the “social construction of scientific fact.” ANT scholars assert that social construction
describes movement that occurs as non-social entities connect and form networks that become
the social through these connections. Therefore, for lack of a better phrase, and to differentiate
from the constructionist epistemology, ANT scholars label themselves constructivists, which is
used as a synonym for an increase in realism (Latour, 2005, pp. 88-92).
With regard to researching seeds, the traditional construction of the social used in science
most often places them as an afterthought within agri-food research. The main focus of the
majority of this area of research is human influences upon an already accepted, socially defined
system where food is produced and humans have the upper hand. Using ANT in seed research
and beginning the scholarly journey with the seed will revive, rework, and redefine the agri-food
networks that academics have taken for granted. Just as traditional sociology views the social as
a “thing” that simply is, and that human actors created by their mere existence in the world,
traditional agri-food studies views agriculture as a “socially-constructed” entity that just exists.
Studying agricultural networks by beginning at the source – the seed – will provide a novel
constructivist perspective on how agri-food networks form and become.
Critiques of Actor-Network Theory
Like any theory that challenges traditional belief systems, there are ample critiques of
ANT. In response, ANT scholars have worked diligently to respond in ways that clarify the
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subjects of these critiques in an attempt to quell various concerns. This has resulted in
clarifications, and for some topics, further complications. The following section reviews the most
common critiques found through a review of scholarship, and an investigation of how ANT
scholars have attempted to illuminate and settle these concerns.
Generalized Symmetry
Murdoch (1997) provides an overview of common critiques of ANT developed since its
inception. He begins by exploring the question of whether it is possible to remain symmetrical –
or equal – when studying of the causes and effects of associations between entities traditionally
defined within either nature or society. Callon (1986) defines this egalitarian treatment within
ANT as the principle of generalized symmetry. In ANT research, generalized symmetry requires
the researcher to use the same repertoire of vocabulary and perspective when studying entities
within both nature and society (Callon, 1986, p. 200), thus supporting the non-binary focus of
ANT.
Collins and Yearley (1992) provide a sharp critique of ANT with regard to this principle
in a collection of essays that includes a response from Callon and Latour (1992). Collins and
Yearley (1992) claim though ANT purports to treat inhuman beings and inanimate objects in the
same ways as humans, Callon fails to do this in his scallop study (1986), which is known to be a
classic example of applied ANT research. Instead, the authors believe Callon’s study is “an
asymmetrical old-fashioned scientific story,” where information about inhuman things, the
scallops, is still derived from a human-centered account that originates from the researchers’
observations. And because of this, the human scientists are still given a central role in research
(Collins & Yearley, 1992, pp. 314-315).
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In their response, Callon and Latour (1992) explain, “Our general symmetry principle is
thus not to alternate between natural realism and social realism but to obtain nature and society
as twin results of another activity, one that is more interesting for us. We call it network building,
or collective things, or quasi-objects…” (p. 348). The aim of ANT is to treat all entities within
networks equally with regard to their potential to associate and create network effects through
their sometimes simple and often complex interactions. Not every study will identify a human
actor as the focus of the study, but it is no surprise that Callon’s classic study, an example of the
sociology of science, highlights researchers as obligatory passage points and spokespeople.
Science begins with human intent and intrigue, and human actors mediate its development. This
does not make Callon’s study an old-fashioned scientific story with humans dominating the
situation. It just happens to be a network where the actor-mediator that becomes the obligatory
passage point is a human. During my work studying seed saving, I will come upon this same
situation that Collins and Yearley critique as non-symmetrical in Callon’s work. Like the
scallops, the saved seed is an important mediator, and sometimes intermediary in the network.
Through the use of ANT, I will argue that humans are inextricably linked with seeds in this
network in a symmetrical way. It will be argued that the different associations they have with
one another do not exist in an asymmetrical, hierarchical arrangement where humans control the
story. Instead they have equally important roles in this network narrative.
Staddon (2009) provides a similar argument in his ANT and political ecology research on
wild herb and mushroom collecting in Bulgaria. He provides first-hand researcher insight into his
emergent thoughts on the need for a generalized symmetry between traditionally identified
“natural” and “social” entities. Staddon (2009) states:
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At virtually every turn I have found that forest resources are not just objects of human
intention and action, but are also subjects in a much more fully dynamic and fascinating
set of relationships. There came a point in my increasingly ethnographic research where
the philosophical language of ‘subjects’ and ‘objects’ [SIC] began to break down, to fail
to accomplish the analytical work set out for it, and indeed to get in the way of further
understanding. (p. 163)
Staddon (2009) explores ANT’s generalized symmetry - “symmetrical thinking” in “a world of
‘heterogeneous associations’” (p. 163) - by analyzing 15 years of his personal research data
about the associations between herbs and mushrooms, herb and mushroom collectors, and other
actors involved in an informal food network in Bulgaria. A central theme in Staddon’s (2009)
use of generalized symmetry in his scholarship is his, and ANT’s, claim that “the non-human
world constrains/practices agency too” (p. 163), which provides a more symmetrical perspective
for understanding the “forces” that propel some non-human entities. He further argues that the
forest resources being collected (herbs and mushrooms) and the communities (people) involved
in the collection and use of these resources form a mutually beneficial constituency. In addition,
he considers this network in light of Callon’s scallop study (1986, p. 203) where the process of
translation uncovers “the simultaneous production of knowledge and construction of a network
of relationships in which social and natural entities mutually control who they are and what they
want (Staddon, 2009, p. 166). This mutual control over one’s own destiny, and that of the
network’s, is an elemental aspect of the generalized symmetry principle.
Shapiro (1997) argues that while ANT’s “symmetricians argue for agnosticism and
generalized symmetry” it might serve proponents well to create an “ethics for actor networks”
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where there is focus on a moral and- philosophical consistency between human and non-human
entities within networks (p. 104). He makes a comparison between ecology’s search for the place
of humans in the ecological biome to that of ANT’s search for the place of non-humans in
science and technology networks. In response to this search for symmetry, Shapiro (1997)
believes ANT theorists have resorted to “an extreme form of holism which, much like bioeconomics, serves to flatten out the distinctions between network actants” [another term used for
“actor”] (p. 105). He believes all of this work to create the perfect symmetry between humans
and non-humans will lead to homogeneity within network analysis, discounting the inherent
heterogeneity of each actor. An actor-network theorist might easily oppose this thought process
by explaining the importance of accounting for the uniqueness of each actor and its role within
the network, while still creating an egalitarian symmetry between human and non-human actors.
Actors don’t become a homogeneous blob of “things” that all act and react in the same fashion in
a network. The point of the generalized symmetry principle is to create a more equal treatment of
heterogeneous actors that at first sight, if using an outdated positivist, reductionist perspective,
might seem to be very different and not take part in equal ways in creating a network.
Shapiro’s argument for an ethical focus within ANT is not counter to what proponents
and practitioners have been doing when discussing and employing ANT principles. Though
many critics doubt its seemingly simple methodology, Latour (2005) makes clear that the process
to be employed in ANT is to follow the actors, their ensuing associations, and the “traces left
behind” (p. 29). Creating generalized symmetry – eliminating the nature/society binary to better
study social-ecological networks – is a way to create an egalitarian, and ultimately more ethical,
treatment of all actors within networks. In this way, scholars might use ANT to “look afresh at
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the categories, divisions, and boundaries that frequently divert our attention away from the
nonhuman multitudes that make up our world” (Goodman, 2001, p. 194). Often, the underlying
controversy within scholarly circles is how generalized symmetry might be applied appropriately
in research. I consider it both a methodological underpinning of ANT as well as a theoretical
concept that challenges the traditional, modernist ways in which scholars perceive and discuss
matters of society versus nature.
Agency
Pickering (1993) critiques ANT with regard to intentionality. Actor-Network Theory
does not attribute predetermined social or natural characteristics to actors, for this implies some
pre-formed social agency, which is what the theory is trying to eliminate. Pickering believes the
ability to be purposeful in one’s actions is an inarguable distinction between humans and nonhumans. Pickering (1993) believes one of the major sticking points for critics of ANT is the
directive that:
human and non-human agency can be continuously transformed into one
another…Specifically, the sticking point is called intentionality. We humans differ from
nonhumans precisely in that our actions have intentions behind them, whereas the
performances (behaviors) of quarks, microbes, and machine tools do not. (p. 565)
Traditionally, agency is attributed to only human actors. Conversely, ANT’s founding fathers
argue for a new definition of agency where frontal lobes are not a requirement. In “Agency and
the Hybrid Collectif,” Callon and Law (1995) redefine agency as something that most certainly
includes non-humans. They state, “It’s a hot topic because it sometimes seems that there are all
sorts of non-human entities, such as cyborgs, intelligent machines, genes, and demons loose in
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the world. Along with ozone holes, market forces, discourses, the subconscious, and the
unnameable Other [SIC]” (Callon & Law, 1995, p. 481). Actor-Network Theory creates a less
human-centered theory and method for sociological study by “ascribing this [agency] status to
any entity which can link together others in networks…language users tend to ascribe agency
only to other language users because intentions and motivations can be accounted for in words”
(Murdoch, 1997, p. 747). Entities that do not have language then become discounted, which
ANT is arguing should not be the case.
In Hunt’s 2010 study of kiwi orchards and orchardists, the author describes orchards (the
black-boxed collection of actors including kiwi plants, weeds, insects, soil, etc.) as having
agency. Hunt notes that orchardists embed themselves within the orchard through the “richness”
of the relationship between the orchardist and the non-human actors, and the resulting
agricultural practices that occur because of these relationships. Though inappropriately labeling
an orchard as a single “actor,” the author interestingly believes orchards have agency because
they play a role – arguably a central part – “in the construction of the kiwifruit landscape” (Hunt,
2010, p. 417). In fact, after coding and analyzing interview data, Hunt discovers four different
ways in which orchardists discuss their orchards, and all four ways insinuate some sort of agency
behind this non-human, black-boxed network: wild, challenging/risky, needy, and passive. This
view of a non-human network of actors reflects an alternative to traditional, positivist beliefs,
like Pickering’s, that some sort of intentionality is needed to have any sort of agency. The
orchard’s actors, most notably the kiwi plants, “make others do things” (Latour, 2005, p. 115) to
care for them. Kiwi fruit, like other agricultural products, have high value to many human actors,
which makes strong mediators in this agricultural actor-network.
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The sustainable agriculture and food justice scholar, Amy Trauger (2009), uses ANT to
explore emergent agency by studying unconventional agricultural networks in Pennsylvania
working for social change that exist in socially and geographically isolated places. She employs
participant observation, interviews, and surveys to study agency in WAgN (The Women’s
Agricultural Network) and Tuscarora Organic Growers Cooperative. She seeks answers to who,
or what, holds agency and asks, “Is agency an affect [effect] of the network?” In her analysis, she
incorporates ANT’s post-structuralist belief that the dualistic structure/agency ontology should
be dismantled and replaced with a view of agency as the outcome (or effect) of actor interactions
(Trauger, 2009, p. 118). By engaging ANT, Trauger (2009) creates “an empirically based theory
of social agency in networks” through a qualitative investigation of farmers and activists
involved in alternative agri-food networks in the United States (p. 119).
Though Trauger is focused upon human subjects in this study, which supports the idea of
agency within humans, she also provides empirical support for the creation of agency in nonhuman entities. Trauger highlights a few important non-human actors that emerged from her
research, namely technology and capital, as they are indispensible in these sustainable agriculture
networks. She did not find these entities to have agency. However, some farmer participants
from the two organizations she studied acknowledged nature, or the force of nature, as holding
agency that affected participant’s lives through the influence of climatic conditions upon crops (a
very wet year caused great loss for some participants in the 2003 growing season) (Trauger,
2009, pp. 121, 126). This counters Pickering’s philosophical argument of an intentionality that
simply exists within human nature. Though intentionality may not be present in abiotic actors
like capital and technology, biotic “force of nature” actors like the molecules and atoms that
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form air, oceans, and lakes, cause atmospheric thermodynamic shifts, and cause weather events
that impact farmers both positively and negatively can be argued to have agency within ANT.
The agency within an atom in the atmosphere, or an atom in our large bodies of water, can be
considered as its own inclination to interact with other atoms and cause various heat, moisture,
and weather effects that impact our food production system in countless ways.
Goodman (1999) also explores the elimination of the nature/society binary and notions of
agency by claiming that theoretical precedents and the current political relevance of agri-food
studies is weakened because of this ontological dualism. He argues that “Actor network theory
[SIC] and its location of agency in the hybridity of relational nature-culture collectives provides
a conceptual repertoire rich in possibility for addressing the intrinsically hybrid metabolic and
corporeal questions of agro-food networks” (Goodman, 1999, p. 26). Agency is an emergent
property (effect) within hybrid human/non-human networks that comes about through the unified
interactions between these diverse set of actors.
Power Issues
Haraway (1993) critiques ANT for its seeming disregard of socio-cultural concerns like
gender, race, and class. She believes these categories are crucial in social science research to
better understand motivations and intentions of actors. In addition, Marxist scholars accept
ANT’s dismantling of the nature/society binary and reconceptualization of the social, but they
reject the rest of ANT due to what they view as its insufficient focus on critical, explanatory, and
theoretical analysis (Holifield, 2009, p. 643). Raynolds (2002) critiques ANT research for what
she believes is a lack of investigations of network politics, and an understatement of
“differential power relations between key actors and contestations over network meanings and
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practices” (p. 408). John Law (1992) agrees that as a methodology ANT can, indeed, result in a
neglect of actors that are excluded from hegemonic networks. Actor-Network Theory should in
principle be used to examine questions of distribution and justice through the study of
associations and network building. To address inequalities, there should be an intentional focus
on actors outside dominant culture. Watts and Scales (2015) also acknowledge:
ANT’s emphasis on non-human actants has led to critiques that it promotes paralyzing
relativism and ignores human inequalities. If all actants and positions are treated equally,
how can it be argued that any given network is more or less ethically desirable? (p. 228)
The authors address this perceived weakness by integrating both ANT and political ecology in
their analysis of the global industrial agriculture network and its social and ecological impacts.
While they perceive ANT as having an analytical weakness with regard to human inequalities
and socio-political analysis, they also acknowledge political ecology’s critique from many that it
relies too heavily upon “pre-given sociospatial containers” and treats “certain actors as ‘black
boxes’: objects or systems that are only viewed in terms of inputs and outputs” (Watts & Scales,
2015, p. 230). They believe the combination of ANT and political ecology will fill in the gaps
that each one is perceived to have. In this way, concepts and theories from other disciplines can
provide the mechanisms for deeper analysis and critique of networks, while ANT as “theoromethodology” provides the backbone, or the scaffolding, for this analysis via actor identification,
network description, and the discovery of network effects.
Actor-Network Theory never claims to be a solution to understanding all of the world’s
complex socio-political problems. As Murdoch explains, Latour (1996) notes, “ANT explicitly
acknowledges that it learns from others, that it only adds an interpretation to those actors whose
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fate it shares” (Murdoch, 1997, p. 751). Furthermore, Serres (in Serres & Latour, 1995) believes
that from ANT’s vantage point, “the critical era ‘no longer consists of giving philosophy the
right to judge everything – a regal position from which it makes rulings right and left on
everything – but the responsibility to create, to invent, to produce’” (p. 751). With a proper
research question, intention, and analysis there should be no issue with addressing any aspect of
actor associations with regard to network effects such as power and inequality. But this deeper
analysis will only come about after the tracing of a network. Like Watts and Scales propose, at
this point in the research process, a partnership between ANT and other critical analysis theories
might be appropriate. A researcher needs to be careful with regard to how reliant she becomes
upon the human-actor analysis so not to forget other important actors that traditionally get
pushed aside in socio-political research.
Busch and Juska (1997) further support ANT’s skill in drawing attention to issues of
distributive justice in areas within a network that neither classical nor critical political economy
recognizes in a holistic way. For example, the authors assert, “Agricultural commodity subsectors are systems for distributing goods [effects] such as income, status, power, wealth or
prestige in addition to the economic goods that flow from the sub-sector” (Busch & Juska, 1997,
pp. 694-695). Actor-Network Theory is able to trace the distribution of these effects and others
in ways that allow for a deeper analysis of their presence, and a more comprehensive
understanding of the actor associations from which they emerge.
Though ANT does not provide theory for critical analysis of inequalities, or any other
networks effects for that matter, I believe it provides new ways in which to understand how these
inequalities come to exist in the first place. From this place of inquiry, different theories that
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address gender, race, and class inequalities can assist in the analysis of these types of network
effects. The need to do this – to seek other theoretical concepts to explain these concepts - may
be seen as a weakness in ANT. Conversely, instead of a shortcoming I believe it can simply be
seen as a boundary – an end - where ANT ceases to be helpful, and where one has to turn to
critical analysis to further one’s research inquiry.
Reductionism
Hitchings (2003) and Woods (1998) address what is still seen as a reductionist tendency
in ANT that some scholars believe can be found in the process of following certain main actors
through network development at the expense of more passive, intermediary actors. Given that
reductionism implies a belief that the whole can be reduced to the sum of its parts, and that
complex systems are no more than this, it is understandable why this may be a “gut reaction”
critique of ANT since it seems to reduce networks to the actors that comprise them. However, as
explained earlier in Latour’s (2005) description of ANT as the second empiricism (p. 115), it
becomes clear ANT does not propose that a network can be reduced to the sum of its parts. On
the contrary, it focuses on the effects of the associations between actor-mediators that are making
others do things. It is, instead, a sum of actor connections and the traceable effects of the active
relations between entities, which transports the idea of a network beyond being simply a sum of
its parts.
Black Boxing, or “Punctualization”
“Black boxing” (Latour, 1987) is another concern for critics. Donaldson et al. (2002) note
this concept has been a part of ANT since its inception (its description can first be found in
scholarship in Callon and Latour, 1981). Donaldson et al. (2002) describe black boxing as:
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the end result of a process by which a particular association has become such a routine
and unquestioned part of a network’s fabric that it is rendered invisible. When a whole
network is black boxed within another network it is said to have been punctualised
(literally shrunk to a point). Input and output are recognised but the relationships within
the black box are taken for granted. (p. 203)
John Law (1992) further explains, “network patterns that are widely performed are often those
that can be punctualized. This is because they are network packages--routines--that can, if
precariously, be more or less taken for granted in the process of heterogeneous engineering” (p.
385) For example, a computer has become black boxed in the mind of the layperson. It is a
seemingly “magical” box that provides vast amounts of computation, information gathering, and
entertainment to the user. Yet, it is actually a network in and of itself made up of circuit boards,
wires, buttons, ports, metals, plastics, glass, and electric currents.
Black boxing can also become a tool that allows a researcher to more easily account for
unruly networks during a study. A researcher may become overwhelmed at the thought of tracing
every single entity connected to her subject matter during research. In fact, it would be
impossible to capture every entity within a network in one study, from atoms to whole actors.
Murdoch (1997) describes black boxing as the process by which certain associations and
resulting network effects are hidden from view through “first-order approximations” (p. 747).
Therefore, a collection of actors can sometimes be viewed as one single actor. At the same time,
the ways that effects between actors are generated are also hidden so that something seemingly
much simpler exists – like an air conditioner, a healthy body, or a well-managed bank. Network
patterns often commonly performed are usually ones that can be black boxed (Law, 1992, p.
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385). If the network that keeps the black box in tact dissolves, the box collapses. This results in
the emergence of the individual actors and effects that make up this seemingly simple entity.
Black boxing can be helpful from a pragmatic standpoint when it is virtually impossible to trace
and analyze every network effects within one study. It becomes a tricky situation when
dissolution occurs and the researcher is left to pick up the pieces.
Black boxing has its critics, as well. Not all scholars agree with the effectiveness of its
use as a research tool. What ANT does not provide is guidance on which black boxes are most
suitable for social scientists to employ as they work to make sense of actor associations and
resulting networks (Murdoch, 1997, p. 747). It seems likely that the creation of each black box
should be study-specific, and done by the researcher during the description and analysis process.
Each study is unique in its question and focus, and not every piece of research may require black
boxing. If networks are too complex for proper assessment, this seems to be the place to utilize a
black box in order to bound an unruly group of actors into a more manageable format. For
example, describing the commercial seed industry as one entity instead of describing every actor
involved in its network construction will be helpful at times in this study in order to move
analysis forward at a reasonable pace without getting caught up in network minutiae. Other
potential black-boxed networks in my own study might be seed processing equipment, seed
packaging machines, office machines used by human actors in my study, and commercial seed
companies utilized by participants.
Not Using ANT Comprehensively
From a thorough review of agri-food scholarship, there appears to be a dearth of
examples that use ANT appropriately. The point of ANT is not only to alter some of the thoughts
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one has as a scholar about the construction of knowledge and how we perceive the “social,” but
also to reconstruct the entirety of one’s research and network analysis with this in mind. To
clarify, the point is not only to think about networks differently, but also to observe, record, and
analyze the existence of actors in association with one another differently. In some part, this lack
of “full use” may be due to the fact that scholars who have ANT-focused discussions regarding
agri-food issues still “privilege the same state agencies and similarly large institutions that other
approaches to food studies have focused on” (Lockie & Kitto, 2000, p. 12). Many agriculture and
food studies scholars do not move past a recognition of the equal importance of non-human
actors and non-human agency in network development, or simply note their work is “inspired”
by ANT though they appear to lack a full understanding of its theory, methodology, and use in
research strategies and analyses. A few exceptions can be found, which will be highlighted in
this section: Goodman’s study on the bio-politics of “agro-food” networks (1999), Donaldson et
al.’s (2002) work on tracing the foot-and-mouth disease actor network during the crisis in the
United Kingdom, and Higgins’ study of farmers at a dairy planning workshop (2006).
Goodman (1999) uses ANT to explore three case studies focused on the bio-politics of
“agro-food” networks: food scares, agri-biotechnologies, and organic agriculture in the United
States. In one example, he explores the outbreak of bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) in
England. He identifies prions – the ‘rogue’ protein molecules at the heart of this disease – as the
mediators in this network. Other actors (some of which act both as mediators and intermediaries
at different times) include cows, farmers, cost-cutting rendering companies, contaminated animal
feed, and over-worked meat inspectors, who are all mediated by the prions (p. 28). The result of
associations between the prion mediator, intermediary cow feed contaminated with prions, cows,
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and human food processors and consumers was the BSE outbreak. From this harmful effect came
a renegotiation of “relationships mediated through the network. The content and geometry of the
collective is reconfigured to enlist new quasi-objects, new hybrid intermediaries to secure the
safety of non-human and human metabolisms” (Goodman, 1999, p. 29). The prion, as mediator,
became a powerful agent of change in this network due to the negative effects of its associations
with other actors.
In “Virus-Crisis-Institutional Change: The Foot and Mouth Actor Network and the
Governance of Rural Affairs in the UK,” Donaldson et al. (2002) provide a thorough ANT
analysis using the process of translation to explore the foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) epidemic
in the UK. The decision-makers lacked of focus on the entirety of actors involved in this
network, which included what the authors label as “natural,” “human,” “technological,” and
“economic” actors (p. 201). Most notably, the authors provide new analyses of the negative
effects upon rural economies that emerged from this network. Donaldson et al. (2002) believe
that an ANT analysis, as opposed to more traditional analysis of this agricultural crisis, alters the
outcome and understanding of the problem, and ANT provides new insight that might have been
left out of other analyses:
It is not mismanagement of FMD that created the crisis (although institutional
deficiencies undoubtedly played a role in some botched translations), but a fundamental
misapprehension of the actors involved. The initial problematization was partial and
excluded the majority of actors involved…The rural economy, revealed by FMD as a
significant actor-network [significant part of the larger FMD actor-network], did not
receive the same treatment as farming in these enquiries. (p. 212)
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Donaldson et al.’s (2002) analysis provides a more holistic perspective of how the FMD network
that led to great crisis across the UK. This view, emerging from the use of ANT in both network
description and analysis, led to the identification of underrepresented actors who might be less
ignored in the future through more inclusive political-economic decision making.
By using Callon’s process of translation, Higgins (2006) is able to identify the roles of
non-human actors in his network description, which ultimately leads to a reconceptualization of
farmer agency. He conducts observation and in-depth interviews with dairy farm management
team members during a two-day workshop focused on teaching farmers to use new software that
aids on-farm decision-making. Through the four processes of translation: problematization,
interessement, enrollment, and mobilization, he is able to describe farmer relations with other
actors involved in this workshop network, including a software package that “binds the interests
of trainers with the participant farmers” (Higgins, 2006, p. 56). He views the software package as
well as trainers as mediators who successfully enroll farmers in the network that was being
constructed through the workshop. Bank managers acted as intermediaries by promoting this
workshop for the trainers who lacked sufficient funds for advertising (Higgins, 2006, pp. 56-57).
Higgins also includes in his network analysis the importance of other non-human actors in the
successes or failures of farmers in integrating the software system into their work. Weather,
water, and cows’ digestive systems were all important actors in maintaining farmer agency
established through the workshop. He concludes that successful network mobilization around
this new software was contingent upon the attempts of farmers to enroll non-human actors,
which was crucial to success (Higgins, 2006, pp. 60-61).
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These three studies are successful in their more holistic use of ANT because they utilize
important theoretical aspects like generalized symmetry, non-human agency, and heterogeneous
non-reductionism. They also follow the methodological process of translation to identify how
actors become enrolled, and stay enrolled, within networks. Actors often ignored in social
science research are given equal standing to humans in these agri-food networks. In return, the
researchers gain a deeper understanding of how human actors interact with non-human actors in
agri-food networks, which furthers their understanding of how, and why, actors become enrolled
within these networks in the first place. In addition, they can identify where the effects that
emerge from these interactions originate because they identify actors and follow them through
their network of interactions. Through the process of translation, researchers can more
methodically seek out core mediators and effects of their interactions, and in turn find solutions
to problematic effects that keep agri-food networks from being more successful in light of
ecological sustainability and social justice.
Conclusion
Stewart Lockie (2002) acknowledges that the idea of “the social” in ANT is “radically
relational; action, intentionality, consciousness, subjectivity, and morality all deriving from the
relations between entities within networks as opposed to either the individual or the totality” (p.
281). In turn, for my own social-ecological study, the “natural” can also be seen the same way –
as deriving from radical relations between entities whose interactions and their effects create the
social-ecological “natural” world (that includes both the “social” and “natural”). Actor-Network
Theory asserts the social is neither defined through the sum of its parts, nor through the
individual parts, or actors, within the network. The essence of the social is defined through the
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effects that emerge from the relations between the parts, and the traces that are left from these
interactions.
In summary, everything that has to do with the universe within which we live – every
“thing,” interaction between things, and the effects from these interactions exist in the world
because they are a part of a network of associations, and processes of translation, that occur
constantly and infinitely within and around us. Therefore, to better understand networks of
things, like local agri-food networks in the United States and the seed actors that are essential to
these networks’ existence, ANT challenges us to reconsider the starting point of our
understanding. Instead of starting with a macroscopic and hierarchical view of an agri-food
network that is analyzed traditionally through prematurely defined socio-economic and
ecological constructs, scholars are challenged to start with one actor and follow it as it associates
with others. This is the way forward through which to uncover the “social” as well as
“ecological” aspects of the diverse local food networks within our society, which all fall under
the social in ANT.
As this review of ANT and its use in agri-food studies literature has shown, identifying
actors, their relations with one another, and the networks formed because of the effects that
emerge from these relations is a tool used to better understand our often challenging, precarious,
and unruly existence. Agri-food studies researchers have used ANT in various ways, from
studying farmer agency through their interactions with computer software aimed to help on-farm
decision-making (Higgins, 2006), to the agency of kiwi orchards in creating the agricultural
landscape within which kiwis might flourish (Hunt, 2010), to effects that emerge from the
existence of E. coli within the food industry (Stuart, 2011). Some scholars have been simply
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inspired by ANT’s foundational concepts, while others have actually followed actors through the
four-step process of translation.
On one hand, one might argue the benefit of using ANT to any length if it helps scholars
re-envision networks from the starting point of individual human and non-human actors alike,
their associations, and emerging effects from these associations. Unfortunately, many who have
used ANT in part do not seem to grasp the core of its aim: to completely redefine the social
through the process of translation, which allows researchers to analyze the effects of actor
relations and more deeply understand network formation, which occurs with both human and
non-humans entities.
This literature review has shown a large gap in scholarly understanding of ANT within
agri-food network circles – at least from the perspective of what is being published by
researchers. Conducting this review has helped guide my own research, for before the onset of
the literature review, I assumed I would uncover a significant body of scholarship where ANT is
used holistically and not simply piecemeal. I intended to utilize scholarship in ways that would
guide my own research process. Though a few examples were found that use ANT more
formally, there are few pieces of research that use the traditional method of translation (Callon,
1986), though it is a core component of ANT still to this day.
In order to better reflect core principles within ANT, in my own research I closely follow
the process of translation to uncover principal actors in the Ridge & Hollow seed network
through participant observation and interviews. Identifying effects of actor relations within the
Ridge & Hollow network further strengthen my analysis by creating a way to move from simply
describing the network via translation to creating analysis and critique via discussion of network
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effects. In this way, I might reassess, deepen, and ultimately bolster our understanding of the role
of seeds, and seed saving, within agri-food networks.
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Chapter 4
Re-envisioning Seeds in Agriculture: Interpreting Traditional, Industrial, and Modern
Alternative Agriculture Through Actor-Network Theory
Seeds are the foundation of our food system. From the seed emerge deeply intricate and
sometimes contentious linkages between people, inanimate things, insects, animals, and
environments that delineate the sustainability, or unsustainability, of the individual agricultural
networks of which the seed is a part. The health and survival of a truly resilient agri-food system
at its core is based upon the interactions between the seed, its resulting plant, and all other actors
within the agricultural network including weather conditions, insects, diseases, planting and
maintenance tools, machines, farmers, home gardeners, and seed savers. Studying this inherent
complexity can be baffling to the mind. Accounting for the heterogeneity of a network of people,
animals, and things requires a nuanced and well-developed methodological and theoretical
process, which can be found within Actor-Network Theory.
What new insights can one gain about sustainability within different agricultural
networks when focusing on the seed within each of them? Actor-Network Theory (ANT) will be
used to methodologically follow the seed through three different types of agricultural networks:
traditional agriculture, industrial agriculture, and a “modern alternative” agriculture model. The
central question asks: how does the seed exist within and impact traditional, industrial, and
modern alternative agricultural networks? Two closely related ANT-themed sub-questions ask:
1) what effects are generated by different actor associations with the seed? and 2) how do these
effects impact the social and ecological resilience of agricultural networks? Each of the two
research sub-questions will be addressed for all three of the aforementioned agricultural
networks. This will lead to a reassessment of these networks through an analysis of the
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associations that exist between the seed and other actors. The analysis will utilize the theoretical
aspects of ANT to more effectively assess network dynamics. Effects from these associations
will emerge from the analysis, and these effects will be evaluated for their contribution, or lack
of contribution, to resilience within agri-food networks. In this dissertation, sustainability is
defined as “the quest for ever greater resilience in an interdependent world” (Thiele, 2011, p. 5).
The ability of a social-ecological network, like an agri-food network, to resist social, economic,
and climatic disturbances that may threaten its continuation reveals its level of resilience, and
therefore how sustainable it actually is in the long run.
It is rare to find a researcher able to simply stick to description, but this is what ANT
demands from those who use it. As Latour (2005) notes, simply recording something on paper
“is already an immense transformation that requires as much skill and just as much artifice as
painting a landscape or setting up some elaborate biochemical reaction. No scholar should find
humiliating the task of sticking to description” (pp. 136-137). As discussed in the previous
chapter, it is also rare to find scholarship within agri-food studies that utilizes the whole of ANT
– its theory as well as methodology. This chapter provides an example of more traditional ANT
research by using the process of translation to methodologically investigate how the seed is, and
associates, with other actors within different types of agricultural networks (henceforth
answering the central question of this paper). Both theoretical and methodological aspects of
ANT will be used through initial description, and subsequent analysis, of the three networks. In
the first section, “Seeds, People, and Other Actors in Translation,” I will conduct ANT
description methodology by using the process of translation. In the next section, “Post-ANT
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Description: Re-assessing the Place of Seeds in Agricultural Networks, I use critical analysis to
discuss findings from the previous section to answer my research subquestions.
Seeds, People, and Other Actors in Translation
Through ANT’s relational ontology, the following section will explore the central
research question: How does the seed exist within and impact traditional, industrial, and modern
alternative agricultural networks? This section does not incorporate critical analysis, for ANT
scholars are determined to only describe and not critique or analyze during their research
process. As discussed in Chapter 3, this is one of the critiques of ANT. It leaves no place for
critical analysis. Therefore, in this section I will only describe how the seed exists, moves, and
affects other actors within the three different agricultural actor-networks. In later sections, I will
utilize critical analysis as an addition to the ANT methodological process.
Traditional Agriculture
A traditional agricultural network is defined as a network that emerges from humans and
other actors that associate in ways that support traditional farming practices including seed
saving, water conservation, and soil conservation. In their study of Amazonian communities,
Abizaid, Coomes, and Perrault-Archambault (2016) discover strong seed sharing networks still
exist in Peru within communities practicing traditional farming “where seed movement is
contingent on and constitutive of bonds of kinship, marriage, and friendship” (p. 578). Therefore,
traditional farming networks can also be defined through their familial and communal
connections, which impact farming practices like seed saving, exchange, and sharing (a one-way
transfer of seed that the authors find is more common in the Peruvian communities they studied
than actual exchange) (Abizaid et al., 2016, p. 585).
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In his book, Enduring Seeds: Native American Agriculture and Wild Plant Conservation
(2002), the ethnobotanist Gary Paul Nabhan discusses a trip to gather seeds from the teosinte
corn plant – a wild varietal of domesticated corn – grown by indigenous and Mexican farmers in
the Nabogame region of the state of Chihuahua. Farmers across the Nabogame region interact
with the teosinte’s seeds by collecting them from wild places, often adjacent to their fields, and
sowing them among their own domesticated seed varieties. They believe the harvest of this mix
of teosinte and domesticated corn yields a stronger crop by building biological resistance into
their seed varieties that may have weakened over the seasons. Conversely, farmers will also sow
some of their own corn seed in fields of wild teosinte to expose their cultivars to this variety. The
intention of both methods is to create a natural hybrid between the domesticated and wild
varieties.
Table 1
Actor-Network Theory’s Four Stages of Translation (Callon, 1986)
Problematization - actor associations are identified and alliances formed
Interessement - actors are “persuaded” to accept their roles in the network
Enrolment - actor alliances in network are confirmed
Mobilization - certain actors emerge as “spokespersons” for all others in the network

At the start of the traditional teosinte network, during ANT’s first phase of the “process
of translation” – problematization– alliances begin to form between actors due to the presence of
the seed. (See pp. 41-46 and Table 1 above for information on translation.) Actors include
farmers, insects, soil, water, ambient temperature, saved cultivated corn seed, saved wild teosinte
seed, teosinte plants, and cultivated corn plants. One of the most significant effects of
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associations between these actors are cultivars that have increased ecological resilience to better
resist future pests, diseases, and weather events. In addition, farmers believe the resulting plant
creates “flintier kernels and greater yields” (Nabhan, 2002, pp. 35-36), two important network
effects. Higher yields lead to more products created from the harvest and flintier kernels produce
corn that has a lower water content, which helps it better resist freezing damage.
This association between a cultivated and wild plant is technically called crop/weed
introgression (Nabhan, 2002, p. 36), or crop/wild introgression. When applying the process of
translation to Nabhan’s (2002) account of Nabogame farmer-seed savers in Mexico, something
unique emerges. Through problematization, the seed becomes the obligatory passage point
(OPP). Problematization “indicates the movements and detours that must be accepted as well as
the alliances that must be forged” (Callon, 1986, p. 206). Through this first step, the seed - the
OPP – comes to represent the thing, situation, or question that all other actors in the network
“answer to” if they are to be enrolled in this network. The seed is the reason any agricultural
network exists in the first place.
The associations between mediator seeds and humans in this traditional agricultural
network are negotiated through the two different types of corn plants (wild and cultivated) and
the resulting seed from crop/weed introgression. The resulting “natural hybrid” seed has its own
agency, a trait ANT postulates that living things have even if they aren’t human. The seed
expresses agency via its evolutionary intention to survive by growing a plant that produces fruits
that happen to be useful to humans, and also contain more seed. The seed maintains this agency
year after year through its ability to be saved, and its willingness to germinate the following
growing season. The Nabogame farmers, who are another mediator, want their saved seed to
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continue to produce strong harvests. Farmers act upon their desire for a strong harvest by either
sowing their seed amongst the wild teosinte or sowing teosinte seed in their own fields to
strengthen their seed stock.
During interessement, the second step in translation, the resulting saved corn seed
mediator “stabilizes” the relations it has with human and non-human actors when it produces
successful yields with desired traits. In return for these successful yields, its proliferation is
almost certainly assured for coming seasons, excluding unexpected events that might make the
stored seeds unviable. This success is due to the seed saving and seed strengthening actions of
the mediator Nabogame farmers. It is also due to the genetic mixing that has occurred within the
seed through the pollination process, which includes a complex collection of additional actors
within this network: flowers, insects, wind, pollen, and plants, to name a few. This group of
actors that associate with one another during pollination can be “punctualized” or “black-boxed”
when using ANT for the sake of observational and analytical brevity. This means that instead of
each actor being addressed separately in this study, they are part of a “hybrid collectif” [SIC]
(Callon & Law, 1995) that is described in their united form – the pollination process – instead of
through a description of each individual actor and its/her/his separate role. Intermediaries, which
are the devices of interessement in this network, help the seed and farmer mediators solidify
actor relations. Callon (1991) defines them as “anything passing between actors which defines
the relationship between them” (p. 134). They might include planting, growing, and harvesting
equipment, seed saving materials (screens, bowls, and other processing equipment), seed storage
containers, and shelves and buildings where seed is stored – often in farmers’ homes.
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Seeds can also transform from being complex mediators and the obligatory passage point
through which all other actors must pass (interact with) to seemingly simple intermediaries
during agricultural production while the farmers use them as a resource to produce mediator
plants to grow food. Seeds are an intermediary between people and plant mediators in this
situation. In addition, from the perspective of the seed, the farmers can also become
intermediaries by being the mechanisms through which the seed, as mediator, ensures its own
survival. Humans are seed dispersers, which is to their own benefit as well as the seed’s.
Through this example, one can see one of the challenges of ANT as a methodology, and the
challenge of describing, defining, and analyzing a network. Because a network is never actually
stabilized, and instead always changing and in flux, it is often difficult to pinpoint and label an
entity as a mediator, intermediary, obligatory passage point, etc., for these labels can shift at any
point as the network continues to develop via different actor interactions. Yes, this is one of the
most important points of ANT – that nothing is guaranteed and everything is in flux. This is the
state of the universe.
If interessement is successful, the process enters the third step in translation: enrollment.
Seeds, farmers, and all other human and non-human actors involved in the production of a crop
and saved seed for the next year are secured, or enrolled, within a network of relationships. (As
discussed in the previous paragraph, it is important to remember that this identified network of
relations is in flux all of the time and could be redefined at any moment. Therefore, enrollment,
like all the other stages of ANT, is precarious.) During enrollment, the different roles for the
actors have been established and accepted by each actor. Acceptance for a non-human actor can
be identified through the successful actions within the network by mediators that secure this non-
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human actor’s importance in the network’s continuing functionality. The presence of a corn seed
stock that will germinate and produce a successful crop the next year indicates this non-human
actor’s “acceptance” of its role in the network.
In their study, “Maize Diversity, Rural Development Policy, and Farmers’ Practices:
Lessons from Chiapas, Mexico,” Keleman, Hellin, and Bellon (2009) identify key social
processes involved in the maintenance of landrace varieties in traditional farming cultures in the
region. In this study, enrollment of certain corn seeds occurs in the household and not in the
field. Therefore, plant growth tendencies are not important. “The traits selected may include the
culinary qualities of the grain, the usefulness of the plant for fodder, the size and shape of the
maize husks for wrapping tamales, or resistance to storage damage” (Keleman et al., 2009, p. 53)
Seed enrollment (and husk and cob enrollment in this instance) into this network is based upon
ear characteristics, and how the parts of the ear – husk, seeds, cobs – associate with humans and
animals that may be using the parts for food in the future, or other traditional cultural purposes.
During the last stage, mobilization, one or more mediators come to represent the larger
heterogeneous collection of enrolled actors within the network. In Nabhan’s (2002) study, the
seeds of the mix between teosinte and domesticated varieties represent both the wild and
domesticated cultivars simultaneously. This seed also represents a future crop of corn that
farmers rely upon for sustenance and income. Farmers who take time to cultivate this natural
hybrid represent a larger network of farmers who will benefit from this mix through knowledge
exchange, and seed exchanges that will spread this mix across the region. At the end of this
translation, “a constraining network of relationships has been built” (Callon, 1986, p. 218).
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Farmers and seeds, as mediators, have created associations that produce an interdependent
reliance upon on another. They are able to act and associate in ways that provide mutual benefit.
Modern Alternative Agriculture
One can find many similarities in translation between the traditional seed saving model in
Nabhan’s (2002) account and seed saving in a modern-day alternative farming network in the
global North, which exists at the margins of our agricultural system. In this paper, a “modern
alternative agriculture” network is defined as a network that emerges from humans and other
actors that are in relationships that support principles of sustainable agriculture and small-scale
farming. Da Vià (2012) extensively studied seed saving networks in this type of modern
alternative agricultural arrangement that have recently developed in Western Europe. These
networks are examined as an aspect of the “re-peasantization” process happening in farming
across the European countryside as an alternative to industrial agriculture. Over the last decade,
“using and exchanging locally-adapted seeds has become a focal site of grass-roots organizing in
the rural areas of Europe” (Da Vià, 2012, p. 229). La Verde cooperative in Villamartin, Spain is
one example of an agri-food network that uses a stock of locally produced and distributed seeds.
Farmers in the cooperative found a lack of commercial seed varieties suited to their organic
agriculture methods. Through the development of a local seed stock, they were able to produce
the types of crops conducive to their growing region and agricultural model. Seed producers
within the cooperative now supply the majority of organic small farmers in the region with
organic seed (Da Vià, 2012, p. 235).
Through problematization, the seed again is the obligatory passage point in this network
as it and other actors “join forces” (Callon, 1986, p. 208). The presence of the saved seed led to
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the formation of alliances between seeds and other actors that found benefit in being a part of
this network through their positive associations. Through the seeds’ relations with people and
plants via intermediaries (devices of interessement), including machines and materials used in
crop production, ecological entities (soil, water, sunlight, pollinators), and seed saving,
processing, storage, and distribution, actors are “persuaded” to accept their roles in the network.
Similar to Nabhan’s (2002) report of wild teosinte and cultivated corn seed saving, the cyclical
proliferation of the seed is assured for the coming seasons through actors accepting their roles in
this modern alternative agricultural network.
Few farmers in a modern alternative agricultural network are willing or able to save their
own seed, as opposed to the traditional agriculture network where there is often no “middle
person” between seeds and farmers because the farmers are saving their own seed. (One does
emerge, though, if farmers exchange seeds in these networks.) For seeds that are acquired
through exchange or sale, a middle person has emerged: an intermediary seed that is exchanged
between two mediator actors. The development of a successful seed network that includes
interactions between local seed producers who associate with non-seed saving buyers provide
further assurance that this network can enter into the third stage of translation: enrollment.
The success of this modern alternative agri-food network is dependent upon actors
continuing to “accept” their roles, whether consciously or unconsciously. In order for the La
Verde farmers to sustain their alternative agricultural network, they take part in various
punctualized, or black-boxed, activities that include a multitude of enrolled human and nonhuman actors. Like traditional systems, to reduce dependence on off-farm inputs, they use
ecological processes – interessement devices – to enhance soil fertility including the use of
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manure, crop rotation, fallowing, and intercropping. Since its inception, the seeds and farmers,
both mediators, have also associated through regional seed exchanges “to ensure the free flow of
genetic materials underlying the development of heterogeneous crops and locally appropriate
varieties” (Da Vià, 2012, p. 235).
During mobilization, certain actors in the alternative seed saving network become
“spokespersons” for others. “A few individuals [actors] have been interested in the name of the
masses they represent” (Callon, 1986, p. 215). To sustain the functional diversity of local seed
resources, the cooperative has also developed “an integrated system of on-farm selection, storage
and multiplication of seeds…this system has evolved through different forms of farmer-tofarmer exchange, participatory breeding, and experimentation” (Da Vià, 2012, p. 235). In this
way, seeds and farmers as mediators are mobilized as La Verde cooperative farmers come to
represent a larger network of organic, small-scale farmers in the region dedicated to the
production of locally adapted seed varieties. The regionally saved seeds that are bought by local,
farmers represent the larger stock of seeds in storage at grower facilities. The farmers in this
network who specialize in participatory breeding and experimentation form relationships with
only certain seeds, farmers, and other actors that each, individually, represent a larger group of
seeds, farmers, and other actors in this alternative agricultural network. Through fours stages of
translation, the actors have created a functioning and successful network of relations that rely on
interdependence and cyclical seed production practices.
Industrial Agriculture
Pre-industrial seed saving and seed production. An industrialized commercial seed
network provides another example of the types of networks through which the seed moves in
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processes of translation. The commercialization of seeds, a punctualized process indicating the
network of humans and non-humans involved in the mass production of, and eventual
industrialization of, seed production and sales began hundreds of years ago in the United States.
Much of this early commercial seed activity can be traced to colonial times, a few hundred years
before the Industrial Revolution, when the elite “land gentry” created exclusive “agricultural
societies” where seeds were saved and exchanged amongst members (Barker, 2016, p. 186).
Immigrants often brought seeds of their favorite crops with them to the country (Eberhart &
Wiesner, 1996), which sustained the direct seed-grower relationship. Colonists, and later
citizens, created a demand for varieties of seeds from their home countries, and new varieties as
well, which blossomed into what we know today as commercial seed production. This new
industry first became successful in colonial New England, and it grew steadily as settlers moved
westward (Hedrick, 1988, pp. 40-42).
The early commercial seed industry initially catered to home gardeners; farmers for the
most part continued to save seed and trade amongst themselves Kloppenburg, 2004, p. 61). In
1836, a free and annual U.S. government seed distribution program began. It was organized by
Henry Leavitt Ellsworth, commissioner of patents for the U.S. Government, and conducted
through his patenting office with an aim of distributing new and exotic varietals throughout the
country. This program provided an appealing and viable alternative to seed saving (Barker, 2016,
pp. 186-187; Kloppenburg, 2004, p. 61). Farmers took advantage of this program throughout its
tenure into the early 1900s. (See Chapter 2, pp. 12-15 of this dissertation for more details on the
history of seeds in the United States).
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Through problematization, one can see how associations were identified and alliances
formed in this burgeoning industrial seed network. Ellsworth, who worked to bring new varietals
to the United States from other countries, and commercial seed sellers called seedsmen, who
produced, advertised, and sold their seed throughout the country, become mediators in this
network. As opposed to traditional and alternative agriculture models where the seed is one of
the mediators, the seed is an intermediary that connects people to people in an industrial
network. Eventually, seedsmen became larger seed companies, which through an ANT lens are
heterogeneous networks that today include company employees, contracted farmers who grow
seed for the companies, seeds, production, processing, and storage machinery, office technology,
and numerous other actors. In this commercial seed actor-network, whether seeds produce a
profit effect for the company becomes the obligatory passage point. This is similar to Callon’s
classic ANT study of scallop production in St. Brieuc Bay (1986), where the question of whether
scallops attach to devices in the research experiment and “repopulate the bay to the profit of the
fishermen” (p. 207) becomes the obligatory passage point. This question of profit is the “thing”
through which all actors pass in this network, and the reason alliances are formed in the first
place.
In the United States, as in other Western nations, fewer gardeners and farmers saved
seed and exchanged with others as they became annually dependent upon commercial seed
companies for their crop production. This indicates the interessement stage, where seed
companies worked to stabilize their relations with other actors in this network, namely plants and
their resulting seeds, company employees, and customers. Interessement devices included
newspaper advertisements, seed processing machinery, seed packaging materials, and
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conversations between seed salespeople and customers, and company representatives and legal
teams. The actors’ acceptance of their roles ensured their enrollment in the commercial seed
network.

Figure 3. Seed industry consolidation from 1996-2013 (Howard, 2013). Though the minor companies are
difficult to see in Howard’s image, it clearly reflects the monopoly that only a few companies hold on this
market. In more recent years the biggest companies have become the “Big 4.” Dow and DuPont merged
in 2015, ChemChina now owns Syngenta (as of 2016), Bayer bought Monsanto (in 2016), and to appease
anti-trust regulators, Bayer sold its seed divisions to BASF in 2018. (See Howard, 2019 for more details
on industry consolidation.)

During the last stage of translation, mobilization, certain actors emerge at the forefront
and represent the larger network as a certain “spokesperson,” though again the actor does not
necessarily need to be human. Seed companies came to represent and “speak for” the seeds and
their producers, and they also became a spokesperson for those in the larger gardening and
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farming community by providing seed to customers as seed savers once did in free exchanges.
Though some companies still exist that save seed from traditional varieties (often called
heirlooms, landraces, or open-pollinated seeds), most large seed companies have now developed
within an industrial agriculture framework and are owned by transnational corporations (Fig. 3).
These corporations are further mobilizing to represent a multitude of smaller seed companies
through corporate buyouts (Howard, 2009). As of 2016, the ten principal chemical and seed
companies, “with the majority stake owned by U.S. corporations, control 73 percent of the global
market…fewer than 2 percent of Americans are farmers, whereas in 1810, 90 percent of our
citizens lived on farms” (Barker, 2016, p. 185).
Post-ANT description: Re-assessing the Place of Seeds in Agricultural Networks
Various effects emerge from the traditional, alternative, and industrial agricultural
networks explored in this paper. The following section will answer the two research subquestions: 1) what effects are generated by different actor associations with the seed? and 2)
how do these effects impact the social and ecological resilience of agricultural networks? I will
use a critical lens to identify major network effects from associations between seeds and other
actors in these networks. I will then analyze which effects support a sustainability ethic, and
which do not support resilient, environmentally conscious agri-food networks.
Not surprisingly, political ecology emerged from the work of interdisciplinary scholars
conducting research at the intersection of politics and the environment. It does not provide new
theory, per se, or any sort of analytical principles to utilize. Instead, it “constitutes a community
of practice” that shifts the focus of interactions between humans and the environment from
“destruction of environments, with a stress on human influences, to a more powerful focus on the
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production of socio-environments and their co-constitution by many kinds of human and nonhuman actors” (Robbins, 2012, p. 5). Like ANT, political ecology supports the elimination of
the nature/society binary in support of an understanding of the world that views “social” and
“natural” things as undivided actors in a complicated web of interactions. Political ecology
literature will be used here to support an analysis of network effects that occur at the intersection
of politics, economics, and ecology.
Most of the effects emerging from actor relations in the three agricultural networks are
not unique; they have been acknowledged and critiqued by many scholars over the years. Yet,
through ANT they become creations of the actor relations occurring within a network.
Perspectives change through the lens of ANT, for these effects become the offspring of parent
actors that may be any combination of human, inhuman, animate, or inanimate. The scholarly
conversation shifts from a traditional journey into human influences upon “natural” things, to the
emergent outcomes of actor relations.
Industrial Agriculture
Hybrid seed and dependence. Commercial hybrid varieties of seed, which are effects of
the associations between plant breeders, seed producers, equipment, seed companies (networks
in and of themselves), and various other actors have taken the place of locally produced and
saved seed for the majority of farmers and gardeners in the United States. This has occurred in
other nations in the global North, as well as in the global South. The effects that emerge from
hybrid seeds’ associations with other actors – the secondary effects that emerge because of the
hybrid effect – have brought many changes to agricultural networks and the actors within them.
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Industrial hybrids, which cannot be saved due to legal restrictions and the fact that they
do not tend to grow true-to-type in the coming year, can be an actor as well as an effect in this
agricultural network. These industry effects were inventions – results of associations between
researchers and their materials of production. The resulting associations between industrial
farmers and industrial seed companies led to dependence - farmer reliance upon hybrids and the
fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides needed for successful plant growth and high yields. Raj
Patel (2007), a critical scholar-practitioner working at the intersection of political economy,
ecology, and food sovereignty notes, “In order to work, the seeds required almost laboratoryperfect growing conditions, which demanded irrigation, fertilizers and pesticides…And the entire
enterprise required expunging of native biodiversity, so that rows of the new seed might take its
place” (p. 120). Dependence emerges from the association between farmers and chemicals. This
is nested within a deeper dependence farmers have upon industrial agriculture companies, which
are most often the same companies that own the seeds. Within the commercial seed network,
which is a part of the larger industrial agriculture network, the seed company, as its own
network-entity, is a mediator that creates a one-way, linear dependence, as the farmer is made
reliant upon an external seed company and external seeds to succeed economically (Fig. 4).
In her political-ecological analysis of hybrid seed corn development, Ramey (2010)
asserts that the industry “is about turning seeds into a commodity, a commodity that farmers both
want and need to purchase. Hybrids do this by creating seeds that are not reproduced in the
production process, but consumed like other inputs” (Ramey, 2010, p. 383). The seed stops being
a seed with regard to its ability to self-reproduce. The presence of sustainability, defined earlier
as “the quest for ever greater resilience in an interdependent world” (Thiele, 2011, p. 5), implies
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a system’s, or a smaller network’s, ability to withstand shocks and disturbances. Ecologically,
this is done through adaptation over time. An industrial hybrid seed never has the chance to
adapt in its local environment, which decreases its ability to withstand environmental stressors.
Therefore, soils, insects, microbes, and other entities never get a chance to adapt to it either. This
leads to an imbalance in ecology of place. Instead of creating adapted seeds that work with actors
in local environments, the commercial seed industry develops seeds that withstand local
environments. Degradation in agroecosystems, which indicates a decrease in resilience and
overall sustainability, will continue to be an effect of actor associations with industrial hybrid
seed.
Profit. Profit is the most important effect of an industrial agriculture network. It is the
reason the network has come to exist. The interactions between hybrid seeds, industrial seed
companies, and growers produce a profit effect. Farmers become intermediaries by being a
resource used by seed companies to make a profit. Money becomes a mediator in this type of
network (Busch and Juska, 1997, p. 701), for it makes other actors “do things” and produces a
profit effect. As Shiva (1991) notes:
Seed reproducing itself stays free, a common resource and under farmers control.
Corporate seed has a cost and is under the control of the corporate sector or under the
control of agricultural research institutions. The transformation of a common resource
into a commodity, of a self-regenerative resource into mere ‘input’ changes the nature of
the seed and of agriculture itself. (p. 242)
The profit effect in the industrial agriculture system does not emerge from environmentally and
economically healthy relationships between actors. Instead, this effect ensures the continuation
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of an unhealthy, co-dependent relationship between seed companies and farmers. With the
development of industrial hybrid seeds in the early 20th century, farmers had to begin purchasing
seed every year for the first time in order to continue to produce strong plants with desired traits
(Barker, 2016, p. 188). Replanting a seed saved from a hybrid plant would not guarantee a plant
that was as strong, and consistent, and as high yielding as the first F1 generation. Therefore,
farmers relied less, or not at all, upon their own seed saving abilities, and instead relied heavily
upon seed companies, which created an economic dependence upon an outside entity, when
farmers were once reliant upon their own ingenuity with regard to seed production and seed
saving. In addition, as discussed on page 84, farmers had to also increase reliance on pesticides
and fertilizers necessary for successful plant growth, and these chemicals, as intermediaries,
created an environmentally unhealthy relationship between farmers and their landscape.
The seed transforms completely from being both a community-owned intermediary and
mediator during the process of local food production to solely an intermediary, along with
farmers, in the industrial network. Hybrid seeds are an input that provides the impetus for why
seed companies associate with farmer customers, which is to profit (Fig. 4). This relationship
eliminates the possibility of the seed being a mediator within this agricultural network. It
becomes an intermediary – an external input like the fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides needed
to grow its plant successfully.
Abundance. A colleague once humorously noted that industrial agriculture appears to
have become quite sustainable and resilient because it is able to continually reproduce itself and
grow larger with every passing year. This is a relatively short sighted perspective, especially
given the immense governmental subsidies that exist in the United States and other wealthy
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countries to sustain industrial farmers superficially in tough economic and climatic years.
However, industrial agriculture has, indeed, sustained itself. This type of farming system is able
to provide vast quantities of crops to feed billions of animals and people each year. In some
ways, it is virtually impossible to argue against the fact of abundance that exists within this
agricultural network. However, as the hybrid seed and dependence effects have shown in this
analysis, a healthy abundance of agricultural products does not always mean social, economic,
and ecological aspects of this actor-network are also healthy.

Effects: Profit,
dependence,
abundance
Actor-Mediator:
Industrial
agriculture
farmers

(Punctualized)
Actor-Mediator:
Industrial seed
companies

ActorIntermediary:
Hybrid seeds
Figure 4. Dependence, profit and abundance emerge as effects from actor relations in the industrial
agriculture network.

Traditional and Modern Alternative Agriculture
Saved seed, genetic diversity, and interdependence. Gardeners, farmers, and seed
producers who aim to save seeds for themselves, exchange, or profit do not collect them in an ad
hoc manner. Instead, there is a careful observation process that occurs throughout the growing
season. Seeds are collected from plants that best withstand environmental stressors: pests,
disease, drought, flooding, wind storms, etc. The most important effect from associations
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between growers and seeds is a future stock of seeds more genetically predisposed to resist
shocks and disturbances in the local environment. As Nabhan (2002) asserts, locally adapted
varieties “represent distinctive plant populations, adapted over centuries to specific
microclimates and soils. They have been selected also to fit certain ethnic agricultural conditions;
the field designs, densities, and crop mixes in which they have been consistently grown” (p. 71).
These adaptation practices and adapted seeds emerge as effects from actor associations that
support resilience, and overall sustainability, in agricultural networks.
In traditional farming networks and alternative agricultural networks like La Verde, seed
exchanges provide a way to pass adapted varieties on to others in the community, and in
surrounding communities. Diverse seed stocks are saved and exchanged among and between
communities, and then planted in fields across a growing region, which bolsters agrobiodiversity.
In addition, small-scale farmers across the globe who still use more traditional methods have
been developing natural hybrids from open-pollinated varieties since the first domestication of
wild varieties, like the Mexican farmers mixing teosinte into domesticated corn (Nabhan, 2002).
For example, as Leiman and Behar (2011) note in their study, “Zimbabwean farmers had been
planting improved OPVs [open-pollinated varieties] since the turn of the century, and locally
produced hybrid seeds since the early 1960s” (p. 446). Genetic diversity emerges as an effect of
these seed selection, saving, and exchange practices. Preserving and increasing seed genetic
diversity is a key to sustainability and increasing resilience in local agri-food systems.
As a prediction of what has now come to fruition, Altieri (2002) argues that genetic
erosion within seed stocks will accelerate “as the new bioengineered seeds replace the old
traditional varieties and their wild relatives…[this] will not only destroy the diversity of genetic
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resources but will also disrupt the biological complexity that underlies the sustainability of
traditional farming systems” (p. xi). Worldwide homogenizations of seed stocks have, indeed,
greatly deteriorated genetic diversity within food crops. An estimated seventy-five to ninety
percent of crop diversity has been lost globally since the beginning of the 20th century (Shiva,
2007, p. 80; Veteto, 2008, p. 121).
Along with the continuation of traditional seed saving, innovative plant breeding and
seed banking initiatives are developing outside of homogenizing corporate and university
agriculture programs in the United States. For example, as mentioned in Chapter 2, Organic Seed
Alliance is working with farmers in the Pacific Northwest, Intermountain West, California,
Midwest, and Southeast to develop in situ participatory plant breeding programs dedicated to the
creation of new, locally adapted varieties that will support regional organic farming networks
(Dillon & Hubbard, 2011; Organic Seed Alliance, 2019). Hudson Valley Seed Library, also
discussed in Chapter 2, has become a private seed company that produces local seeds for growers
in their region and beyond (Hudson Valley Seed Library, 2018). Community seed banks and
libraries, which provide stable structures and community support for seed saving and storage, are
growing across the United States. One prime example is located within the Pima County library
system, which includes Tucson, Arizona. Residents can use their library cards at nine branches to
“borrow” seed for the season, and return saved seed at the end of the season (Pima County Public
Library, 2018).
These new, and continuing, initiatives bolster agroecological functions in regions that
have been greatly stripped of crop genetic diversity due to the overwhelming use and
homogenizing effects of industrial hybrid varietals. They provide a way for farmers and
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gardeners to secure local seed stock through seed saving and distribution practices that benefit
the larger growing region. Through these practices, a cyclical association between the seed, seed
producer, grower, and various other actors in the agricultural network continues from season-toseason. Their associations are interdependent and resilient. Interdependence emerges as a
positive form of power through an increase in agency within both human and non-human actors
in this network.
Survival. The seed non-anthropomorphically depends upon seed savers, exchangers, and
local producers in a local seed network to spread its genetic uniqueness within and beyond the
growing region. Therefore, another effect from the relationship between the grower and seed is
survival for the human, and survival for the seed through its regeneration. From a saved and/or
exchanged seed emerges a network of human actors connected to the seed and each other, and
non-human actors involved in the processes of saving and exchanging. Phillips (2008) argues:
Humanity’s survival, both biological and cultural, is intimately and inherently tied up
with seeds. Seed saving is a short-hand [SIC] term for a complex set of relations between
growers and seeds. This set of relations includes the planting, tending, harvesting,
storing, eating, and replanting of seeds as well as the attendant processes of exchanging
(as gifts, trades, sales) and experiential knowledge-building. (p. 6)
The ability to survive and sustain oneself also emerges from the different associations human
actors have with seeds. Survival comes from these different relations Phillips speaks of, though
she is not discussing them in light of ANT. Yet, she highlights that each different action –
planting, tending, harvesting, storing, eating, and replanting - represents a different type of
relation between the seed and other actors. The seed as mediator in a seed saving network
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compels other actors to do things through these different actions, which indicates its agency via
its need to survive. In addition, humans seek relationships with seeds for their own survival
through these different sustainable food production and seed saving actions in traditional and
modern alternative agriculture networks.
Profit. La Verde cooperative in Spain, Hudson Valley Seed Company in New York, and
other seed-saving groups and businesses distribute seed for sale, which also provides a profit
effect. In this alternative agriculture model, profit becomes a means through which to reinvest in
a process that continues to support locally adapted and distributed seeds. Profit emerges from a
cyclical association between seed producers, the seeds they create by growing out saved seed
every year, and farmers and gardeners dedicated to producing sustainable crops. In this type of
seed-human network, one will still find dependence as an effect of certain associations.
However, instead of relying upon an external company and externally-produced seed like
industrial agriculture networks, local farmers, gardeners, local seed producers selling seed for
profit, and seeds create an internal and interdependent reliance upon one another (Fig. 5).
Resilience knowledge. The sustainability of any system – its ability to continue to be, or
become more, resilient - is dependent upon its ability to absorb new shocks and disturbances in
light of uncertain future conditions. Walker and Salt (2006) emphasize that “resilience thinking
is not new – many traditional societies and small-scale rural farmers still give high priority to the
need to manage their environment to reduce risks and buffer themselves from droughts and other
surprises” (p. xi). In Nabhan’s (2002) description of his time in Nabogame, he makes it clear that
his intent was not only to collect landrace varieties of seeds for conservation purposes. He was
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Interdependence and Socialecological Sustainability
Figure 5. The associations between local seed producers selling seed for profit, seed savers, local farmers
and gardeners, and locally-adapted saved seed leads to interdependence and sustainability in modern
alternative agriculture networks.

also interested in folk knowledge gathered by farmers about these seeds. He believes folk
knowledge is “as important as conserving the seeds themselves” (Nabhan, 2002, p. 33). This
knowledge is a type of resilience thinking, and it is also an effect that occurs from associations
between traditional farmers and seed that is saved.
Farmers visiting Nabogame fields with the intent of mixing domesticated corn and wild
teosinte are applying resilience thinking through knowledge they have acquired from family
members, other community members, and their own experiences with seeds and their growing
environment. They are aiming to create a stock of seeds more resilient to environmental effects
like extreme weather events, pests, and disease that can decrease yields. Similar to Louis
Pasteur’s genius being interpreted as a network effect through the lens of ANT (Murdoch, 1997,
p. 747), resilience knowledge is an effect of the farmers’ continuous associations with other
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farmers, family and community oral histories, plants, soil, water sources, insects, plant diseases,
weather conditions, and seeds. Because of the positive associations between saved seeds and the
Nabogame farmers, future plants and resulting crops have the potential to provide an
ecologically resilient harvest.
In similar ways, seed saving communities like the La Verde farmers are actively involved
in building resilience knowledge by continuing to develop a stock of seeds that produce
successful crops adapted to their growing region. This occurs through careful selection of seeds
from plants that produce crops with desired characteristics of taste, color, size, shape, and plant
vigor. Different plant breeding and seed conservation methods are being used in “this dynamic
management of biodiversity” (Da Vià, 2012, p, 235). All of these activities aim to increase the
resilience of seed stocks, and ultimately the overall sustainability of the agri-food network in the
region.
Conclusion
If done correctly, a scholar can emerge from ANT’s description methodology with a new
perspective on an old subject. The state of modern agriculture, and differences between industrial
agriculture, traditional agriculture, and newer sustainable agriculture models have been well
researched by those in various disciplines over the past few decades. What new perspectives
have emerged, then, from the description and analysis of actor associations with seeds and other
actors in these three models?
Varying roles of seeds. First, it has become clear that seeds play different roles, as both
mediators and intermediaries, at different times in the three agricultural networks. In an
industrial agricultural network, seeds are intermediaries used by commercial seed company
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mediators. This relation can also occur in an alternative agricultural network through the
presence of local seed companies that sell to local farmers in the region. In contrast, as a
mediator and the obligatory passage point in a more traditional agricultural network, seeds
mediate humans as well as other actors. They make others in this network “do things” – humans
and pollinators, for example – through their own agency, and through their resulting plant’s drive
to reproduce. In return, humans also become mediators of seeds and other actors as they cultivate
and care for plants grown from seed, and then collect new seed at the end of the growing season.
These relations support Callon’s (1986) principle of generalized symmetry (p. 200), where actors
that are traditionally considered either natural or social become equal in the mind of the
researcher. Both farmers and seeds become equals in a traditional agricultural network as they
mediate others, and each other, during processes of translation.
Effects are the stuff of networks. It has also been discovered that the results, or effects,
of actor associations in agricultural networks - crops, profit, relationships, dependence, hybrids,
networks, genetic diversity, survival, saved seed, interconnection, knowledge, and a host of other
effects not discussed in this paper – are all born from associations between actors. As much as
the actors shape the network, the effects are the transformative results of network happenings
(actor interactions). Effects are transformative because they can then feed back into the network
in various ways and influence its endlessly changing state as actors continue to associate and
respond through, and because of, these effects.
For example, knowledge emerges from human associations with other human and nonhuman actors in agri-food systems. Knowledge is a principal matter of concern for human actors
in any sort of network of which they are a part. Within agri-food networks, seed saving farmers,
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farmers who buy regionally produced seed, as well as industrial farmers who buy seed from large
multinational companies learn new knowledge about seed germination and plant growth
tendencies via their interactions with seed and its resulting plant. Farmers either decide to
continue with their relationship with saved seeds, regional seed producers, or corporate seed
companies if the knowledge that emerges supports the farmers’ own agency, continuation of the
agri-food network, and the continuation of other important effects like profit and the
procurement of a product. The knowledge effect can lead to new actions between human actors
and other actors already enrolled in networks, and also between the human actors and new actors
that become enrolled. Effects are the sustenance that networks need to maintain their existence,
continuation, and further development. They are the proof that nothing is in stasis in the
universe. As effects emerge from actor associations, actors with agency (arguably humans as
well as other abiotic actors) respond to them, and the network continues to alter itself and shift
ad infinitum.
Core emergent effects of traditional and modern alternative agriculture. Table 2
identifies the most important effects emerging from the three different agricultural networks
studied in this dissertation. As is evident from the table, there are various similarities between
traditional and modern alternative networks, even though they are different from a cultural
standpoint. Traditional agriculture is still situated within small communities in rural and
indigenous cultures, whether speaking of the United States or any other country where traditional
agricultural practices still exist.
Table 2
Core Emergent Effects in Industrial, Traditional, and Modern Alternative Agriculture Networks
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Knowledge
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Genetic
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Genetic
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Genetic
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Modern alternative agriculture began with traditional agriculture as its model. Wendell Berry,
often deemed the father of the local food and sustainable agriculture movement in the United
States, writes at length about traditional family farms that used to pepper the American landscape
prior to the Green Revolution and the exponential growth of industrial agriculture (Berry,
1977,1982, 2009). His view of traditional farming in the United States is heavily influenced by
family farming, which he took part in during his own family upbringing and throughout his adult
life. In Bringing It to the Table: On Farming and Food, Berry (2009) asserts:
The idea of the family farm…is comformable in every way to the idea of good farming –
that is, farming that does not destroy either farmland or farm people….If family farming
and good farming are as nearly synonymous as I suspect they are, that is because of a law
that is well understood, still, by most farmers but that has been ignored in the colleges,
offices, and corporations of agriculture for thirty-five or forty years. The law reads
something like this: Land that is in human use must be lovingly used; it requires intimate
knowledge, attention, and care. (p. 33)
Berry (2009) goes on to explain in the book that a land that is lovingly used requires sustainable
agriculture principles to be applied to land and livestock throughout their human care. He asserts,
“If the farm is to last – if it is to be “sustainable,” as we now say – then it must waste nothing. It
must obey…the ‘law of return.’ He believes, “the interaction, the interdependence, of life and
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death…is the basis of a set of analogies, to which agriculture and the rest of the human economy
must conform in order to endure” (p. 165). The core of sustainable agriculture is interdependence
between different network actors. Sustainable agriculture practices are present via network
effects that emerge from both traditional and modern alternative agriculture (Table 2). Both types
of networks rely upon and encourage genetic diversity in their seeds and crops in order to
strengthen resistance, for this effect naturally arises from actor associations in these sustainable
networks.
In addition, both types of networks support agricultural processes that rely upon the
interdependence of different agricultural elements: healthy soils, clean waterways, abundant
pollinators, crop/wild introgression to strengthen plant adaptation, continuously cultivating
plants that bear seeds adapted to place that can be saved, and humans that understand and
support this interdependence via resilience knowledge. This is the knowledge effect that emerges
from the practice of sustainable agriculture where decision-making always bears in mind Berry’s
(2009) sustainability assertion that “Land that is in human use must be lovingly used; it requires
intimate knowledge, attention, and care” (p. 33). In addition, many human actors in both
traditional and modern alternative agriculture networks seek ways to survive and sustain their
families via crop production, while also profiting from this work. However, some traditional
farming families and cultures focus solely on production for survival, not profit.
Core emergent effects of industrial agriculture. An industrial agriculture network first
and foremost relies upon the dependence effect of farmer associations with hybrid seeds,
pesticides, fertilizers, and industrial machinery to ensure its continuation. Hybrid seeds ensure
dependence between farmers and industrial companies. They have to be bought every year, and
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they require other inputs – pesticides and fertilizers - to properly germinate and grow healthy
plants and crops that can be sold.
Profit emerges from two places within this network. First, industrial agriculture
companies profit from farmers via the purchased hybrid seed, pesticides, and fertilizers.
Secondly, farmers profit from the sale of their crop grown from the hybrid seed, and harvested at
the end of the season. The genetics of industrial seeds are scientifically altered, and highly
specialized and regulated in order to control for all sorts of characteristics including height, stalk
strength (wind resistance), drought resistance, pest resistance, and yield. These lab alterations
have lead to genetic simplicity within the crops, while traditional and modern alternative
agriculture networks rely upon genetic variation to increase resistance to environmental stressors.
Yet, with this genetic simplicity abundance arises within the industrial agriculture
monocropping system. Barring any weather events that might destroy hybrid crops for the
season, this network has a strong abundance effect that emerges from it, which benefits people
and livestock who use and eat the products of industrial agriculture. Abundance also benefits
other industries that use industrial agriculture crops for value-added products, like ethanol in the
petroleum industry. Though the industrial knowledge effect is not sustainable like resilience
knowledge emerging from traditional and modern alternative agriculture networks, one cannot
overlook the fact that industrial agriculture networks have provided great abundance to much of
the world in ways that traditional and alternative agriculture have not.
Strengthening resilience and resisting re-translation. Goodman (1999) believes that if
a network is to survive in tact it must resist the advances of competing groups to enroll
constituent actors. Resistance to “retranslation” depends on how durable the network is at its
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core (Goodman, 1999, p. 27). This dissertation chapter has explored three agricultural network
models that all have different ways of resisting major “retranslations” in their network genomes.
Industrial agriculture uses the dependence effect to create a relationship that is quite robust, yet
not resilient in light of the effects this industry has upon the people and environments it has
enrolled in its network. Traditional agriculture, with all of its resilient effects from diverse,
ecologically-attuned farming practices and community support built through seed saving and
exchanges, is still in constant threat of retranslation from the increasing influence of industrial
agriculture. The future of the local food movement in the 21st century, and the sustainability of
its agri-food networks, lies somewhere within traditional agricultural practices but also beyond
them. Through resilience knowledge, those involved in local food activities might help create a
future agri-food system that is robust and expansive, allowing it to sustain Earth’s population
into the long-term future, like industrial agriculture has the capacity to do in the short run. In
addition, resilience knowledge can help local food proponents develop an interconnected
network of agri-food regions that develop, support, and sustain resilience effects amongst its
actors – like seed saving and exchange - as human actors involved work together to reach the
larger goal of sustaining Earth’s population in ways that are socially and ecologically
sustainable. These food regions are now often termed “food hubs” by local food activists as well
as the USDA (Nabhan, 2011b; United States Department of Agriculture [USDA], 2019).
Truly sustainable agri-food networks develop from just and resilient associations between
seeds, farmers, and other actors. For example, “just” and “sustainable” associations in an agrifood network – ones that express fair-mindedness and produce effects that support socialecological resilience, can be seen in Da Vià’s (2012) research on local seed production within a
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local food region in Spain. Community members and their allies in Spain, as well as in other
parts of rural Europe, conduct participatory breeding programs and encourage local seed sales
and exchange in order to enhance community connections to make agricultural practices more
“just” for actors involved. As Da Vià (2012) explains, these regional networks in Europe support
“family farmers, collectives, farmers movements, researchers, agronomists, and nongovernmental organizations that are actively engaged in the development of farmer-based seed
systems as a source of both peasant autonomy and environmental sustainability” (p. 229). Both
social and environmental “justness” are enhanced via these regional seed networks.
The identification and re-cycling of resilient network effects back into sustainable
agriculture through knowledge-sharing between farmers and gardeners, and those who consume
their food products, has the potential to transform the industrial hegemonic narrative. The
resilience knowledge effect in modern alternative agriculture networks reflects actors’
commitment to the sustainability of not only people, but also the land and seeds that bear their
sustenance. This knowledge can be reinvested back into the network and shared communally to
further develop a robust alternative food system that will challenge the industrial agriculture
hegemony.
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When people experience the joy and accountability, and pleasure, and deliciousness, and better nutrition
of local food, and knowing their farmers and where the food comes from, why would we not want to have
that experience with the seeds as well? ~ Sarah, research participant

Chapter 5
Ridges, Hollows, and Everything in Between: Investigating the Development of a Seed
Saving Network in Southeastern Ohio

Figure 6. One-page cardstock handout advertising Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance (Image by author)

Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance is a burgeoning seed saving network in the Appalachian
region of Southeast Ohio. Community Food Initiatives (CFI), a local food justice non-profit
organization now in Nelsonville, Ohio, just north of Athens, created the alliance in 2015. It
emerged from over a decade’s worth of seed saving activities conducted by dedicated seed savers
in the region, who informally congregated under the direction of a CFI staff person. They began
calling themselves Southeast Ohio Seed Savers in more recent years. Through CFI funding, staff
at the organization upgraded the seed savers inventory to a printed booklet (Fig. 7) that they sold
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at various events. They also started printing a seed saving guide to sell at local seed swaps,
conferences, and other events (Community Food Initiatives, 2016a). The guide provides seed
saving basics so that others in the region might begin their own seed saving ventures.

Figure 7. CFI’s seed inventory booklet listing seed savers, their contact information, and what seed they
have saved and can share (Brewer, 2017).

Prior to Ridge & Hollow’s initiation, CFI’s former director, Mary Nally, remembers
thinking, “Wouldn’t it be easier if you could go to the local gardening store and find seed packets
of locally saved, open-pollinated, heirloom variety seeds that have Appalachian stories and
history built into them?” (Flint, 2016, p. 1) This idea complimented CFI’s food security mission
within the Southeast Ohio region. Like other heirloom and open-pollinated seed saving groups
and organizations across the world, CFI was seeking a way to further establish an independent
source of fruit, vegetable, herb, and flower seeds that were produced and sold locally to
individuals and groups in the same growing region. Subsequently, the development of a local
stock of saved seeds might further bolster the region’s strong commitment to local food
production and consumption by producing seed in place.
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Research Questions
The following research on Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance was undertaken from the
summer of 2017 through the summer of 2018. The central research question asked: How does
seed exist within and impact the Ridge & Hollow network? The following two sub-questions
were also used to guide research: 1) what effects are generated by different actor associations
with the seed? and 2) how do these effects impact social and ecological resilience in the Ridge &
Hollow seed network? These questions were phrased using terminology found in ANT, for this
was the “theoro-methodology” I chose to study the Ridge & Hollow seed network. Once network
effects were identified, they were assessed for their contribution, or lack of contribution, to
sustainability within the local agri-food system of which Ridge & Hollow Seed Network is a
part. This chapter abut my on-site research builds upon previous chapters by actively studying
saved seeds in a local food network, and by using ANT to explore actor associations, network
effects, and knowledge production.
Studying a developing regional seed network contributes new scholarship to a nascent
body of work being created on this narrow topic in the United States. It also adds to a larger body
of literature on seed sovereignty and food justice. This work is of utmost importance as seed
diversity continues to dwindle amongst industrial agriculture’s unrelenting homogenization and
simplification of agri-food systems (Berry, 1977; Kloppenburg, 2004; Patel, 2007; Ramey, 2010;
Shiva, 2000). In reality, our agri-food system is instead meant to be messy, heterogeneous, and
complex, as all social-ecological systems are inherently.
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Research “Theoro-Methodology”
Actor-Network Theory emerged from the discipline of sociology in the 1970s and 1980s
through the study of the sociology of science (Latour, 1987; Latour & Woolgar, 1979; Law,
1986). It is closely aligned with science studies, which also includes the history of science,
philosophy of science, and other fields in the humanities. Because ANT cannot be wholly
considered as traditional social science methodology, a reader who is used to traditional social
science research will find both commonalities in my research process and unfamiliar aspects.
Actor-Network Theory provides a unique, non-binary view of people, animals, and
“things,” which allows the seed to become the central actor in this scholarly story. Actor-network
theorists believe when one seeks answers to the workings of the networks within which humans
operate, one must look beyond the humans and include other non-human biotic and abiotic actors
within the network description and analysis. Traditional social science research tends to view
non-human animate and inanimate things as side notes in studies that focus mainly on people.
Though objects and other creatures may be seen as an important aid in the creation of society and
culture, they tend to be situated beneath humans with regard to their potential influence in a
traditional research study. Actor-Network Theory views the “natural” and “social” together as
one unit of unending connections, which encourages the researcher to observe and trace
networks on a level playing field where all actors – humans, animals, plants, fungi, objects – can
potentially play important and documentable roles in the research narrative.
Actor-Network Theory scholar, Mike Michael (2017), discusses how ANT demands
researchers acknowledge complexity within their qualitative research process. When studying
the world around, and sometimes within, us – whatever sliver of the universe a researcher
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chooses to focus upon – an ANT researcher must accept messiness and nonlinearity. Michael
believes one of the foremost shifts a scholar must make when applying ANT theory and
methodology to research is the idea that if the world is made up of multiple ontologies that may
intermingle at any point, these can sometimes create stable (and therefore predictable) patterns,
which makes the research process a bit easier. But “sometimes they [the ontologies] can
combine, (non)cohere, redivide, or polarize in unforeseen ways” (2017, p. 133). Michael (2017)
continues:
That is to say, as John Law…argues, reality needs to be understood as multiple (many
ontologies), relational (these ontologies relate to each other through a variety of
processes) and emergent (the patterns of these relations are fluid and generative of new
ontologies). In brief, reality should be conceived in terms of what William
Connolly…has called a “world of becoming.” (p. 133)
Because ANT relies heavily upon this philosophical belief that there are multiple ways of
becoming – multiple realities that can define our existence, and that can interrelate at any point –
it was necessary for me to create a research process that complimented ANT’s fluidity and
interest in sticking to network description and actor relations. In my fieldwork and analysis, I
chose to use ANT both in my methodology and theoretical analysis in order to focus more
closely on an inanimate object - the saved seed - as the protagonist in this research story. In fact,
it seems ANT chose me. The day I discovered it early in my dissertation program, I knew I
wanted to explore and utilize it in my research. I did not choose this method to fit my research
questions, but instead formulated my research questions with ANT in mind.
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Informal Participant Observations and Site Selection
The first step in conducting research is the selection of a site and participants. I visited
Athens, Ohio and met with those who work within the seed network in order to better understand
its reach and scope. Prior to Institutional Review Board approval, I became acquainted with the
two staff people at CFI who were in charge of organizing and programming for Ridge & Hollow
Seed Alliance. In July 2016, I took part in a local food conference in Athens County, where CFI
hosted a seed saving workshop in the afternoon. Following the conference, there was a seed
saver gathering at a local brewery to build support and interest in the network. Here I met two
potential participants for my study. I did not approach them at that time, but instead waited until
after I was given approval from the Institutional Review Board. In September 2016, I
participated in seed saving activities at the local pawpaw festival in Athens County where CFI
had a booth and conducted a local seed saving talk and seed cleaning workshop. In winter 2017,
I also spent time at one of the two yearly seed exchanges that CFI organizes every year in Athens
that take place at a local brewery. During my visits to Athens for the aforementioned activities,
prior to IRB approval, I met with the two Ridge & Hollow staff people at CFI (names omitted for
confidentiality purposes, as they are a part of my study) for 30-minute informal meetings to help
me stay updated on activities within the network. The intention with these meetings was to make
sure I kept an updated, professional relationship established with staff while preparing for my
future research.
Methods and Data Collection
Actor-Network Theory does not require a certain set of methods in order to conduct
proper research. As discussed in Chapter 3, Latour (2005) explains that a good ANT account is a
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description, proposition, or narrative “where all the actors do something and don’t just sit there.
Instead of just transporting effects without transforming them, each of the points in the [research]
text may become a bifurcation, an event, or the origin of a new translation” (p. 128). The only
job a researcher has when conducting pure ANT methodology and collecting data is to describe
what she sees. From there, one might come to discover the actors involved in network formation.
Therefore, an ANT study does not follow traditional social science patterns and categories,
though similar activities may occur during data collection (e.g. interviews and observations).
Table 3
Research Questions and Corresponding Data Collection Methods Used to Answer Them
Participant
observation

Semistructured
interviews

Visual
network
mapping

Document
analysis

ANT’s
process of
translation

Central Q: How does seed exist
within and impact the Ridge &
Hollow network?

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Subq. 1: What effects are
generated by different actor
associations with the seed?

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Subq. 2: How do these effects
impact social and ecological
resilience in the Ridge &
Hollow seed network?

✔

✔

Note: The last research question is thoroughly explored during critical analysis in the Discussion section.

I decided to create a hybrid research process that uses common qualitative research methods:
participant observation and semi-structured interviews, to create a network description of the
Ridge & Hollow Seed Network. I included a unique network mapping activity (see Appendices
A-E to review interview and mapping activity documents) as well as document analysis to
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explore and answer my research questions. Table 3 identifies the research questions and
corresponding data collection methods used to answer them.
Pilot Study
Once I received approval from the IRB in May 2017, I conducted a pilot study to assess
whether my research questions and seed network map activity would provide the type and depth
of data I sought. While visiting Athens to conduct my pilot study, I collected initial observations
to discover which actors were involved in the Ridge & Hollow seed network. These initial
observations collected during the pilot, and the larger pilot study (where I conducted pilot
interviews) helped me create the first list of actors used by participants during my actual
interviews (Appendix D). During the pilot study, I also started to reach out to potential interview
participants I had met or heard about through my previous seed network activities in the region.
Participant Observation
As an outsider to this region, and the seed network, it was important in my study to
conduct participant observation when possible. My observation notes were sometimes recorded
in a notebook during my observation process. For example, during my attendance at the “seed to
sustainability” workshop I was able to observe and record notes about subject matter being
covered by leaders and participants as well as who attended the event (farmers, professors,
gardeners, students, etc.) during the event since it was in a conference-type format. In contrast,
during a seed swap I visited at a local brewery, I conducted observations and had discussions
with those involved in the swap about seeds, seed saving, their interest in the subject, and then
took notes about the event in my car right afterwards.
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According to Jorgensen (1989), participant observation can be exceptionally appropriate
when little is known about the group one intends to observe (p. 12). Ridge & Hollow Seed
Alliance had never been studied before, and it was only a few years old (beginning in 2015). In
addition, participant observation fits well into research where an insider’s viewpoint can assist
further understanding of the research problem/questions, the phenomenon being studied can be
observed in everyday life, the researcher can gain access to the “inside” of the group, the
phenomenon being studied is relatively limited in size so the researcher can manage observation
appropriately, and “the research problem can be addressed by qualitative data gathered by direct
observation and other means pertinent to the field setting” (Jorgensen, 1989, p. 13). Having an
insider’s viewpoint of CFI’s community activities regarding Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance (e.g.
attending a seed swap, “seed to sustainability” workshop, visiting stores where Ridge & Hollow
seed was sold) gave me a better sense of the organization’s impact upon actors in the network,
and the larger community as well. In addition, at the start of research I did not know the
size/scope of the seed network, but I was able to gain a sense of its boundaries through pre-IRB
information-gathering meetings with workers at CFI. I was informed that the network was still
quite small and limited to the Athens, OH region, though they hoped to expand it to other areas
in the future. This size was manageable for my limitations as a solo researcher who had to travel
a few hours from my home each time I visited the region.
Unfortunately, due to funding constraints at CFI, there were fewer activities occurring the
summer of 2018 when I was able to begin my official study. Therefore, I was not able to collect
in-depth participant observation data like I had intended. Kelly, the part-time staff person
working for Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance, was funded through a different grant starting that
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year, and it required her to focus her time on developing and organizing another promising
venture: four state-wide “seed to sustainability” workshops that occurred between late summer
2017 and late winter 2018 in partnership with Ohio State University, Ohio University, Antioch
College in Yellow Springs, Miami University, and the Cleveland Seed Bank (a non-profit
organization). I was able to attend one of these workshops, held in Athens, Ohio, where I
collected observation field notes, took part in the workshop by asking questions, and spoke with
another potential interview participant who became my second seed grower participant.
Even though fewer opportunities appeared for participant observation that summer, I was
still able to learn in-depth information about seed saving activities from my observations made
during visits to Athens to conduct interviews. When I came to Athens to conduct my interviews,
I visited the CFI office to meet informally for 30-45 minutes with Ridge & Hollow workers to
receive updates on the seed network’s progress, any setbacks, and to listen and observe whether
new actors were involved. I also visited places in the community where seeds were sold in order
to further my list of network actors. Every actor I discovered during my participant observation,
interviews, and document analysis (see later paragraph in this chapter on this subject) was
recorded in a list that became Appendix E: “Final List of Actors Identified in the Ridge &
Hollow Seed Alliance Network.”
Interviews
From informal observations at seed saving events I visited prior to IRB approval (see
“Informal Observations and Site Selection” section above), I created a potential participant list
for my study. I identified six potential participants: two community gardeners who used Ridge &
Hollow seed, two Ridge & Hollow seed growers, and two staff people at CFI who were involved
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in Ridge & Hollow activities. All were females with ages ranging from mid 20s-60s except one
who was a male in his 50s or early 60s. Once I received approval, I reached out to those on this
list to see if they would like to be a part of my study. Those who agreed were given proper
consent papers and interview questions at least one week prior to the interview time so they
might have time to review and contemplate their role in my research, and have time to decline if
they decided to do so. All of my initial participants continued in my study. I found five
participants from my initial pre-IRB observations, and I found a sixth participant during the
“seed to sustainability” workshop.
I visited both seed grower participants prior to officially asking them to be a part of my
study. This allowed me to see their gardens and seed growing operations, and to build a level of
trust prior to the official interview. I was able to visit the gardens of both community gardeners I
interviewed the same day as their interviews. They were very eager to help with my study, so I
was less concerned with the need to establish trust prior to the interviews. Community Food
Initiatives staff informed me that the seed growers may be a bit less eager to be a part of my
study because some were more private in nature.
I chose a semi-structured format because I needed to gather specific answers about the
seed network in order to answer my research questions regarding how the seed exists within the
network, and what sorts of effects emerge from actor interactions with the seed. Yet, I also
wanted to gain a better understanding of why participants decided to be a part of seed saving in
the region. To explore this topic, I needed a bit less structure during the interview in order to be
able to ask exploratory questions as the need might arise. As Kallio, Pietilä, Johnson, and
Kangasniemi (2016) discuss in their in-depth article on the semi-structured interviewing process,
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this method is popular because it is “both versatile and flexible… the rigidity of its structure can
be varied depending on the study purpose and research questions” (p. 2955). I needed structure
during interviewing in order to explore my research questions deeply and keep my participants
and I on track. Nevertheless, I also needed some flexibility within my research process that
would allow me to ask participants to expand upon topics they might bring up during the
interview that were unexpected, but possibly enlightening to my study. Kallio et al. (2016)
distinguish these two separate parts of the semi-structured interview as two different levels of
questions: those that answer the main themes, and follow-up questions that help “make the main
themes easier for the participant to understand” (p. 2960). At various times, I used follow-up
questions not only to delve further into my subject matter with the participant, but also to clarify
confusing aspects of the main theme questions.
Participants sat with me individually for the semi-structured interview, which included
six very specific questions (Appendix B). I conducted the interview with one community
gardener at the Westside Community Garden in Athens, OH, one community gardener at her
home (and we visited the gardens afterwards), both seed growers at their homes, one Ridge &
Hollow worker at her home, and one Ridge & Hollow worker in a private room at the CFI office.
As mentioned previously, the questions and an informed consent document were emailed to
participants at least one week prior to the interview so that they had a chance to review the
consent and contemplate their answers before the meeting. Appendix A is the informed consent
participants were required to sign in-person prior to the interview. Consents are now kept in a
locked, fireproof safety box in my office. I used an “HD Audio Recorder” application, version
6.30.2, on my smart phone for all interviews. The interviews provided data that helped answer
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my research questions. I also gained further understanding of the breadth and depth of actors
who are a part of the seed network.
Seed network mapping. As part of the interview process, each participant created a
seed network map that noted all of the actors in their personal seed network. Appendix C is the
instruction sheet handed out to participants prior to seed network mapping, which I reviewed
with them before the start of the activity. Appendix D is an initial list of seed network actors I
identified during my participant observation process. It was used during the seed mapping
activity to help participants conceptualize the potential actors in their own seed network.
The mapping activity occurred after the interviews. This was intentional, for the
secondary aim of the interview questions was to provide more depth in the seed network map
drawings because they would already be thinking about their network during the verbal
questions. In other words, the interviews helped participants to think more clearly about their
involvement in the seed network, and this often resulted in deeper contemplation and new
information about the network during the mapping activity. Participants were given a list of
potential actors in their seed network (Appendix D), and they were asked to map their own seed
network by selecting only the actors they personally knew about from this 24-actor list, as well
as other actors in their network not listed, and writing them on the dry erase board in whatever
way they wished. They were then asked to draw lines between the actors they believed had a
connection to each other (an association) because they interacted in some way. The network
maps were photographed after participants discussed them in case they came upon any additions
they wanted to make during their discussion. Images of the maps can be found in Appendix E.
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Each interview and mapping activity lasted no longer than 1.5 hours total. Both activities
were done in the same session, starting with the interviews and ending with the network
mapping. I used the “HD Audio Recorder” application, version 6.30.2, on my smart phone for all
of the participants’ verbal explanations of their seed maps. I then used a less accurate, but costefficient computer-generated transcription service through https://www.transcribeme.com to help
transcribe the interviews more quickly. After the computer program transcribed the interviews, I
went through the files to fix errors. I then sent the transcriptions to interview participants for
them to review for accuracy, and to see if they had any further information to add. Four out of
six participants responded and reviewed their interviews. No changes or additions were
requested.
Visual mapping as a method. Though one might expect the creation of ANT to lead to
countless pieces of scholarship with countless diagrams of actors in relation with one another in
various networks, it is actually quite difficult to find visual network mapping within ANT
scholarship. On one hand, one might not imagine visual network recording to be a part of
research in ANT, for its most important aspects are not the mere connections between actors, but
instead the results, or effects, that are left from these associations. As mentioned earlier, a
network is merely a concept. It is used to wrangle actors so that we might better understand our
complex world through the effects of actor associations. Therefore, effects - the traces left after
actors interact - are the heroes of ANT. These are the identifiable “social” that inhabits our
networks instead of some force, or some “unnameable Other” [SIC] (Callon & Law, 1995, p.
481) that traditional sociologists might have us believe. On the other hand, one might argue that
recording a network through visual means could be a helpful aid in uncovering a better
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understanding of the effects of actor relations because a researcher would have a visual aid to
help in her analysis process.
Early works by ANT scholars do reveal some initial mapping of scientific networks and
literature through a process called “co-word analysis.” This visual mapping is highlighted in
various chapters in: Mapping the Dynamics of Science and Technology: Sociology of Science in
the Real World (Callon, Law, & Rip, 1986b). The originators of ANT, Michel Callon, Bruno
Latour, and John Law have each developed novel ideas from their original work in various
interdisciplinary ways within the sociological study of science and technology, politics,
economics, philosophy, environmentalism and climate change, and other areas. These works
tend to be within the realm of theory and philosophy, which is fitting given that these scholars
are the foundational thinkers behind ANT.
Modern information mapping pioneer, Manuel Lima, argues that old visualization tools
used to express networks do not capture the complexity involved in the actual life of the
network. In the forward to Lima’s work, Visual Complexity: Mapping Patterns of Information
(2011), Lev Manovich (2011, p.12) notes, “if nineteenth-century techniques for graphs fit the
scientific paradigm of reduction…our current interest lies in understanding the phenomena of
complexity (think chaos theory, emergence, complexity theory), which is reflected in the kinds
of visualizations we find appealing.” In his own introduction, Lima discusses this need to
understand our world of networks in more visually captivating ways. He realizes “the network is
a truly ubiquitous structure present in most natural and artificial systems you can think of, from
power grids to proteins, the internet [SIC], and the brain” (2011, p. 15). Actor-network theorists
would further this thought by arguing that the structure of a network is still just a symbolic,
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superficially bounded representation of our entire world of interconnections. Networks just
provide a simpler way of understanding never-ending actor associations by giving us bounded
glimpses of our mind-bogglingly complex and unified universe.
For my own research, I believed using visual methods would allow for a wider and
possibly more thorough perspective on the seed network. My intention with the mapping activity
was to confirm, shift, and expand my own observational data on actors and actor associations
within this seed network. In other words, allowing participants to map their own views of the
seed network would aid in my triangulation of actor-network data. The second intention in this
mapping activity was to spur deeper thinking about actor relations so that I might receive more
detailed answers to the interview questions.
The initial list of actors in the seed network used in the mapping activity was created
from early participant observations. Some actors were “black boxed” (Latour, 1987), an ANT
term meaning that for the sake of clarity and ease during research some less individually
important actors (subjective, and decided by researcher) may be grouped into one individual
entity. Law (1992) identifies the same concept as “punctualization.” For example, instead of
saying computer, desk, printer, I might simply state “office equipment” to indicate a collection of
actors. Or I might use “heirloom seed” instead of identifying each individual seed or variety
being grown. I employed Latour’s black boxing technique in order to wrangle actors into a
manageable number for participants because I wanted no more than 15-20 actors for this activity
in order to not overwhelm them. The list ended up containing 24 actors. Data from this activity
were used to triangulate, clarify, and add to my own observation data collected about the Ridge
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& Hollow seed network. (See Appendix F for a comprehensive list of actors identified in the
Ridge & Hollow seed network from all research activities.)
One might also argue that visually tracing a network could be a helpful aid in uncovering
a better understanding of the effects of actor relations, though including every single actor within
one visual representation is virtually impossible for a complex network. Using visual and spatial
methods in research allowed for a wider and more thorough perspective on the “matter of fact” at
hand. Hence, the intention behind the seed network mapping activity during interviews was to
confirm, possibly shift, and/or expand my own observational data on actors and actor
associations within this seed network. In other words, allowing participants to map their own
views of the seed network helped in the triangulation of actor-network data.
Document Review
In order to further triangulate this research, I analyzed various printed and online
documents created for Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance by CFI including handouts, booklets,
awarded grant proposals, and webpages dedicated to Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance on the CFI
website. I used these documents to create data notes about the seed network, which I recorded in
a notebook. I used these notes to better understand how knowledge was being collected and
transferred to other human actors within the network. In addition, through the document review I
sought to identify other actors not accounted for previously.
Translation
I employed ANT’s “process of translation” in this research to better understand how
actors became enrolled in the Ridge & Hollow seed network (Callon, 1986, pp. 206 – 214). The
process of translation can be used to both collect data on which actors are involved in the
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network and to analyze these data. Translation allowed me to tell a descriptive scholarly story of
the Ridge & Hollow actors through an exploration of how they became a part of this regional
seed network. I used my participant observation notes, interview data transcripts and seed maps,
and document analysis notes to conduct translation.
I closely followed the translation procedure as employed by Michel Callon (1986) in his
classic work, “Some Elements of a Sociology of Translation: Domestication of the Scallops and
the Fishermen of St. Brieuc Bay” (pp. 206-214). Many scholars use aspects of ANT in their
work, but it is rare to find research that follows actors through the entire process of translation,
from the beginning of observation and description of a network to the final understanding of how
this network exists in the world. Therefore, one of my main goals in this research was to put
ANT to work as holistically as possible to see if it truly worked as a “theoro-methodology.” In
addition, using translation provided me with a deeper understanding of the effectiveness and also
limitations of this method of analysis.
I also sought a deeper understanding of how knowledge is being constructed and used by
human actors within the Ridge & Hollow seed network, which translation allowed me to explore
thoroughly. I analyzed responses during the interviews to identify pieces of knowledge – a
network effect – that emerged from participants’ interactions with seed, or other actors within the
network. This knowledge came in the form of participant responses to interview questions. These
pieces of knowledge were then compared and contrasted between participants, and overall
themes were identified. From these themes, I explored whether knowledge within this network
enhanced overall social-ecological sustainability practices within the local food network.
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Validity, Reliability, and Bias
Though ANT theorists see ANT as both theory and methodology, the only
methodological directive required is to follow the actors and describe what happens when they
associate with one another (Latour, 2005, p. 29). I used this description methodology within my
research through the process of translation – ANT’s description methodology. In order to gather
as deep a description as possible of this network, and to enhance validity and reliability within
my own research, I employed different data collection techniques to help me when conducting
the process of translation: participant observation, interviews, the seed network mapping activity,
and document analysis. As discussed on page 106, I considered this a hybrid research process
that employed multiple methods in order to bolster my results. The following section will explain
why I used these different techniques. In this section, I also explore any researcher bias that
needs to be addressed.
Internal Validity
Merriam (1995) asserts, “qualitative research assumes that reality is constructed, multidimensional, and ever-changing; there is no such thing as a single, immutable reality waiting to
be observed and measured” (p. 54). This belief clearly challenges the positivist view of one
reality that needs to be simply observed and measured properly to find “truth.” She suggests a
collection of strategies to bolster internal validity of qualitative research. First, to bolster the
validity of one’s chosen research structure, the researcher should triangulate by using “multiple
investigators, multiple sources of data, or multiple methods to confirm the emerging findings”
(Merriam, 1995, p. 54). In order to increase construct validity, I used multiple sources of
evidence to develop my understanding of the seed network: participant observation, interviews,
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the seed network mapping activity, and document analysis. I also triangulated my research by
using these different data sources together to tell one succinct story of the seed network via
ANT’s description methodology.
Using multiple data sources reduced the possibility of error if I received the same, or
closely similar, results from different data sources, which I did. Merriam (1995) also stresses the
importance of what she calls “member checks,” where recorded data, and sometimes researcher
inferences about these data, are taken back to participants for them to review for accuracy (p.
54). This increases credibility of one’s work. Though I did not give participants my analysis
notes on their data, I asked them to review transcripts from our interviews to ensure accuracy.
Merriam (1995) also asserts peer/colleague examination is an extremely important part of the
validity process (pp.54-55). My committee members’ review of my work provided further
assurance of its validity and reliability.
Yin (2014) supports the process of explanation building to further increase internal
validity. I conducted explanation building as I described the seed network through the process of
translation using information from my participant observation, interviews, and document
analysis. In addition, Yin (2014), notes, “explanation building occurs in narrative form. Because
such narratives cannot be precise, the better…studies are the ones in which the explanations
reflect some theoretically significant propositions…” (p. 147). Therefore, in order to bolster
internal validity I relied heavily upon ANT to guide my network analysis, especially while
conducting a “translation” of this seed network.
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External Validity
Guba and Lincoln (1982) explain, “transferability is demonstrated by showing that the
data have been collected from a sample that is in some way (randomized, stratified, etc.)
representative of the population to which generalization is sought” (p. 246). Transferability, or
external validity, was addressed in my research through my attempt to gather interview data and
observation data from different types of human actors and different types of places/experiences
in the network. This was an extremely small study, for I was not able to find more than six
relatively diverse participants in this network. Yet, even within my sample group they were still
all female, all Caucasian, and all well educated (college degrees). Originally, I wanted to include
home gardeners in my sample, hypothesizing that they might have a different perspective on
saved seeds than community gardeners. After an exhaustive search for home gardeners in the
area, which included leaving information at local stores that sold Ridge & Hollow seed, I
decided to eliminate this group from my study. Therefore, though I attempted to diversify, I had
a limited sample set.
Reliability. The reliability of a study is concerned with whether it can be replicated or
not. Replication is easier to produce in a quantitative study where the whole study with replicable
controls can usually be easily re-created. In a qualitative study that deals with multi-dimensional
subjects and situations, reliability takes another course. As Merriam points out, trying to replicate
a qualitative study will not yield the same results. Instead, one can strive for “dependability” or
“consistency.” Are the results of the study “consistent with the data collected?” (Merriam, 1995,
p. 56) To answer this question, Merriam uses triangulation and peer review (p. 56), and what
Guba and Lincoln (1982) call “audit trial” (p. 248). Audit trials require the researcher to explain
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clearly how the different sets of data were collected, how she arrived at different categories (or
whatever signifiers are used to organize data), and how decisions came to be made through the
research process. The different categories I discovered were the network effects that emerged
from actor interactions in this network. They were discussed in detail, including how they were
discovered, in the results and discussion sections of this chapter.
In addition, I discussed in various places when situations changed in my setting that led
to changes in my research and its focus. For example, the fact that I could not find any home
gardeners to study and had to eliminate them from research even though they were originally a
part of my study proposal is an aspect of enhancing reliability. Some large changes also occurred
in the parent organization, CFI, after my data collection was finished. To enhance reliability, I
decided to include this information in the discussion section of this chapter.
Subjectivity: Addressing Researcher Bias
Many post-modern scholar-researchers, including ANT theorists, agree that the
researcher is a part of the inquiry/observation process, which supports the “subjectivity of
research” argument within post-modern academic circles. Qualitative research scholar, Helen
Simons (2009), notes:
The main reason for examining the ‘self’ in…research is that you are an inescapable part
of the situation you are studying. You are the main instrument of data gathering; it is you
who observes, interviews, interacts with people in the field. Your world view [SIC],
predilections and values will influence how you act so it is best to declare and observe
how these interact in and with the case. (p. 81)
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In addition, within the realm of ANT some researchers like Mike Michael (2017) ask, “as actornetwork analysts, are we intermediaries faithfully depicting a network, or are we mediators
transforming and translating it? Are we not ourselves embroiled in the fluid, multiple and
marginal networks...?” (p. 64) He opposes the objective “god trick” as Haraway (1997) does,
asserting that the ANT researcher can never “stand ‘above’ a network, objectively tracing its
associations” (Michael, 2017, p. 64). Actor-Network Theory also argues for the subjective role
of the researcher within her work. Therefore, in order to further increase validity within my
research process, I intentionally did not separate myself from the actor network I was studying.
When appropriate during results and analysis, I acknowledged my place, and influence, within
my study.
Description Analysis
This analysis section is organized based upon two types of data processing. First, I
utilized ANT’s process of translation, which provided a framework through which I created a
description and analysis of the network and its formation. I used a combination of data from
participant observation, documents, and interviews to provide an in-depth, descriptive narrative
of this network’s process of translation. The second section in this description analysis focuses
upon the seed map activity. The aim of this activity was to help me create a more comprehensive
list of actors in the seed network, and to help expand participants’, and my own, thoughts about
how they and other actors were connected in the network. This analysis section does not follow a
traditional social science process, for ANT is not a traditional social science philosophy or
methodology.
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It is important to acknowledge, once again, that networks are never static. Actor relations
within Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance shift with every passing day, month, and year. Therefore,
this study explores this ever-shifting actor-network as it was observed and analyzed during this
scholar-actor’s moments of research. In this section, I enter into the process of translation as a
researcher and actor in this network. In the following findings section, I identify the effects of
actor associations, which emerged from my analysis, and I discuss these effects with regard to
their current contribution, or lack of contribution, to social and ecological resilience within the
larger local food network within which the saved seeds reside.
Identification of Mediators and Intermediaries
Through analysis of my data sources: participant observation, interviews, seed mapping,
and document analysis, I discovered various mediators and intermediaries in this network. Mike
Michael (2017) discusses the difference between a mediator and intermediary, which is
sometimes difficult to understand within the context of ANT. He explains:
Actor is used in several ways in ANT. It connotes an entity (human or non-human) within
a network (hence actor-network). It is opposed to an intermediary, and as such does not
simply faithfully transfer information or materials from a sender to a receiver. And it
implies a “primary entity” that makes some sort of major difference in the emergence of a
network. (p. 153)
This “primary entity” is also referred to as a mediator. Bruno Latour (2005) defines mediators as
actors that can “make others do unexpected things” (p. 106). They “transform, translate, distort,
and modify the meaning or the elements they are supposed to carry,” while intermediaries simply
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transport meaning or transport force, but do not have the capacity to transform others – to make
them do things (p. 39).
Though not a mediator that can make other actors “act,” intermediaries are, indeed, actors
within the network. They are the glue, the bridge-builders, the “go-betweens” that help actors
with their associations. Intermediaries in this seed network – actors that convey meaning but
cannot transform others - included gardening and seed processing tools and equipment,
informational seed packets designed by an intern at CFI, CFI office computers used by Ridge &
Hollow workers, and printed and online educational and promotional documents explaining
Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance to the public.

Fig. 8. Seed saving guide created and published Community Food Initiatives

The Community Food Initiatives Southeast Ohio Seed Savers Inventory (Fig. 7, p. 106)
and the Community Food Initiatives Seed Saving Guide (Fig. 8) were important intermediaries
between human and seed actors. These documents provided ample information to human actors,
which in turn might inspire them to buy locally saved seed, and/or possibly save their own seed.
The human actors at CFI who created these documents and the seeds to be saved are the
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mediators, while the documents, as intermediaries, transferred information and meaning that
hopefully inspired other human actors to “act.”
Saved seed was the essential actor-mediator in the Ridge & Hollow seed network.
Without it, there would be no network and no reason for other human and non-human entities to
“do things” and associate with one another. Saved seed led to the enrolment of the original ad
hoc group of seed savers organized by the former director of CFI. This saved seed also motivated
two seed savers, who were also community gardeners, to approach CFI workers and ask about
making the seed saving group a more official part of the organization. This was the beginning of
Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance (Sarah, personal communication, August 16, 2017).
In the garden setting, pollinators (bees, moths, flies, hummingbirds) were mediators as
they pollinated plants and made it possible for seeds to grow and emerge from the ovary of
flowers. Predators who might eat the plants and seeds being grown became mediators as they
impacted the actions of gardeners, pollinators, and other creatures in the garden environment.
Other mediators included the two CFI workers, Sarah and Kelly, who organized and now run the
venture. Seed growers were also mediators. They associated with their garden plants, saved seed
produced by the flowers, and sold seed to companies for sale through Ridge & Hollow.
Community gardeners, though mediated by the saved seed as they purchase and use it in their
gardens, also became mediators as they cultivated their seedlings and allowed them to develop
into plants. Plants also emerged as mediators. These “seeds transformed” became a powerful
mediator in a flourishing summer garden as they associated with pollinators and gardeners,
which increased their chance of survival. For the seed producers, the flowers on plants can be
mediators, as well, for they often needed to be carefully maintained and pollinated by hand (by
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the seed producer) in order to create seed to be saved. In addition, flowers nonanthropomorphically mediated insect pollinators during enrollment in order to further their
plant’s survival into the coming growing seasons through the production of seed.
Translation: The Network’s Narrative
Problematization. The first step in translation is problematization, where the actors and
their associations are identified and alliances are formed. Through problematization, an actor,
group of actors acting as one entity, or situation/question to be addressed become the “obligatory
passage point” (OPP), thus making it, or them, indispensible in the network. The question of
whether Ridge & Hollow saved seed becomes of that place is the OPP of this burgeoning seed
network.
From online and printed document analysis, it became clear that Ridge & Hollow Seed
Alliance’s mission was nested within that of CFI. The opening story of this enterprise, which
was printed on its online home page, further problematizes the actor-network by identifying key
actors. It also identifies the OPP:
Named for the hills and valleys of Appalachian Ohio, Ridge & Hollow is CFI’s regional
seed company. We’re dedicated to increasing food security for future generations by
supporting the preservation of regionally adapted, open-pollinated seeds through
partnerships with skilled seed savers living in our region. (Community Food Initiatives,
2018d)
Saved seeds, seed savers, and CFI (as a punctualized organization of individual actors) were all
identified as actors, and problematized within this network. Even the landscape was
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problematized, for the company was named after the diverse topography that the region is well
known for.
Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance’s mission statement is:
To build a network of seed growers, preserve Appalachian heritage and increase market
demand for locally saved seeds. We have a vision of contributing to a resilient and
biodiverse food system that supports a robust seed growers network while preserving our
cultural heritage. (Community Food Initiatives, 2018d)
Like in Callon’s (1986) scallop study where the “entire project turns around the question of the
anchorage of Pecten maximus” (p. 206), the core aim of Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance, which is
also the OPP in this network, is the creation of a stock of seeds that are adapted to the local
environment. The hopeful outcome, then, is to increase ecological resilience by enhancing a
“biodiverse food system” with locally saved seeds, and increase social resilience by preserving
an aspect of Appalachian culture.
In 2016, a Sugar Bush Foundation grant was awarded to CFI for Ridge & Hollow Seed
Alliance development. Money in the proposal was awarded to a few partner organizations, as
well, for other local food system-related projects that all fall under the Initiative for Appalachian
Food and Culture. The proposal document-actor, created by CFI workers, Ohio University
professors, and an employee at Rural Action, a local partner organization, also addressed the
OPP (Moran, Nally, Patton, & Redfern, 2016):
There is a need to document local varieties of crops that are maintained throughout the
Appalachian region…Many of these varieties are well-adapted to the regional climate
and environment of southeastern Ohio due to long-term selective breeding by generations
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of Appalachian farmers. The resilience of these foods has been placed in direct threat due
to the loss of genetic diversity, with the FAO (2004) estimating a 75% decline in crop
varieties over the last century. In a sense, there is a “race against the machine” to
document and preserve folk varieties of crops before they are replaced by “big ag”
breeds. (p. 3)
Can a bountiful, regionally adapted stock of seeds be developed from saved seeds that already
exist within the ridges and hollows of this Appalachian region? All actors involved in Ridge &
Hollow Seed Alliance will pass through this OPP as they are problematized within the network.
Sarah (a pseudonym to maintain confidentiality, which is done for all participants), one
of CFI’s staff people who helped develop the seed network, explained during her interview that
Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance began many years prior as an unorganized, untitled group of new
seed savers in the region. The former director of CFI organized the group more than a decade
ago, and she hosted meetings and seed swaps (now called a “seed exchange” by CFI with the
hope that it will draw people who have nothing to swap, but who still wanted to try local seed in
their gardens). The seed saving group published a “zine”-type seed inventory every year and sold
it for a small cost (Sarah, personal communication, August 16, 2017). Individuals could then
contact seed savers if they were looking for the type of seed the saver had listed in the booklet.
When a new director started in 2012, CFI decided the seed group needed an official
name, “so we just started calling it the Southeast Ohio Seed Savers” (Sarah, personal
communication, August 16, 2017). Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance grew out of the Southeast
Ohio Seed Savers group, but it does not include all of the seed savers in the region. It includes a
select few who agreed to work with the organization under contract and get paid for producing
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and harvesting seed to be sold by the Alliance. In 2017, Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance had 37
varieties of saved seed to sell at events, and through local businesses. This number did not
change, for the year 2018 brought many funding challenges that drew the part-time Ridge &
Hollow Seed Alliance worker, Kelly, away from further seed network development to focus
upon organizing four state-wide “seed to sustainability” workshops.
Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance is not a well-organized, established seed saving venture.
As was discovered from participant interviews, some of the seed being grown out and saved by
growers were still being purchased from companies outside of the growing region each year.
During her interview, Terri mentioned that she sometimes mixed her saved seed with newly
bought seed, which ended up problematizing (integrating) unsaved seed purchased outside the
region into this burgeoning local network. Terri stated:
I’m sure each person has a different way they have managed and gotten their seeds…I
planted some of my [saved] seed this year, but I also had some left over from the packets
that I had bought. So I still put that, some of that, in, too. So there’s a mixture of who
knows what. (personal communication, July 4, 2018)
Terri, and other gardeners in the Southeast Ohio region, dealt with excessive rain in 2018 as
well. She noted during her interview that she had to re-seed in some areas of her multiple
gardens because the downpours in the spring destroyed some of her crops, so she used whatever
seed she had available to try and salvage her harvest for the season, whether it was from her
saved seed collection or bought packets (personal communication, July 4, 2018). Therefore,
addressing the concern of whether Ridge & Hollow saved seed becomes of that place may take
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longer than expected unless Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance begins to more carefully manage
their growers’ seed production processes.
I have reviewed seed saving literature, attended seed saving workshops at conferences,
and worked with Seed Savers Exchange, the pre-eminent seed saving organization in the United
States, for my service-learning project. Within all of these experiences, I have yet to find an
agreed upon number of years it takes for a plant, and its saved seed, to become stabilized and
adapted to place. There are various opinions that tend to range from seven years to ten years. In
addition, there is not an agreed upon number of years for when a seed has a definable heritage
and becomes an “heirloom.” As Seed Savers Exchange (SSE), the preeminent seed saving
organization in the United States, notes, “While some companies create heirloom labels based on
dates (such as a variety that is more than 50 years old), Seed Savers Exchange identifies
heirlooms by verifying and documenting the generational history of preserving and passing on
the seed” (Christy, 2012). In other words, the organization defines something as an “heirloom”
when they are able to record stories about its use through history. For example, the Bavarian
heirloom tomato, “German Pink,” that SSE sells has a recordable history of being saved and
passed down through the generations of co-founder Diane Ott Whealy’s family, (Seed Savers
Exchange, 2019b). Like SSE, Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance seeks to create a collection of
heirloom seed to provide food and ornamental plants for local consumers. However, only one of
the seed varieties available for purchase has a history that is developed enough to be considered
an heirloom. Therefore, even though the OPP in this network - whether Ridge & Hollow saved
seed is adapted to the local southeast Ohio region – has not been developed, it provides
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problematization, a continuing purpose that guides and drives this network to further develop and
survive.
Interessement. Callon (1986) explains that during the interessement stage in translation:
Each entity enlisted by the problematization can submit to being integrated into the initial
plan, or inversely, refuse the transaction by defining its identity, its goals, projects,
orientations, motivations, or interests in another manner…Interessement is the group of
actions by which an entity…attempts to impose and stabilize the identity of the actors it
defines through its problematization [or purpose, or agency]. (pp. 207-208)
Human actors including seed savers, gardeners looking for locally-produced seeds, and
volunteers who helped process Ridge & Hollow seeds were initially “problematized” (united
into this network through a common connection) through their own interest in the OPP –
whether seeds became adapted to, and of that place. Seeds that successfully grew on local plants,
and that were saved by human actors and processed within Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance,
became integrated within this network and enlisted others to join by their mere presence, and
through promotion of the network by human actors. This seed and the Ridge & Hollow Seed
Alliance (as a punctualized grouping of people and things) enlisted gardening equipment, soils,
pollinators, more people, and processing tools to become a part of this network as well.
When asked what new things she had learned since becoming a part of the Ridge &
Hollow seed network, Margaret, a seed producer, immediately thought of the seed processing
equipment that was loaned to her through CFI. It was a separator machine that helped detach the
seedpod, or chaff, from the seed. Creating an association with this machine further connected
Margaret to her work and the organization, CFI, which was running the seed network. She noted,
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“My husband helped me work it, and he was coming up with all kinds of suggestions of
alterations that would help make it more efficient. So I shared those with Kelly” (personal
communication, July 26, 2017). Positive interactions with saved seed, Ridge & Hollow workers,
and equipment like the separator machine were all examples of Margaret’s involvement in
interessement. Margaret was the mediator in this association between herself, seeds, and the
chaff separator machine. During problematization, she formed an alliance with the machine
through her decision to borrow it from CFI and use it in her seed saving operation. During
interessement, Margaret and her husband attempted to “impose and stabilize” the identity of this
separator machine, which gave it purpose in the network. The effects emerging from associations
with the machine are chaff, which is separated from the seed, and new knowledge about the
machine’s shortcomings and how to improve it.
Terri, another seed producer, was problematized (initially integrated into this network)
within Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance when she started stopping in at CFI’s local seed
exchanges, attending a local food/food hub conference where CFI hosted a seed saving workshop
in the afternoon, and volunteering to help package seeds for sale at the CFI office. She did not
point to one activity or event, but it was a culmination of all of these interactions with different
organizations, people, and seeds that spurred her to become a grower for the Alliance (personal
communication, July 4, 2018). In Terri’s case, CFI – a punctualized collection of human and
non-human actors, including saved seed – instigated her entry into the network. Through
activities with Ridge & Hollow seed, as a mediator Terri entered interessement as she submitted
to being integrated into the network through her activities.
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Other forms of interessement discovered during this research included Margaret’s drive
and interest in creating a side income for herself and her family. She stated she had been thinking
about different ways to supplement her income, but growing plants and flowers and selling at
local farmers markets each week was not possible with her health issues. She and her husband
considered an activity that was less time-sensitive. “Collect seeds, which I can do over a few
weeks and spread it out that way.” She explained that they had tried seed saving when first
buying their property, “but it was really difficult…we got all building the house and everything. I
started…a year ago, or so, thinking maybe I should try that again” (personal communication,
July 26, 2017). This drive to find other income through work with seeds indicates the
interessement stage – Margaret’s interest in continuing in the network within which she has
become integrated.
Community gardeners, Polly and Carol, were both problematized within the network
through their associations with Ridge & Hollow saved seeds. This occurred through their
connection to the West Side Community Gardens, in Athens, Ohio, which was run by a steering
committee of dedicated citizens. After learning about Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance through a
talk given by a CFI worker, they both bought seed at a local gardening supply store called
White’s Mill (Polly, personal communication, July 26, 2017; Carol, personal communication,
July 27, 2017). White’s Mill (another black-boxed entity) becomes an intermediary between the
gardeners and saved seed, which allowed these two actors to connect with one another and enter
the interessement stage when Polly and Carol used the seeds in the community garden.
Enrolment. During this stage, actors become officially enrolled if they agree to, or
express willingness or acceptance of, their roles within the network. As Callon (1986) explains,
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“interessement does not necessarily lead to alliances” (p. 211). Yet, if it does – if the “group of
multilateral negotiations, trials of strength and tricks that accompany interessements and enable
them to succeed” are successful, actors are enrolled (Callon, 1986, p. 211). For example, if the
star of this research-story, the saved seed, is to be enrolled it has to show it is able to be saved –
to be viable the next year and produce a healthy plant that in return produces more seed to be
saved. It is only through this process that the question of whether the saved seed can one day
create a plant genetically adapted to the local Southeastern Ohio environment and become of that
place can be answered.
Community Food Initiatives workers, Sarah and Kelly, became enrolled into the Ridge &
Hollow network because of the monetary and community success of the saved seed. Ridge &
Hollow Seed Alliance, originally called Ridge & Hollow Seed Company, had a successful pilot
year in 2015 when seed saved by a few people involved in the original Southeast Ohio Seed
Savers group was sold successfully at local stores. The following year, the alliance became
official and increased its seed growers through education and outreach. Sarah and Kelly’s roles
in this network were solidified because of the positive associations between seeds, people, and
money as profit. As mentioned earlier, Kelly worked part-time for Ridge & Hollow Seed
Alliance and has another part-time job in the community. Sarah had a leadership role at
Community Food Initiatives, so she relied heavily on Kelly to organize this venture.
In Callon’s (1986) scallop study, the main concern in problematization, the obligatory
passage point (OPP), is whether the scallops will anchor to synthetic collectors where they are
protected from predators. As Callon (1986) notes, “If the scallops are to be enrolled, they must
first be willing to anchor themselves to the collectors” (p. 211). In the same way, the seed must
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be viable and able to be saved. Like in the traditional agricultural network discussed in chapter 4,
the OPP for this network is the saved seed, and more specifically whether the seeds are savable
and also viable in the following growing season. The seed growers who were interviewed,
Margaret and Terri, became enrolled because of the positive associations they continued to have
with the CFI workers who organized Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance. In addition, they had
positive, and successful, interactions with saved seed, which developed and germinated properly.
They were able to sell seed to Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance, which created a positive
association between the saved seed, the grower, money as profit, and the CFI workers.
For the community gardeners, Carol and Polly, the enrolment process was also dependent
upon the positive association between saved seed and the gardeners. They sought a relationship
with the seed where it germinated properly while associating with soil, water, and light, and
created a plant that was useful and/or ornamental. Having successful and healthy plants emerging
from the saved seed was crucial to Carol and Polly’s continuing presence within the Ridge &
Hollow seed network.
Mobilisation. During the last stage, mobilisation, a few individual actors emerge who
represent all others in the network. “Who speaks in the name of whom? Who represents whom?”
A few actors become representatives of an “anonymous mass” of others (Callon, 1986, p. 214).
“To mobilize, as the word indicates, is to render entities mobile which were not so beforehand
(Callon, 1986, p. 216). For example, in Callon’s (1986) scallop study, a few select larvae that
anchor to the collectors during research come to represent all other larvae in St. Brieuc Bay and
the scallops they become who were not captured for study. The researchers involved in the study
form relationships with only a few mobilized larvae that are collected, a few mobilized
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representatives from fishing organizations, and only a few mobilized representatives from the
scientific community who have a vested interest in the study and its outcomes.
In the Ridge & Hollow seed network, the locally saved seed was mobilized within the
network, for it represented all other potentially saved seed that had yet to become a part of the
Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance. The two CFI workers, Sarah and Kelly, interacted with only a
few individuals from the local university, Ohio University, who had interests in increasing the
social and ecological resilience of local food networks through seed saving. They interacted with
individual actors from Ohio State University, Antioch College in Yellow Springs, Miami
University, and the Cleveland Seed Bank who represented larger groups interested in saving seed
and increasing sustainability within Ohio’s local food networks. They also interacted with
representatives of larger funding organizations who granted money to CFI for Ridge & Hollow
Seed Alliance activities (Kelly, personal communication, August 18, 2017; Sarah, personal
communication, August 16, 2017). In addition, they interacted with representatives of
community garden steering committees and a few members of local community gardens who
represented a much larger collection of human actors who might use Ridge & Hollow seed in
community and home gardens in the region (Polly, personal communication, July 26, 2017).
Visual Network Mapping
All six interview participants created their own seed network maps after answering
interview questions (see Appendix E for images). Though some participants did not find this
activity as useful, others discovered actors they had not discussed during the interviews, but that
emerged during the drawing process and post-drawing discussion. After completing their
drawings, participants were asked to describe their seed map in detail. This verbal description
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was also recorded and transcribed like the interviews. The intention of this activity was to
potentially broaden the data I collected about network actors and their associations. For example,
Kelly wrote the word, “buckets,” on her seed network map, referring to the 5 gallon buckets used
for many home and work purposes. She noted that these buckets are an extremely important
actor in this network for transporting seeds and other items in the community gardens, and to
events and conferences (Personal communication, August 18, 2017). She was the only
participant to mention this actor, and it only emerged during the network mapping activity. In
addition, Sarah wrote down two other places that sold the saved seed that were not mentioned
during any of the interviews or drawn on any seed network map except hers: The Kale Yard in
Lancaster, Ohio and the Village Bakery & Café in Athens.
Some participants found this activity useful in helping them better express their place,
and other actors’ places, in their seed network. Others had a harder time creating a visual
representation of their network, though all of them were able to complete the task and discuss it
in-depth with me afterwards. Two network maps, Sarah’s and Margaret’s, stand out for their
originality and depth of information conveyed, both visually and verbally, during the postdrawing interview. Sarah (Fig. 9), who was one of the seed network workers, had the best macroview of the overall seed network, while Margaret (Fig. 10), a seed grower, had the most in-depth
perspective regarding her deep roots in the community and the different types of associations she
had with human and non-human actors because of her relationship with the saved seed. Sarah
called her seed network a “story” and immediately saw it as a collection of “hubs” that contained
different related actors. Her hubs were: regional and national seed networks, educational
resources, retail, seed processing, seed growers, CFI, open-pollinated plants and their seeds, and
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supporters and motivators. In return, these hubs all connected to one another in different
associations (indicated by orange lines drawn from a hub to other hubs that Sarah felt were
directly connected to one another). Through the lens of ANT, these hubs are black-boxed groups
of actors, combined for the sake of brevity.
The seed growers were the beginning of her recorded narrative about the network. Actors
within this hub included seed growers and their family and friends who were involved in the seed

Fig. 9. Of the six research participants, Sarah produced the most organized and easy to understand seed network
map. (Photograph of network by author, August 16, 2017)

network in one way or another. She included “regional and national seed networks” as a hub
because she saw these larger network connections as essential to the continuing stability and
growth of Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance “whether that’s already existing connections with the
extension office, or having educational resources from some of the national organizations doing
this kind of work” (personal communication, August 16, 2017).
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Margaret attested to this hub being important as well. She was connected to the local
extension office and used them as a resource, which she indicated in her interview and seed map
(personal communication, July 26, 2017). Margaret’s seed map was a lot less visually organized
with regard to the connections and associations that make up her actor-network. Yet, she was
quite detail-oriented when visually and verbally accounting for all of the different actors. Her
local garden club, the Barlow Bluebells, is at the “heart” of her map (she literally drew a heart
around the words). She spoke of the club often in her interview, for this is where she developed a
passion for seed saving and swapping. The only traceable Appalachian heritage story known
about seed being saved by Ridge & Hollow is a prized ornamental called “Collet’s Pride Mix”
Celosia. This seed was not grown out and saved by an individual, but instead by a local, familyrun garden center in the area, Collet’s Greenhouse, which had saved and sold the varietal from
1967-2009 (Community Food Initiatives, 2018c). Because it was so beloved, a woman in
Margaret’s garden club continued to save these seeds after the greenhouse ceased to produce it,
and Margaret started to save it as well (personal communication, July 26, 2017).
In her seed map, Margaret acknowledged the dominant soil type in her ridge top garden:
loam, as a crucial actor for the success of the network, and her saved seed. Her mini hoop house
and mini greenhouse provided important spots for proper germination of seeds, and protection
for seedlings. Natural fertilizer was also an important actor in her network. Her neighbor
provided manure for her gardens, so he was also part of this seed network. Margaret (as well as
Polly, see Appendix E, Fig. 6) also included the Internet in her seed map because she often used
it to find gardening resources. She also used it to search for and acquire new seeds that she might
grow out and save that someday might become adapted to the Southeastern Ohio region. For
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example, she noted in her seed map discussion that she had bought some of her seeds off of
eBay. “I have got stuff from other parts of the world…the pumpkins are those hulless seed
pumpkins…I think from Romania. And they are growing very well here. We [family] enjoyed
the seeds last year” (personal communication, July 26, 2017).

Figure 10. Margaret’s seed map provided the most depth, and expressed the deepest roots into the local community.
She is a seed grower. (Photograph of network by author, July 26, 2017)

Findings: Results = Network Effects
In this section, I will begin by addressing my first research sub-question: what effects are
generated by different actor associations with the seed? Though it may seem counterintuitive to
a more traditional qualitative researcher, network effects are the results of networks. They
emerge from descriptive analysis of actor interactions via translation. In the above analysis
section, I described the Ridge & Hollow seed network first through the process of translation to
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better understand who, and what, were involved in network formation. I analyzed the network
and actor relations through participant observation data, document analysis data, and interview
data. I also assessed participant seed maps and highlighted two that stood out for their breadth
and depth. Through this description analysis, I discovered a list of effects that emerge from actor
relations in the Ridge & Hollow seed network, which will be discussed in this section.
Network effects emerge when two actors associate with one another. A variety of effects
emerge from associations with seed. As Latour (2005) explains, “The social is not a type of thing
either visible or to be postulated. It is visible only by the traces it leaves…when a new
association is being produced between elements which themselves are in no way ‘social’” (p. 8).
These traces and the outcomes of actor interactions are the true substances of networks. They are
the reason ANT actor-researchers find it interesting to study networks in the first place.
Significant network effects that emerged from the previous analysis section will be noted and
explored in this section.
Saved Seed
Saved seed has the privilege of being the OPP in this network story. It’s ability to be
saved, and then be viable in the following growing season is the reason the network exists. It
employs other actors – plants, pollinators, and humans – who work diligently to create, nurture,
protect, and collect it. Margaret’s ‘Collet’s Pride Mix’ Celosia is an excellent example of the
power of the seed, as an OPP, to make other actors do things. Seed savers in Southeast Ohio
have continued to grow its plant, harvest, and save it from year-to-year, for decades. Not
surprisingly, saved seed is also a network effect. It experiences the network from cradle-tograve-to-cradle in an endless cycle of seed germination and plant growth, to new seed
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production, to seed saving for germination in the forthcoming season. New seed to be saved is
always the effect from a growing season when humans and plants interact in a seed saving
network.
Survival
The seed non-anthropomorphically depends upon its parent plant, pollinators, seed
savers, exchangers, and local producers in a local seed network to spread its genetic uniqueness
within and beyond the growing region. Therefore, another effect from the relationship between
the grower and seed is survival for the human, and survival for the seed through its regeneration.
Community Food Initiatives and its micro-enterprise, Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance, are
seeking to further increase food security within the Southeastern Ohio region by producing
regionally adapted saved seed that will provide food for those with means, and those in need.
Profit
Terri is a board member at CFI now, and she noted in her interview:
I know when I saw how much they actually do make off the seeds sales - I mean it’s not
huge, but it's something and…I thought, you know, every little bit that stays here and
doesn’t go to Monsanto or whoever is a good thing. (Terri, personal communication, July
4, 2018)
Profit is a small, but evident effect of this burgeoning local seed network. Profit (money)
emerges from interactions between seed growers and Ridge & Hollow workers when growers are
paid for their seed. It also emerges from interactions between Ridge & Hollow workers and local
businesses who sell the seed for CFI. There is also a profit effect from associations between
Ridge & Hollow and other CFI workers and those purchasing seed directly from them during the
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Athens Farmers Market, the yearly Ohio Paw-Paw Festival, local food conferences CFI attends,
and any other places there is a Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance display with seed packets for sale.
Resilience Knowledge
This type of knowledge about how to actively increase sustainability through seed saving
within one’s local food networks is a type of social-ecological “resilience thinking” (Walker &
Salt, 2006). I use the term, resilience knowledge, to distinguish it from resilience thinking, which
is a term that emerged from the discipline of ecology. For this dissertation, resilience knowledge
indicates an effect of actor associations within the study of the Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance
network.
As noted in Chapter 4 (p. 95), knowledge is the matter of concern for human actors in
ANT studies. Knowledge gained is a powerful effect of humans interacting with other actors in a
network. This knowledge can change future thoughts, and actions, that human actors take within
the network, hence shifting future actor choices, interactions, and resulting effects. Those
involved in Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance, whether they are growers, CFI workers, or
gardeners, have a sense that they are contributing to an increase in environmental stewardship.
They believe that using saved seed increases sustainability within their local community.
Folke et al. (2010) explore and explain resilience thinking in detail in their foundational
article on this topic, “Resilience Thinking: Integrating Resilience, Adaptability and
Transformability.” The influential ecologist, C.S. Holling (1973) first introduced the term
“resilience thinking.” Folke et al. (2010) build upon Holling’s (1973) definition and early work
by explaining it in the following way:
The idea that adaptation and transformation may be essential to maintain resilience may
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at first glance seem counterintuitive, as it embraces change as a requisite to persist. Yet
the very dynamics between periods of abrupt and gradual change and the capacity to
adapt and transform for persistence are at the core of the resilience of social-ecological
systems (SESs). We therefore strive to develop a theoretical framework for understanding
what drives SESs, centered around the idea of resilience. We term this framework
resilience thinking. (p. 1)
For Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance, ecological resilience found within saved seeds allows them
to adapt and transform in their local climatic and pest environments over many growing seasons.
This increases the likelihood these seeds, and their subsequent plants, will persist in the socially
and ecologically variable regional landscape. A plant’s resilience characteristics – e.g. resistance
to pests, disease, wind events, drought, flooding - are what a saved seed has and a hybrid one that
can be used only for one season does not have.
In addition, social resilience is found within the dedication of CFI workers, seed savers,
and gardeners who develop and use this local seed, and local businesses (employer/employee
actors) that promote and sell the seed. Human actors’ social activities within the seed saving
network help further the work of Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance and proliferate its impact within
the community as it transforms and persists within constantly changing ecological and social
conditions.
Assessing Social and Ecological Resilience
In this section, I address my second research sub-question, how do these effects impact
social and ecological resilience in the Ridge & Hollow seed network? I will investigate the
larger topic of concern to my research – how to create a more sustainable food system by
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privileging the use of locally adapted, saved seed within local food networks. Notable effects
emerged through my use of ANT’s process of translation to investigate this network: saved seed,
profit, survival, and resilience knowledge. The second sub-question can now be probed by
investigating how network effects impact the social and ecological resilience of the Ridge &
Hollow seed network, including both explicit and implicit outcomes.
Social Resilience
The women interviewed were acutely aware of the roles of seeds in enhancing social
resilience. This was reflected in their discussions of how using Ridge & Hollow seed bolstered
their sense of community. Carol, a community gardener, noted she felt a “sense of cohesiveness”
when using saved seeds that supported local seed growers (personal communication, July 27,
2017), while the other community gardener, Polly, said it made her feel “cozier, and it makes me
feel more righteous” to use saved seed. Polly also noted she felt more connected to her larger
global community when purchasing and using Ridge & Hollow seeds. “I’m doing my own part
in the global mission to save seeds. I’m helping to save the seeds of our little part of the world”
(personal communication, July 26, 2017). For Sarah, the sense of community stemmed from
human actor connectivity. She noted:
To me…it kind of goes back to that story of connectivity. Because I loved growing the
seeds that [a local seed saver] gave me for the delicata squash because they were from
her…It wasn’t just “I love this vegetable.” It was also “I love that person.” When you’ve
grown your own garden, you appreciate so much more what farmers do…and I feel like
it’s the same thing using an open-pollinated plant variety when you’re planting those
seeds.
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Sarah not only highlighted social resilience found within interactions between human actors, but
also the ecological connectivity between the saved seed and the product of this seed’s plant – the
harvest. To her, all of these actors became interdependent upon one another in the creation of a
larger sense of community cohesiveness, and a stronger local food network.
Food security. When asked whether she believed Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance helped
her community, Margaret highlighted food security. She believed humanity’s prospects for
future survival “is not secure enough to rely on the supermarkets. My mother – she grew up the
daughter of a coal miner and they were dirt poor.” She stated that her family and local
community “cannot be guaranteed that those kinds of days aren’t in our future,” which was why
seed saving, and growing and preserving her own food, was so important to her (personal
communication, July 26, 2017).
Increasing food security in the Southeast Ohio region is also at the core of CFI’s work.
Community Food Initiatives already provides increased access of fresh fruits and vegetables
from local farmers to people experiencing food insecurity in the region through Donation
Station, where farmers and gardeners can donate fruits and vegetables from their harvest to those
in need. Food is distributed to pantries and social service agencies in the area (Community Food
Initiatives, 2018e). Volunteers and workers at the organization even make deliveries to
individuals who cannot make it to a fresh food pickup (Terri, personal communication, July 4,
2018). They also provide cooking classes to food pantry patrons, run school and community
gardens in the region, and provide workshops that teach gardening and food preservation
(Community Food Initiatives, 2018e). Given that seed is the beginning of survival, and therefore
the foundation of food security, CFI’s decision to start Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance further
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enhances its social resilience by increasing associations with local farmers, seed savers,
gardeners, social service agencies, and those in need who benefit from food grown from locally
saved seed.
Interdependence. Interdependence is a primary effect of actor interactions with saved
seed in alternative agri-food networks. Growing out, harvesting, saving and using seed in the
coming years reflects a community’s dependence upon local seed. In turn, this seed nonanthropomorphically depends on humans for its survival into the coming years when its plants
are grown out and more seed is produced for saving, ad infinitum. Interdependence increases
social resilience within a local food system, for it enhances the human-to-human and human-toother actor interconnections within black-boxed entities including local gardening businesses,
non-profit organizations, community gardens, farms, farmers markets, local grocers, mills, and
other animate and inanimate actors important to social hardiness within a local food network.
Interdependence is being cultivated in the Athens, Ohio region through Community Food
Initiatives’ Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance and its collaborative connections to organizations and
foundations dedicated to food security and sustainable agriculture in the area. These
organizations include Rural Action, Chesterhill Produce Auction, Athens Farmers Market,
ACEnet local food development hub, and the Osteopathic Heritage Foundations [SIC] and Sugar
Bush Foundation, both of whom fund various food security and sustainable agriculture programs
and projects in the region.
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Ecological Resilience
In the introductory section of the Community Food Initiatives Seed Saving Guide, the
organization highlights the immense loss of plant genetic diversity that has occurred in the past
century noting that:
Less diversity leaves us with fewer options when adapting to climate change or to
shifting agricultural conditions (e.g. new pathogens, pest outbreaks, soil deterioration,
increased soil salinity, etc.). When we confront these inevitable challenges, we will want
to have as much genetic diversity (i.e. plant varieties) around to help us as possible.
(Community Food Initiatives, 2016a)
Therefore, CFI’s mission to increase food security, and hence social resilience, through Ridge &
Hollow Seed Alliance is coupled with their focus on the importance of saving the genetic
diversity found in food and ornamental plants in the Southeast Ohio region to bolster ecological
resilience. Kelly noted that if open-pollinated varieties of seeds are saved year after year in the
same region, “That means that…adaption [is] happening and that, kind of, evolution of
biodiversity is going on” (personal communication, August 18, 2017). Margaret stated, “if we
are circulating that seed around here then people are more successful in their gardening from the
get-go, instead of getting something that…wasn’t hardy enough for our area” (personal
communication, July 26, 2017).
Sarah and Terri discussed the larger, unsustainable structural issues that occur in the
global food system. Terri stated, “There are little things like you aren’t sending stuff across the
country in trucks…the more you grow here, and then the people eat here just makes a difference
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…I tend to read a lot of books about the environment and how we’ve messed up” (personal
communication, July 4, 2018). Sarah noted:
I think using local, open-pollinated varieties is beneficial to the environment in a number
of ways…the processing and transportation of seeds nationally and globally. Just as with
our food…there’s so much infrastructure that goes on to support those industries and
that’s not – when I think of like long-term food security and climate change and oil that’s not a sustainable structure…It creates a lot more inputs and outputs that negatively
impact the environment. (Personal communication, August 16, 2017)
In addition, when asked whether Ridge & Hollow seed helps the environment in some way,
Sarah asserted, “Our food is inherent as part of our local environment so of course it benefits our
environment to be growing food that does well in this region and helps feed the people of our
region” (personal communication, August 16, 2017). She believes the localized inputs and
outputs required to produce food from locally saved seed will have less harmful impacts upon
the environment than those in the larger industrial agriculture network. Helping the social and
biological agricultural environment produce food for humans in ways that positively impact the
environment will therefore increase ecological resilience within this local agri-food network.
Discussion: Present Facts and Future Concerns
A network is never a static thing. Network formation is constantly shifting as actors
enroll, mobilize, and sometimes de-mobilize when they leave the network. Ridge & Hollow Seed
Alliance only began a few years ago with little funding, and it attempted to establish itself as an
entity within Community Food Initiatives. It had a small, but loyal, group of seed savers it paid
to save seed, and the number of varieties available through the Alliance grew from 21 in 2016
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(saved from the 2015 growing season, which was their pilot year) to 37 in 2017 (saved from the
2016 growing season). However, many changes have ensued in the past year, which has caused
the seed network to shift, and ultimately stall. The following section will discuss the current state
of Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance, and also assess the limitations found within this research and
the larger Ridge & Hollow network.
Apprises. Little happened locally during the 2018 growing season due to funding
constraints, and nothing happened within the seed network in 2019. In 2018, Kelly received parttime funding to organize four “seed to sustainability” workshops that occurred around the state.
Planning and organizing these events took her away from her work on Ridge & Hollow Seed
Alliance, but it kept her employed with CFI so she could still do small tasks to keep the seed
network running. She noted in her interview that she did not have time to develop the network
further and find new growers, but thankfully there was enough seed left from the 2017 growing
season, and they could legally still test germination and sell them through local businesses
(personal communication, August 18, 2017).
In the fall of 2018, I received a surprising update about Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance.
The director of CFI, who helped initiate the seed alliance and worked closely with state partners
on the “seed to sustainability” workshops in 2017/2018, left the organization to pursue other
interests. Both of the seed alliance workers I interviewed left the organization for different
reasons, which left no one to continue Ridge & Hollow’s work into the wintertime and spring of
2019. After a replacement director had to resign in the winter of 2019 due to a death in his
family, a second new director was hired. According to Terri, a research participant who is now
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on CFI’s board, the organization still wants to pursue further development of Ridge & Hollow
Seed Alliance. However, things are stalled at this time. In a detailed email, she stated:
We are not collecting or selling seeds (I don't think we have a license to sell what is left
at this point) this year but are hoping to get that going again. I think the staff has met with
Kelly [one of the previous workers I interviewed, name changed for confidentiality] to
see where things left off and how to proceed from here. I think [name removed for
privacy], our [Americorps] Vista volunteer, will be working on this. We are still doing
seed giveaways and had a seed exchange. I feel like things are getting back on track after
a few bumps in the road. (personal communication, April 15, 2019)
As of November 2019, the organization had this revised statement on their Ridge & Hollow Seed
Alliance webpage:
We do not sell Ridge & Hollow seeds, but we continue to support the preservation of
Appalachian heritage and locally saved seeds through hosting annual seed exchanges and
give aways [SIC]. Through these events we aim to contribute to a resilient and biodiverse
food system that supports seed savers while preserving our cultural heritage. (Community
Food Initiatives, 2019)
This statement is an indication of many shifts within the network. Even though the Alliance has
dissolved, CFI still creates space for network re-formation through community seed swaps.
These swaps are a space where local seeds and their human savers have the potential to associate
with other seed and human actors to continue enhancing social-ecological resilience within local
food networks through the sharing of local seed that will be used in place.
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Morphological concerns. In his classic ANT study, Callon states, “The interessement, if
successful, confirms (more or less completely) the validity of the problematization and the
alliance it implies (1986, pp. 209-210). Problematization within the Ridge & Hollow seed
network focuses on a purpose – the obligatory passage point: whether Ridge & Hollow seed is of
that place. Is the seed being saved currently adapted to local environments, and therefore part of
the resilient ecological fabric of Southeastern Ohio? It has been discovered through this research
project that most of the seed being saved for sale through Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance is not
considered an “heirloom” seed, though the organization is advertising this micro-enterprise as a
way for gardeners and farmers to grow a piece of their Appalachian heritage. However, upon
review of the Community Food Initiatives Southeast Ohio Seed Savers Inventory from 2016
(Community Food Initiatives, 2016b), there are some seed varieties being saved in the Southeast
Ohio Region that are likely adapted, given how long they have been saved. For example, one of
the seed savers (not a seed grower for Ridge & Hollow) listed “Clarice’s Paste” tomato as
available for giveaway or swapping. The seed saver obtained them in 2009 from a man in Ohio
(though it doesn’t indicate if he lives in Southeast Ohio) who received them from his Aunt
Clarice, who had grown them and saved the seed for many decades (Community Food
Initiatives, 2016b, p. 30). This seed is not a part of Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance at the
moment. The Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance workers might consider ways to collect samples of
varieties like these listed in the inventory, and distribute them to their dedicated seed savers who
could grow them out for sale.
One of the seed growers for Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance who was not interviewed has
many tomatoes listed in the seed savers guide, and he saves and sells some of these varieties to
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Ridge & Hollow. However, according to the inventory the vast majority were obtained from seed
companies and gardening companies originally, so they are not Appalachian heirlooms. Still, this
seed saver has been growing out and saving many of the varieties for over a decade. For
example, “Lillian’s Yellow Heirloom” is listed as being originally obtained from FedCo Seeds in
2005, and “German Giant” was obtained from Tomato Growers Supply in 2006 (Community
Food Initiatives, 2016b, pp. 31, 33). Margaret’s “Collet’s Pride Mix” Celosia seed she is saving
was grown out first by Collet’s Greenhouse in Belpre, Ohio on the Ohio-West Virginia border
starting in the 1960s, and then a local gardener started saving them in Margaret’s county. This
seed has a better chance of being considered an Appalachian heirloom, for it has a discernible
history of being developed in the region, and saved consistently for decades.
The vast majority of seed that was being saved within Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance
was neither from the Southeastern Ohio or larger Appalachian region nor adapted to that region
yet. This contradicts the original mission of the Alliance and the larger seed saving community.
Ridge & Hollow’s mission was “to build a network of seed growers, preserve Appalachian
heritage and increase market demand for locally saved seeds” (Community Food Initiatives,
2018d). Yet, there is hardly any heritage represented in the stock of seeds that the organization
collected and sold to the local community. It is clear that there is great interest and passion for
this work through the interviews I conducted with participants, and events I attended as a
participant observer. However, the lack of morphological adaptation of the vast majority of
Ridge & Hollow seeds does not fit its mission. Neither does it enhance the seed saving work
being done by other seed networks around the world where fruit, vegetable, grain, and
ornamental plant varieties are being carefully grown, and seed is being carefully selected for
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important plant traits that increase local adaptation, and ultimately resistance to environmental
stressors.
Limitations. Through this research process, I discovered some limitations in the use of
ANT as a methodology. These findings hark back to my literature review (Chapter 3), where I
found that ANT was often not used holistically (as a theory and methodology) in agri-food
studies scholarship. Callon’s (1986) process of translation and Latour’s (2005) directive to
simply follow the actors (p. 29) provided me with a methodological philosophy (Latour’s
directive) and a methodological framework (translation) that I followed in this research. Yet I am
left with some concerns. Even though I worked to make the seed the central actor in this research
narrative, human actors still found their way to the forefront. This is likely because even though
ANT attempts to level the playing field for all actors, at the end of the day it is used within the
context of social science research, which is done by social science-trained researchers. No matter
how hard ANT researchers try to create non-binary thinking during the research process and
analysis, they are still studying networks of which humans are a major part.
The concept of “the social” that ANT attempts to dissolve and reconstruct has
successfully shifted for me to include anything and everything around and within us, from
gardening tools to microorganisms to cement walkways. Actor-Network Theory successfully
creates a philosophical perspective through which more non-binary thinking may occur. It
creates a scholarly space within which more accurate depictions of network associations can
occur, where humans’ interactions with inanimate as well as animate actors create effects that are
the important results of network formation, and impetus for re-formation as actors respond to
these effects.
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Because my sample size was so small, and because the network was so new in its
formation, I did not collect a large amount of data. There were only a small number of resulting
effects that emerged from actor interactions with the seed in the network, which reduced the
breadth of analysis I could create about Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance. Though the sample size
was small and the breadth limited, the depth of analysis I produced was still of rigorous quality.
Even though I was still able to create novel research with interesting data results about a
lesser-known topic within agri-food studies, I was constrained in the amount of on-site research I
could conduct because of funding constraints within the parent organization, Community Food
Initiatives. Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance had ample support within the Southeastern Ohio
region and local Athens, Ohio community. It also had broad support within the state of Ohio,
largely due to the statewide Seed to Sustainability workshops that the Alliance created in
collaboration with other universities and organizations. The greatest limitation for the Alliance,
and ultimately constraining to my research process, was its lack of funding starting in the third
year. Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance was only just beginning to develop when it lost its essential
funding. It had just completed its pilot year in 2015 and two full growing seasons with seed
collection, processing, and packaging in 2016 and 2017.
Conclusion
This research provided a unique investigation of a local seed network through the lens of
Actor-Network Theory. Prior to this study, little was known about organizations like Ridge &
Hollow Seed Alliance in Southeastern Ohio, how it was impacting its local community food
network and increasing social and ecological resilience, and if these impacts were being felt
beyond the region. While there is robust research on seed networks in the global South, little is
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still known about the roles of seeds in local seed network formation in the United States. This
study has added to a nascent area of research on local seed networks being developed in Western
countries. This subject will continue to grow in importance in the global North as the impacts of
climate change continue to adversely affect our industrial agri-food system, from seed to serving
plate. As climates shift, so will environmental stressors that can impact seeds and their plants.
The more people invest in developing regionally-adapted, resilient, seed stocks for their
agricultural and home gardening needs, the more resilient these communities can become to
environmental changes that are shifting the varieties and impacts of local pests and diseases, and
rainfall amounts. In other words, the more diverse these locally-adapted seed stocks are in their
spectrum of resistance (to excess rainfall, drought, pests, diseases), the more ecological
resistance local farmers and gardeners will have to quickly shifting, and ever-changing,
environmental stressors.
As a researcher and actor within the Ridge & Hollow seed network, I emerged with new
information about this region’s social and ecological resilience with regard to saved seeds and
the local food network. Through this research, I sought knowledge that was of that place. I
discovered that the focus of seed saving activities within Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance was
strongly aligned with the idea of food security. This reinforced the main focus of its parent
organization, Community Food Initiatives. Developing and being a part of seed saving activities
to increase social resilience, like strengthening local food security and forming stronger
community cohesiveness, appears to be a larger motivator for interview participants, while
seeking to increase ecological resilience was secondary. If this network re-forms in the future, it
is possible participants will better understand local food network activities as intrinsically linked
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to ecological resilience through the lens of social resilience – through discussions of community
cohesiveness and strengthening social ties.
Now that Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance has dissolved, what might be a way forward for
the seed network in Southeastern Ohio? Though the Alliance has dissipated, seeds, humans, and
other actors are still present within Southeastern Ohio. How might this network re-form in a
more resilient manner? As noted by Goodman (1999), “Resistance to ‘retranslation’ depends on
how durable the network is at its core” (p. 27). If actors do not associate in ways that are
beneficial, creating positive network effects, the network may dissolve as actors seek other
arrangements and are enrolled in other ways, in other places, by other actor-mediators. Mike
Michael (2017), discusses Callon’s (1991) notion of “convergence” as:
The ways that the elements in a network – elements which might be marked by dramatic
difference and divergence – nevertheless “work together.” If the roles of all these
heterogeneous elements can be rendered complimentary – that is, they can be ascribed,
aligned and harmonized – then the network of which they are a part becomes durable.
(Michael, 2017, p. 47)
Three main reasons for the network’s dissolution emerged from my study: funding constraints,
staff direction, and staff dedication. The two main staff people developing this network moved
on from the organization, which left no one to take up the reigns. In addition, with the hiring of a
new director came shifting priorities, and Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance became much less
important to CFI. During their tenure, the two staff people involved in the Alliance’s
development also lacked focus with regard to the development of a durable network of seeds
adapted to the Southeastern Ohio region. Some of the elements in this network were rendered
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uncomplimentary due to loss of funding and the loss of both human actors involved in its initial
development. The catalyst for a durable network in this instance will likely be a person, or
persons, dedicated to the development of a new form of this seed saving endeavor that will
render it more resilient into the far future.
It was clear from my interviews and participant observations that human actors are still
developing their own understanding of saved seed, heirloom versus non-heirloom openpollinated plants, food security, and sustainability. Though they still may not completely
understand their potential impact upon their local community’s social-ecological resilience, seed
savers in Southeastern Ohio have the potential to create a strong network of seeds that can
support both gardeners and farmers in the region. Creating a seed survey might be the first step
in the process of rebuilding the network. Through my research, I found there was a lack of
knowledge about the breadth and depth of adapted seed stocks currently available in
Southeastern Ohio. Many of the local seed savers were listed in the Southeast Ohio Seed Savers
Inventory (Fig. 7), but others had yet to be interviewed or talked to by those who organized the
inventory. In addition, most seed savers listed in the inventory who had been saving seeds in
place long enough that they were adapted to the region were not seed savers for Ridge & Hollow
Seed Alliance. These seem to be missed opportunities. There is potential to increase durability of
the network by increasing the number of seed savers and seed varieties within it. Through the
help of interested parties within Ohio University, the local non-profit Rural Action, and
Community Food Initiatives (all of these groups have already worked with and shown support
for the seed network), a survey could be created and distributed through the help of Ohio
University student volunteers to seed savers in the region so that an accurate and updated
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account of adapted local seeds can be gathered. This survey could also serve as a conversationstarting mechanism to encourage seed savers who aren’t already involved to become a part of the
re-organized network. If the goal of this network is to provide seeds for both gardeners and
farmers in the region, a separate survey may be needed to distribute to small farmers in the area
to garner interest in local seed use and find out what seeds these farmers would be most
interested in buying.
If the seed network can be started once again within either CFI or another partner
organization like Rural Action or Ohio University, seed savers who have regionally adapted and
heirloom seed can be asked if they might work with the organization on a project to build seed
stocks in the Southeastern Ohio region with a clear intent of providing seed for both farmers and
gardeners. Using the seed savers inventory as a starting point, one could create an organized
database with all seed savers and the seeds they have that are considered adapted to the region,
open-pollinated, and possibly heirloom. Seeds that do not fit these qualifications would be left
out of the database. Each year, the database can be updated. With proper funding from a more
stable source (possibly through an Ohio University connection), the rebuilding of this network is
possible. With careful planning, this seed network can become a long-lasting and durable part of
the local food movement within this community. Even with the constant threat of re-translation,
a saved seed can be a powerful mediator when enrolled within the right kind of network. Yet, it
will take a dedicated group of human-actors to develop a supply of regionally adapted seeds that
can provide enough stock not only for a small collection of seed saving hobbyists, but also for
the larger regional food network that includes both gardeners and farmers.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion: Seeds, Networks, Challenges, and Knowledge
Though seemingly inanimate, seeds are responsible for some of the most daring and
fascinating botanical transformations. With every new sowing, they shift from a static entity with
mere potential to a flourishing plant, and henceforth give humanity sustenance and sources for
continuing survival through their ability to regenerate. In Callon’s (1986) classic ANT study,
scallops are the “star of the show” – the actor that brought other actors together in the first place
during the early stages of network formation. In my own research, the seed becomes this actor. It
is the reason networks exist in the first place. Just like the scallops it is not always a mediator, for
its relations with other actors shift as new associations occur and effects emerge and feed back
into the network. Yet, no matter what role it has during a network’s constant formation,
transformation, and re-formation, it is clear that without this actor the network would
disintegrate.
There were two underlying motivations for the work I accomplished in this dissertation:
to explore the use of more classical ANT in a research project, and to address the great
biodiversity loss occurring across the world not only within our “wild” places, but within our
cultivated ones as well. The majority of published scholarship on seed saving and seed
sovereignty is focused on activities occurring abroad and in countries in the global South. Not
surprisingly, this research tends to be rich in its exploration of seed sovereignty and human
rights, social justice, environmental stewardship, and the people and networks that exist because
of the seed’s elemental importance in a community’s survival. Just as knowledge about the
global North cannot be exported to the global South (though similarities do exist), knowledge
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about the South cannot be exported to the North. People in the global North are not often saving
seed for the sake of survival – to feed their families into the coming growing season. Instead,
they are most often seeking ways to make already safe and stable food sources more socially and
environmentally just within the context of the local food movement. It is therefore essential to
create research that explores seed saving networks within this Western context, and specifically
within the United States where scholarly articles and books on this subject are still far and few
between. Furthermore, my research is significant because of the immense threat climate change
poses to our agri-food systems in both the global North and South, and the lack of adaptation that
is allowed within seeds and plants created by the industrial agriculture hegemony. Through my
research, I investigate the potential for an alternative: the development of regional seed networks
that might supply both gardeners and farmers with adapted seeds.
I cannot claim to have used ANT in its totality, but I have worked diligently in an attempt
to apply it in a novel way. It is extremely difficult to find examples of scholars who have used it
in its more comprehensive form (see the “limitations” section in previous chapter). In response, I
have labored to use it in its classical, more holistic form. By exploring my subject matter – seed
saving, agriculture, and a burgeoning seed network in Southeastern Ohio - through the “process
of translation” and the ensuing network effects left by actor associations, I have sought better
ways of understanding social and ecological impacts of using seed in place that is from that
place.
I conclude this dissertation first with a review of what I have accomplished in my
previous chapters. Following this review, I examine areas for future research within the
Southeastern Ohio seed network, for there is still much support and potential for regional seed
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network development in this area. Lastly, I consider a significant effect that emerged from my
research: resilience knowledge. I contemplate this local, social-ecological knowledge using
Virginia Nazarea’s concept of countermemory to provide deeper examination of its presence, and
potential impacts for future seed network development.
Review of Chapters
In the Introduction chapter, I presented seeds and seed saving to the reader. Seeds were
explored within the context of the loss of seed genetic diversity occurring across the globe due to
the massive influence of industrial agriculture and industrial hybrid seed development. I discuss
how industrial agriculture has led to agrobiodiversity loss, and agrobiodiversity loss has led to a
great decrease in resilience within our food systems; industrialized seeds cannot be saved, and
therefore cannot adapt to their local landscapes and environments. Because of agrobiodiversity
loss, traditional, non-industrial seeds are losing their ability to resist changes in the environment.
Less and less are grown out in place, year-after-year, which inhibits their ability to continually
adapt to the effects of climate change, including excess rains, droughts, and new pests and
diseases. This first chapter also provided a platform upon which to state my research intent and
questions, chapter organization, and the importance of ANT to my work. I also introduced the
setting for my on-site research: Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance.
In Chapter 2, I set the stage for my forthcoming three publishable paper chapters with an
overview of seed saving in the United States. Through a review of the small body of literature
that covers this topic, I discussed ex situ seed storage to help the reader conceptualize of the
differences between government and corporate control of germplasm. I then investigated the
more localized in situ seed saving and storage now re-occurring in local food networks in the
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global North (for this was once the only way seed was saved). In this chapter, I also discussed
the seed library movement in the United States, which is a less organized and more grassroots
effort to develop seed saving and sharing practices in communities. Lastly, I addressed the
potential for the development of regional seed networks, which was the focus of my on-site
research.
Chapter 3, my first publishable paper, provided an in-depth assessment of ANT through a
comprehensive review of its main principles and intentions. This review included an explanation
of why ANT can be viewed as both a theory and methodology. I used both aspects in my
dissertation, and limitations were found and discussed in Chapter 5. In Chapter 3, I conducted a
literature review of how ANT has been used in agri-food study scholarship. I did this in a way
that reviewed the literature and also explained the core concepts of ANT to the reader. This was
done not only to help the reader more fully conceptualize of how ANT is used in the literature,
but to help me better understand how it has been misused, often in a piecemeal manner. I then
formulated my own research and questions, with this literature review in mind, to provide a more
comprehensive ANT account of the state of seeds in agriculture (Chapter 4), and to investigate
Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance (Chapter 5).
In Chapter 4, I investigated how the seed exists within traditional, industrial, and modern
alternative agriculture networks. The aim was to better understand how ANT might be used to
investigate an agricultural network, and to discover the network effects that arise from actor
associations. These network effects - the results of my investigation - were then analyzed for
their contribution to sustainability. Using network effects to analyze subject matter was an
important takeaway from this chapter. It is also a novel part of ANT. Actor-Network Theory is
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not good at providing formal critiques. Instead, it provides a platform upon which one can apply
concepts and critical theories from various disciplines. It was created to help the researcher
observe and describe actors and the networks that exist from their interactions in a novel way,
but not be critical of them. Instead, it focuses on the incessantly shifting actor interactions within
networks, and effects that emerge from these interactions. Effects can shift the network in
different ways depending upon how actors react to them. Resilience knowledge, an effect that
arose from my analysis, was an important discovery within this chapter, which I address at
length in this conclusion chapter.
In Chapter 5, I first review how I conducted my on-site study of Ridge & Hollow Seed
Alliance in Southeastern Ohio. I used deductive thinking in this study through ANT’s nonbinary, non-reductionist philosophical framework and Callon’s process of translation to explore
the network’s formation. From this process, I created my own deeper understanding of ANT,
which I have wanted to explore further since I first read about it years ago. One of the most
surprising results of my investigation of Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance in Chapter 5 was how
much its mission was nested within its parent organization, Community Food Initiatives.
Southeastern Ohio is a food insecure area. Much of the industry that supported citizens in the
region dissolved many decades ago, which left the area with some of the highest poverty rates in
the state. Therefore, the development of this regional seed network was not just about becoming
more socially and environmentally just by countering the industrial agriculture complex (or
feeling “righteous,” as Polly stated in her interview). Its development was very much aligned
with helping create a more food secure and self-reliant region that took care of its citizens –
those with means and those without.
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Future Directions for Research
Through this dissertation, as a research-actor in the Ridge & Hollow seed network, I
sought to replace the traditional fact-gathering formula that scientists have used to construct
knowledge through positivist, modernist research practices via a “social” situation (laboratory,
research site, interview setting, etc.). Instead, I wanted to learn to view knowledge as ANT does
– as an effect of actor associations, and an effect that an actor-researcher impacts in a study
through her own subjective placement within the network. This research provided entry into a
less studied subject matter: seed saving within local food movements in the United States. Now it
is time to consider future directions for research within the subjects of seed saving and the
development of regionally adapted seed stocks in the United States.
Bolstering food security through resilience thinking. My examination of traditional
and alternative agriculture networks via ANT has shown that knowledge emerging from farmers
and gardeners growing crops from seed, and then saving seed, can lead to a type of socialecological thinking – resilience thinking – that supports the continued health of our food system.
Knowledge emerges from industrial seed networks as well, but this knowledge neither builds
capacity nor resilience. The grower does not need to know anything about the seed beyond the
knowledge she or he is given by external seed companies about how to properly sow it and grow
its plant successfully for the season.
The concept of resilience thinking was created to “understand the dynamics of an
intertwined social-ecological system” (Folke et al., 2010, p. 2). Folke et al. (2010) argue that
prior to the creation of resilience thinking, no concept was available that properly addressed both
social and ecological issues when trying to solve the complex socio-economic and environmental
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problems occurring on our planet. “The very dynamics between periods of abrupt and gradual
change and the capacity to adapt and transform for persistence are at the core of the resilience of
social-ecological systems (SESs)” (Folke et al., 2010, p. 1). Those who initiated Ridge & Hollow
Seed Alliance, and all of its allies, have seen first-hand the challenges of living in an area with
social-ecological issues that have greatly altered the regional food system and challenged
citizens’ abilities to adapt and transform for persistence. Food security is a great driver in the
region. Future work on seed network development in Southeastern Ohio should focus on food
security at its core to move the conversation from seed saving for hobbyists to one that focuses
on seed saving to create essential, robust, and diverse stocks of seed for farmers in the region.
Those working with Community Food Initiatives believe food security requires regional selfreliance where “everyone in our community has access to an equitable, inclusive, and thriving
local food system” (Community Food Initiatives, 2018a). This is why Ridge & Hollow Seed
Alliance began in the first place, though it quickly lost its ability to contribute to this mission due
to unexpected changes within the network. Though Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance dissolved, the
elements that it started with - seeds, community support, and “know-how” - still exist. How
might the network re-form with renewed focus to reignite all of these elements, and encourage a
more determined and focused network to materialize?
Folke et al. (2010, p. 2) argue “social change is essential for SES resilience. This is why
we incorporate adaptability and the more radical concept of transformability as key ingredients
of resilience thinking.” Adaptability is defined as “the capacity of actors in a system to influence
resilience” (Walker et al., 2004, p. 3), while transformability is “the capacity to create a
fundamentally new system when ecological, economic, or social (including political) conditions
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make the existing system untenable” (Walker et al., 2004, p. 3) In order for local food networks
to continue their success in light of global environmental change, they must be able to not only
adapt and transform during periods of gradual changes in social and environmental aspects of
agri-food systems. They must also be able to respond during abrupt changes. Future research
should address how regions that secure local seed stock can effectively provide adapted seeds to
gardeners as well as farmers. This seed stock will allow communities to better respond to abrupt
changes in food system access (e.g. socio-economic changes that negatively impact food
access/security), and abrupt changes in climactic conditions as well (e.g. devastating flood and
wind events or droughts, or pest and disease outbreaks that may require quick and major replantings of food crops using available seeds). Seeds and plants are not the only actors within a
local agri-food network that need adaptation built within them. Human actors need to understand
the significance of their own human resilience – via adaptation and transformability - in light of
unpredictable future social and ecological conditions. Future studies of local seed networks
should highlight not only resilience within ecological aspects of networks, but also what exists
within the social, as well, through human ingenuity and perseverance.
Resilience knowledge and countermemory. What has materialized from this study is a
view of knowledge as an effect that emerges from human actor associations with other actors in
networks. Human knowledge and the ways it is constructed in agricultural networks has been
studied less frequently through ANT than other research methods. Yet, it is an elemental effect
of the associations between humans and other actors. In traditional and alternative agriculture,
knowledge about how to save, grow out, harvest, and process seed adapted to place emerges
from direct human interactions with seeds and other actors in these networks. This resilient,
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cyclical human knowledge, which I call resilience knowledge, emerges from positive, just, and
environmentally sustainable associations amongst actors. It continues to re-form with the passing
of each growing season as different seeds from different plants that withstand different
environmental stressors are saved, shared, discussed, and sold between human actors within
communities.
For future study, researchers should consider the implications of resilience knowledge
within local food networks (farmers markets, local value-added businesses, produce auctions,
farm stands, restaurants and groceries that use and sell local ingredients), and whether these
networks support or hinder the growth of regional seed saving. What knowledge emerges from
actor associations within local food networks that indicate the presence of symbiosis and
connectivity, like seed saving, other environmentally friendly farming practices, and knowledge
sharing? Is this knowledge considered socially and/or ecologically resilient? In other words, does
it create more social-ecological sustainability within the agricultural networks from which it
emerged? A broader research question asks, how does the construction of resilience knowledge
within local food networks impact the sustainability of our communities in the future?
Continuously emerging human knowledge, which has its own adaptive capacity through a
person’s ability to learn new things and integrate them appropriately, is integral to the resilience
and success of both traditional and alternative agricultural networks.
In her book on seed saving and biodiversity, Heirloom Seeds and Their Keepers:
Marginality and Memory in the Conservation of Biological Diversity, Virginia Nazarea (2005)
explains:
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What makes seed savers – and by this term I mean the independent gardeners and smallscale farmers who save and pass along folk or “old-timey” varieties without any formal
organization or design – special is the place they hold for diversity in their hearts and in
their fields. What makes a seed saver is a kind of marginality characterized by
engagement rather than remoteness, by joyful irreverence rather than outright resistance,
by celebration rather than protest, and by creative openings rather than dead-end walls. In
the face of spreading global monocultures, seed savers find their place or make one. (p.
ix)
Most of the seed being saved in Southeastern Ohio by independent seed savers and those who
worked with Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance are not Appalachian heirlooms. Furthermore, many,
if not most, of the seeds have yet to become adapted to that region. Yet these seeds are still nonindustrial hybrids that are open-pollinated, often grown organically, and have the potential to
become of that place with their own seed stories that can be told by human actors. These seeds
reflect a resistance to globalization and plant genetic homogeneity. They resist “re-translation”
with every passing year they are saved and grown out in place within this regional, ad hoc, seed
saving network.
Nazarea (2005) defines this type of local, traditional seed knowledge within the mental
sphere of countermemory. All of this seed saving knowledge, these “countermemories”
occurring at the margins and outside of industrial agriculture, offset the industry’s dominance
within our global agri-food system, and its tendency toward, “homogenization and dependency,
and loss of memory” (Nazarea, 2005, pp. 12-13). Like in Nazarea’s description, seed savers and
their allies in Southeastern Ohio are acting at the margins and outside of the confines of
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industrial agriculture. They are mediated by the open-pollinated seeds to save them, for they seek
to be part of a more sustainable local food network in the region and create seeds that are of that
place.
Future research on the seed network in Southeastern Ohio should also explore the
tangible countermemories being held by seed savers in the region, most of whom were not even
a part of Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance during its short tenure. This is a ripe area of study in
conjunction with an ANT framework, where ANT still informs the theoretical aspects of the
work, but does not use the process of translation as a methodology. The narrative of this network
can then be discovered and explained in a less convoluted and clunky manner, which is what
translation became in my own research. Actor-Network Theory’s non-binary thinking will allow
seeds to be the catalyst within the network, and effects will still emerge from actor associations.
Resilience knowledge - the emergence of countermemory within the network - will be the main
focus of the study. This knowledge could be collected through interviews, and then categorized
based upon how it enhances social-ecological resilience within the seed network.
Making the collection of resilience knowledge the central goal of a future ANT study on
the Southeastern Ohio seed network, or other seed networks in the United States, may further
highlight one of ANT’s biggest weaknesses: addressing and explaining power dynamics. Though
it does not provide a platform through which to do this, other social science sub-disciplines like
cultural anthropology, political ecology, environmental sociology, and feminist geography
provide lenses through which to explore these dynamics. In addition, the concept of
countermemory creates a path through which to explore resilience knowledge in a more
politically dynamic way. Gathering data on seed saver countermemories is ripe for analysis
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within the realm of power dynamics, for this resilience knowledge is in direct opposition to
industrial agriculture’s dominant belief in monocropping, homogenization, and laboratory seed
hybridization. Actor-Network Theory supports the idea that non-human actors hold agency,
which would also be an interesting topic to explore through a seed saving network. Resilience
knowledge is being created through human interactions with seed – a biotic entity that I believe
holds agency through its ability to non-anthropomorphically manipulate human action, and
maintain its continuing survival, through seed saving activities: harvesting, processing, and
storage.
Future studies of the Southeastern Ohio regional seed network, and other studies like this,
should also focus on how these networks support the creation of resilience knowledge outside of
the hegemony. Traditional and alternative agriculture farmers and gardeners are rebuilding
resilience into food production through the creation of countermemories. Resilience knowledge
is the countermemory created through these types of agri-food networks. Seeds that are
cultivated and saved for local use either through individual or community saving, or seed saving
through local commercial seed companies, support physical sustenance by bolstering local food
sources, economic resilience by keeping the production and distribution of commercial seeds
local, and social and ecological resilience through passing countermemories about a fundamental
resource adapted to local environments.
Margaret’s memories. Nazarea (2005) asserts that “resilience, expediency, and
fuzziness of decision-making frameworks and coping strategies of small-scale farmers and
gardeners are effective as countermemory, or counterhegemony, precisely because they are ad
hoc and sheltered at the margins of modern, commercial agriculture” (p. 14). Of all my
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participants, Margaret stood out as the keeper of the countermemories within Ridge & Hollow
Seed Alliance. She held the stories of seeds she received from others in the region (many through
her local garden club), which seeds did well in different soils and with different weed deterrents,
and which ones created the best harvests. Her own decision-making was often ad-hoc, and dayto-day, as she deepened her intimate relationship with her garden world. Her strategies were
created outside industrial agriculture, and were extremely specific to her own seeds and plants,
and her own gardening needs. Though she was still learning with every passing season, and she
created various “fuzzy” decisions that she believed were best for her plants and seeds, all of her
trials and errors were developing a vast storage of knowledge about social-ecological resilience
within her garden. Every conversation about this knowledge that she had with others in her
community was further developing resilience knowledge within her local agri-food network.
Modern hegemonic seed narratives are effects of actor associations within industrial
agricultural networks. Even though industrial agriculture is successful with regard to its ability to
create an abundance effect, unsustainable associations occur that affect the wellbeing of people,
seeds, plants, and other enrolled actors. Seed network researchers should focus their efforts on
the sustainable associations that occur between actors in local seed networks, and resilience
knowledge that emerges within seed savers, like Margaret. This knowledge is crucial to
understanding how and why seeds, people, and other actors in translation continue to associate
with one another from season-to-season, in ways that keep our remaining agrobiodiversity alive
and well.
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A Precarious, but Conceivable, Future
Zerubavel (1995) notes, “Countermemory may also gain momentum and, as it increases
in popularity, lose its oppositional status. In such cases countermemory is transformed into a
collective memory” (p. 12). The resilience knowledge collected through seed saving and local
seed network development in Southeastern Ohio, and other seed networks in the United States,
has the potential to move from countermemory into collective memory as it grows within local
agri-food networks. Consequently, knowledge that emerges at the margins could become
embedded within the larger collective. This may one day influence the hegemonic agricultural
narrative that right now is largely influenced by knowledge created within industrial networks.
Seed savers in Southeastern Ohio enhance an already established regional commitment to
sustainability within the local food network by providing a key element in social-ecological
resilience, and true adaptability within agri-food networks: seeds saved in place. In addition, they
are creating countermemories outside of industrial agriculture. With every passing year that they
germinate seed, cultivate plants, and make note of plant growth tendencies, which adapt and
grow better in different weather conditions, and which produce better harvests, they are
contributing to resilience knowledge in this region. All of these activities build further durability
into the local food network through the transfer of knowledge from the seed and plant to the
grower and seed processor, and then to those who use this seed for the production of sustenance
for themselves, and their families and communities.
Ridge and Hollow Seed Alliance was working toward some lofty goals in a precarious
time. Funding is scarce for this type of seed saving venture. In order to develop durable, regional
seed networks in the United States, human actors will have to put much time and effort into
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procuring stable funding sources, and developing creative organizational structuring and
oversight that allows space for “fuzzy” seed saving knowledge to be accepted and used. Creating
countermemories within non-industrial agricultural networks is paramount to their sustainability,
and future growth and success. Zerubavel (1995) asserts, “Although collective memory is carried
by individuals, it expands beyond their autobiographical memory, as it relies on the transmission
of knowledge from one generation to another” (p. 4). Knowledge about seeds and seed saving
that comes from traditional and alternative agricultural networks is transformed from a singular
effect emerging from associations between actors to an effect that has far-reaching results. This
multi-generational seed knowledge happens within the network when new knowledge is passed
from seed-to-person, and person-to-person, year-after-year. Agricultural countermemories exist
within Southeastern Ohio. They are just not being collected by Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance
anymore.
Can saved seed be seen as holding the countermemory of all of the actors who interacted
with its past offspring, and made its continued presence possible with every passing generation?
I believe so, for every year countermemories about seeds are gathered by individuals, and they
are shared with family members, neighbors, those in seed libraries, those one exchanges seed
with, or those one sells saved seed to for the growing season. Resilience knowledge is instilled
within the seed from one generation to the next, as the memories of the seed are passed from
seed, to person, to seed, over and over again. In this way, a collective memory might begin to
form once again about an ancient practice that all who cultivated land once took part in to ensure
sustenance and survival for the coming years, and for future generations.
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Appendix A
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN SEED SAVING INTERVIEW AND MAP ACTIVITY
Hello!
My name is Molly Hicks, and I am a PhD student at Antioch University New England in Keene,
NH. You are being asked to take part in research about seed saving in your area.
Please take time to read this form carefully, and feel free to ask questions. Here is my contact
information if you have any questions after today:
Researcher Contact Information:
Molly E. Hicks, doctoral candidate, Environmental Studies Department, Antioch University New
England, Keene, NH. Phone: XXXXXXXX, Email: XXXXXXXX
About this research:
I am interested in garden seeds that are saved each year in southeastern Ohio. My purpose is to
research why people save seeds and use saved seed in this area. The first purpose of this research
is to interview you about your experiences saving seed and/or using saved seed. The second
purpose of the research is to have you draw a map of the people, seeds, and other things in your
local seed network. This research will happen in the summer of 2017.
Potential Benefits:
Being a part of this study may help you in the future if you continue to save and/or use saved
seed. This study will most likely help Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance, the group that is helping
save local varieties of food and flower seed.
Study Procedures:
The interview and map drawing activity will happen privately in a place you feel comfortable meeting.
The interview will be voice recorded and the map drawing activity will be photographed, if you give
permission to do so at the end of this form. In addition, if you have gardens these might be
photographed, if you give permission to do so. You will take part in one interview and one map drawing
activity, and they will both happen during the same session. The session will most likely last between 1
– 1.5 hours. I might use direct quotes from the interviews, but you will remain anonymous in my study.
This means your name, location, or anything else that might identify you will be removed from final
documents. In order to make sure the information collected from you is correct, I will ask you to read
through my notes from my time with you. Once the study is complete, I will make the final report
available to you.
Confidentiality:
During my time with you and after, I will make every effort to keep your identity confidential. I
will be the only one studying the audio recordings. I will keep original copies of any information
from my time with you in a locked file. These records will be kept for five years, and destroyed
after that time.
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Potential Risks:
Other seed savers or gardeners may find out you are involved in the study. This may happen
through conversations you have with each other, or through people recommending individuals to
me to take part in the study.
Right to Withdraw:
Being a part of this study is voluntary. You may withdraw at any time without penalty. If you
withdraw, any information already collected from you will be destroyed at your request.
Contact if you Have Concerns about your Rights as a Research Participant:
If you have any questions about your rights in this study, please contact either of the following
people:
XXXXXXXX, Chair of the Antioch University New England Institutional Review Board. Ph.:
XXXXXXXX, Email: XXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXX, Provost at Antioch University New England. Ph.:XXXXXXXX Email: XXXXX
Consent to Participate:
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary and you may refuse to participate or
withdraw at any time without penalty.
If you would like to participate, please now indicate which part, or parts, you are willing to be a
part of. Your signature means you received a copy of this form for your records. Your signature
also means that you agree to participate in this study in the ways indicated by your check
mark(s).
________ I consent to participate in an audio recorded interview and a seed map activity
________ I DO NOT consent to being audio recorded for the individual interview and seed map
activity
________ I consent to having my seed map photographed
________ I DO NOT consent to having my seed map photographed
Print Your Name
_____________________________________________________________________________
Signature ________________________________________Date ________________________
Researcher Signature _____________________________ Date ________________________
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Appendix B
Interview Questions
The following six interview questions were used in my research with my six participants. Words
in brackets represent three different constructions of the same question to reflect the different
participants: seed growers, seed network organizers working at Community Food Initiatives
(CFI), CFI community garden participants who use the local seed.
1. What stories do you know, if any, about the origins of the seed you [grow] [help save]
[use]?
a. A prompt, if needed: For example, do you know where the seed comes from
originally, or who has saved it before?
2. What do you think is different about using seed grown by Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance
versus seed grown elsewhere?
a. Intention - this question gets participants thinking about their use of, and
interaction with, saved seed from this local network. My hope is to gather
knowledge of how they view this seed differently from non-local seed.
3. What have you learned from [growing] [being a part of saving] [using] seed from this
region as opposed to seed grown elsewhere? Your answer might include things you’ve
learned yourself, or learned from others.
a. Intention - this question will hopefully get participants to think about knowledge
they have gained that is unique to this seed network and their interactions with
saved seed.
4. Do you think [growing] [being a part of saving] [using] seed from this region helps the
environment in some ways?
a. If yes, ask, “in what ways?”
b. If no, ask, “why not?”
c. Intention – to see if at least some participants can make environmental
connections
5. Do you think [growing] [being a part of saving] [using] seed from this region helps your
community in some ways?
a. If yes, ask, “in what ways?”
b. If no, ask, “why not?”
c. Intention – to hopefully gain an understanding of social resilience through seed
saving in a community, if participants mentally connect seed saving to the larger
community.
6. Are you connected to any new people or groups because of your involvement in Ridge &
Hollow Seed Alliance?
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a. If yes, ask:
i. Who/what groups?
ii. In what ways are you connected to them?
iii. What have you learned from other people in these groups?
b. Intention – to gain a further understanding of human actor ties in this network,
mediated by the saved seed. To gain further perspective on social resilience.
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Appendix C
Participant Instructions for Seed Map Activity
You have been given a list of people, animals, and things. Each word represents a different actor,
or group of actors, that are a part of the Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance seed network in Athens
County. Many of the actors are not human. You may not know some of these actors, and this is
okay. Please answer this question: What people, seeds, and other things are in your personal seed
network? You will use the list of actors as a jumping off point, and then add any others that you
think of that aren’t on the list.
Please take all of the actors that you know are in your seed network and write them on the dry
erase board in any order you wish. Please draw lines between the ones that interact with each
other, or are directly connected to each other in some way. It is very possible that you will have
multiple lines going from one actor to various other actors. You may use one or multiple colors
of marker to draw the lines however you wish. THERE IS NO WRONG ANSWER IN THIS
ACTIVITY. I am interested in your version of this seed network – what you see as a part of it
from your personal standpoint. You will be providing me your perspective on the Ridge &
Hollow Seed Alliance network.
REVIEW: Step-by-Step instructions to place on table and post to the side of the dry-erase
board
1. Look over all of the names of actors that we already know are a part of the Ridge &
Hollow Seed Network
2. Take all of the actors that you believe are in your personal seed network and write them
on the dry-erase board in a way that will allow you to draw lines between them
3. Using the dry-erase markers, place lines between any of the actors that interact with each
other, or are directly connected to each other in some way
a. You can use one color or multiple colors to draw the lines or anything else
b. It is okay to draw multiple lines from one actor to various other actors
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Appendix D
Initial Actors Identified in the Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance Network
*This list was used by interview participants to help them with their seed network mapping
1. Saved seed (each variety of seed can be seen as an individual actor, or as a group in your
map)
2. Plants
3. Ridge & Hollow seed growers/producers (as individuals or a group)
4. Janice Brewer
5. Jess Chadwell
6. Mary Nally
7. Gardening buddies (each person would be an individual actor)
8. Family members (each person would be an individual actor)
9. Garden pots
10. Compost/manure/other fertilizers
11. Extension agents or other local resources or educators
12. Environment (soil, water, light, etc. would be individual actors)
13. Garden tools (each one can be seen as an individual actor, or as a group)
14. Greenhouse/hoop house/cold frames/germination tables/etc.
15. Pollinators (each one can be seen as an individual actor, or as a group)
16. Seed processing tools
17. Seed processing equipment/machines
18. The Farmacy
19. White’s Mill
20. Cool Digs
21. Athens Farmers Market
22. Community Food Initiatives office
23. Garden centers or farm supply stores
24. Little Fish Brewing Company
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Appendix E
Participant Seed Network Maps

Figure 1. Sarah’s seed network map. Sarah is a Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance worker and CFI staff person.
(Photograph of network by author, August 16, 2017)

Figure 2. Kelly’s seed network map. Kelly is a Ridge & Hollow worker. Kelly is a Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance
worker and CFI staff person. (Photograph of network by author, August 18, 2017)
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Figure 3. Margaret’s seed network map. Margaret is a seed producer for Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance.
(Photograph of network by author, July 26, 2017)

Figure 4. Terri’s seed network map. Terry is a seed producer for Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance. (Photograph of
network by author, July 4, 2018)
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Figure 5. Carol’s seed network map. Carol is a community gardener who uses Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance seed.
(Photograph of network by author, July 27, 2017)

Figure 6. Polly’s seed network map. Polly is a community gardener who uses Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance seed.
(Photograph of network by author, July 26, 2017.)
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Appendix F
Final List of Actors Identified in the Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance Network
*Some actors are “black-boxed,” or punctualized. Though this list may not be exhaustive, it is as
comprehensive as the limits of this research allowed.
1. Saved seed
2. Plants that seed produces
3. Ridge & Hollow seed growers/producers
4. Janice Brewer – community garden coordinator
5. “Kelly” – Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance coordinator
6. “Sarah” – leader at CFI and other Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance worker
7. Americorps workers
8. Work-study interns
9. Student volunteers at events, and those who help with seed packaging
10. Human participants involved in seed to sustainability workshops hosted by CFI/Ridge &
Hollow and interested individuals (professors, staff) working at the following:
a. Ohio University
b. Ohio University professors
c. Antioch College, Yellow Springs
d. Ohio State University
e. Cleveland Seed Bank (non-profit)
f. Rural Action (non-profit)
11. Representatives of the aforementioned colleges and organizations involved with Ridge &
Hollow work (not necessarily at the seed to sustainability workshops)
12. Molly Hicks, the researcher studying this seed network
13. Office computers used by Ridge & Hollow workers
14. Other office equipment and furniture
15. Paper documents produced about Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance (seed saving guide,
seed inventory, brochures, etc.)
16. Webpages produced about Ridge & Hollow Seed Alliance on the CFI website
17. Ridge & Hollow seed saver contracts
18. Gardening “buddies”
19. Garden clubs
20. eBay
21. Family members involved in gardening and/or seed saving work
22. Neighbors who help supply gardening resources and conversation about gardening and
seed saving
23. Garden pots
24. Compost/manure/other fertilizers
25. Ohio State University Extension Service (educators, administrative assistants)
26. County soil and water conservation workers
27. Master gardener groups: Washington County, Wood County
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28. Environment (soil, water, light, etc.)
29. Garden tools
30. 5-gallon buckets
31. Milk jugs
32. Greenhouse/hoop house/cold frames/germination tables/etc.
33. Storage sheds/storage closets/cabinets
34. Seed catalogs
35. Seed saving/gardening websites
36. Fencing and posts
37. Scarecrows
38. Owl statue (pest deterrent)
39. Pollinators
40. Seed processing tools
41. Seed processing equipment/machines
42. Chairs and benches used in the garden
43. Birds
44. Rabbits
45. Groundhogs
46. Deer
47. Carpet pieces – weed deterrent
48. Shredded paper – weed deterrent
49. Fencing
50. Cars/trucks (for transportation to and from community gardens, to and from seed grower
properties, etc.)
51. CFI’s Donation Station
52. The Farmacy
53. White’s Mill
54. Cool Digs
55. Athens Farmers Market
56. Village Bakery & Café
57. The Kale Yard
58. Seed display shelves
59. Amish woodworkers who made the seed display shelves
60. CFI office
61. Garden centers
62. Farm supply stores
63. Little Fish Brewing Company
64. Sugar Bush Foundation
65. Barlow Bluebells Gardening Club
66. Adena Hall, Chillicothe, OH
67. Non-profit organizations in other areas (Monarchs Forever, Seed Savers Exchange, Baker
Creek Heirloom Seed Company, Johnny’s Select Seeds, Organic Seed Alliance)
68. Hills of Southeastern Ohio
69. Hollows or “hollers” of Southeastern Ohio
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Appendix G
Permission to use City of Athens/Ohio map (see p. 8)
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Appendix H
Permission to use Subregions of Appalachia map (see p. 9)
https://www.arc.gov/ARCPrivacyPolicy.asp
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Appendix I
Permission to use Seed Industry Consolidation map, 1996 – 2013 (see p. 85)
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Appendix J
Permission to use cardstock and booklet images created by Community Food Initiatives
(see pp. 105, 106, 129)
(Correspondence occurred on December 13, 2019)

